
 

The next forum is intended to be the JESUS collection, but this bunch here will be published as quickly     
                as possible, meaning no fancy alteration of collected items font-wise or otherwise. All credits supplied. 

4 92 3 His body suspended  of/by the hunting chasseantenna radar?  Cheetham and Webber 

 

4 92 where ‘suspended’ can mean ‘hanging in the air,’ or hovering 
gettee (from gesir? to lie down in front of),    gettee = a gas jet 
classe = lesson, order, pigeon holed, category, form, kind, race 
chasse = chasing, hunting [the hunter, = Orion] Cheetham, Webber 
rame = paddles, oars, [Oars/Mantids] rotor blades, propellor 
(boat or jet engine), wind turbine, propeller = a fan 

Erika Cheetham made it very clear in her works that she was using an original publication of the Centuries. 
Whichever edition she used it was not the Very Original i555 nor the i562 edition, while the doctor was still alive. 
Yet in her publication certain words do appear which have more intriguing translations, such as in 1 63 the word 
“serre” meaning “squeezing” the waves = frequencies (where the two editions I have been using had it as “terre”) 
and here in 4 92 3 where “chasse” means hunting/chasing which she and Webber used– where clearly it is “claƒƒe”. 
The Very Original i555 publication only goes as far as C4 Q53. 
Hunting antenna: as a radar searching, could refer to the He Rod “suspended” in his scout craft on the occasion     
of the infamous Roswell proximity crash of 1947.  Or the 1941 crash – but does not in that case explain crashes 
between then and 1897, since there were no radar (that humans were using) in those years  ~ that we know of. 
Those Grayles (of Phil Schneider’s information), however, had been around; since long before 1897 – and their 
technology had always been capable of bringing down scout craft.     One similar example being the likes of  the 
Tunguska event. Who is to say had that event been Those Caring for the Living Library? – or those Others inhab-
iting underneath the Living Library? We have seen in many previous forums what long-ancient pyramids can do 

Go to WHAT THE PYRAMIDS ARE FOR 

 
 

 
 
www.youtube.com/watch?v=FR797NRxWcE 
this is not a direct link, (I don’t think) 
so might need to copy and paste. 

 

above right 
Dr. Dee J. Nelson and his wife Geo, produced 
this Kirlian photograph of Pyramid energy in 
1979 when there was no such thing as 
"photoshop" Other Kirlian photography: see 
Mary and Dean Hardy of Allegan, Michigan. 

1. Kirlian Photography of Bosnian Pyramid - 
YouTube  0:58► 0:58 696,134 views · 12:19  
Feb 12, 2011 - Uploaded by 
ForbiddenKnowledgeTV    
Kirlian Photography of Bosnian Pyramid .... 
Volume I - Messages From The Past - FULL 
MOVIE 1080pby Vivid Pictures 

   
http://askthedragon.org/ancient_cities_under_giza.htm   
"The Sumerian record provided a probable description of the lion-headed Sphinx at Giza, and if that great creature was built to guard or obliterate 
ancient stairways and lower passages leading to subterranean areas below and around it, then its symbolism was most appropriate." by Tony Bushby 

“During the first Egyptian “pyramid war”, between Horus and Seth, Horus strikes: “…(and he) let loose 
against them a storm which they could neither see with their eyes, nor hear with their ears. It brought 
death to all of them in a single moment…” (Sitchin, 1985)This detail informs us that Horus was EnLil-YHWH lord of airwave storms 

   
  

 

Boturini Codex 

While I know most of 
you will have seen these 
images before, I aopolo- 
gize for the repetition. 

Many of you are freshly 
new to these hidden 

texts. Since these images 
apply to the topic of 

“antennae” they show 
here, hopefully for the 

last time. 

~  HIGHLIGHTED PURPLE = CAME TRUE ~ 

~  HIGHLIGHTED NAVY= watch this space ~ 
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FR797NRxWcE
http://askthedragon.org/ancient_cities_under_giza.htm
http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/esp_esfinge.htm


1 43 2 Il auiendra vn cas bien merueilleux,       A truly wonderful event will happen 
 (from GWEN towers, or pyramids?)  

This becomes extremely interesting.. The word "Ursaline" means those who come from Ursa both Major and Minor. 
We have been calling them the Anun.nakim (or Anakim in the bibles) with over a hundred other names.  
The subject matter here continues from Century 11 #13 which then took us to C6 6 and  C6 9 and then to "squeezing the waves" in 1 63.  
The "nice luxuries" is also the ability to travel in time by being "disassembled" via sonic technology, but this means the likes of WI FI. 
Go to the forum CENTURIES ELEVEN SIXAINES  and in the forum SASAR & FIPPLE FREE ENERGY you will see much that relates to herein. 
1 63 will appear later in this collection. Then ask yourself  how many other  Off Worlders have been guiding you and me to free energy? 
4 92 1 Teƒte tranchee du vaillant capitaine,  The head of the brave leader cut off,  guillotined? Muslim fashion? 
READ: HALF LUNATIC ALIEN ENLIL/VALIANTThor FLAUNTS A.I.,   

 
PUTATIVE = what is thought to be

THEE ATTEND PUTATIVE CALENDAR:   CALENDARS " " 
 
 

TENTACLED  ELITE CHARLATAN HATE-VENDETTA = ADEPT HALLUCINATIVE  FAECES SHAPE-SHIFTER
RAPTURE...  NAÏVE FARCE  

  

o Re-iterating that tiny detail which will become my swan-song...          Why is it that none of any of the so called 
“channellers” nor visits received by contactees ever result in being provided with diagrams on how to engineer 
free fuel? There is no excuse for these high minded visitors for not assisting in that one small manner – after all 
is said and not done - it is the free energy equipment that will prevent pollution of all of Earth!  

o All those readers who have tried to discredit EnKi and these texts; pointing out they could as easily be from 
demons, should take on board what EnKi has just stated in .   Then, should they wish to 
maintain their accusations (and who is it that is named the Accuser?) the collator, and EnKi would point them 
towards an entire forum titled  SASAR, FIPPLE AND FREE ENERGY. No less than  SEVEN forms of free energy 
have been named in previous pages.    It needs only you to get off your collective rear ends and make them! 

o TENTACLED see jellyfish craft FAECES/Alcyone under the ‘tail’ of Taurus = SHAPE-SHIFTER ELITE 

 
4 92 2 Sera gettee devant fon adverfaire : Will be thrown before his adversary             
GREATEST OVER-FED ARE FERVID  

 

 
 

4 92 3 Son corps pendu de la claƒƒe a l’antenne,    His body suspended from the huntingchasse styledclasse antenna tower? 
CLEAN-FACED/EnKi SPELLS: (FONDLES ANAL OFFENCES) FOOLS DULLARDS;     ODD PROFOUND OLD OANNES FELON 
SATELLITE ANTENNAE UP CRAP AFFECTED POLE AND PLENTEOUS DULLNESS SCUPPERED PROPS’ LANDSCAPE SPLENDOURS 

FALSE ASTEROID, PALL DESCENT EFFECT UNCLEAN PLACES. ‘TUNNELS UNDER’ LEANT APPEAL  

  NOT PEACEFUL PANEL (SUNTANNED APEES) PLAN NUCLEAR PLUNDERS ALL 
o PROPS’ = natures’  NOON DATE = middle of a Yule period APPLE  CLEAN-FACED/EnKi:= never seen with a beard
o  means to  Fix the enlarged calendars.  AHPEES = those from Sirius 
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4 92 4 Confus fuira par rames a vent contraire. Confused mentally by avoiding oars against the wind turbines,  “i’ is also “j’   

CRASS CORRUPTER STAR RACE (PRACTICES SATAN’S SCRUFF “SAVIOUR” CRAFT: PERFORMS SACRIFICES, CARCASS 
MASSACRE VORACIOUSNESS), IS FASCIST ACTOR POPE SCAM: FAVOUR ANTENNAE OVER

, AIM RIP-OFF, APEMEN MASTER ARTIFICIAL COMPUTER POURS TERRIFIC SINE IN “SMART” SARCASM 
o ARTIFICIAL COMPUTER please go to QUBITS & CONSCIOUSNESS  if you have not already done so 
o ANTENNAE – satellites around the planet, and, yes, I have always thought the word ‘SMART’  
      electricity was a bit of SARCASM. APEMEN = Ahpee ‘men’ from Sirius (a good reason to query Sirius Disclosure) 

 MANUFACTURES FEARS PER RECTUM, IS NEFARIOUS 
RAPTUROUS ORMANCER ANU CREATURE PAN-AFRICAN FORERUNNERS,ATTEMPT ENSURE UTOPIAN SUFFER. 

  AS AN  IS ROMANTIC RANT 
TO CONNIVE PARTNER NICER ANCIENT  REAPER RAPTURE POET CANNOT RECANT MORE IMPORTANCE 
o VATICAN PIT: under the Vatican is where king Drago lives, he who was “bound in irons in a pit” 

CRAVEN/eunuchized MANURE/Alcyone  Ophiuchus -CORVUS MANTIS= the tall four armed negative ant. 
o  invented and made up the Jesus/’Savior’ as an image, at least 16 times 

from ancient days. The Raven-Crow-Corvus does appear in medieval art and I always wondered why, knowing 
what Corvus means in the Alchemye and we have seen in these texts how quietly they have managed to avoid 
the limelight. Now we know why.        The word ‘recant’ is like the word ‘sanctions’, can have two opposite meanings... 

o   =   the “Keepers” as in zoo keepers, so NOT the Watchers  that the SAAM claim to be
REASON FAIR RARE SUPERIOR AROMATIC PURER CREATORS, UR EA, OARS, AFFIRM ARM ORNAMENT’S CENTURIES.  
o we have seen in many previous lines that it has been the Elohim Alliances who provided the Centuries to the 

Ornament Nostradamus 3 94 which gave us these texts and did engineer our language TO SUIT   
 

  C+F+9 100 2

 go to     http://megaliths.org/    
and go to the previous forums FIX THE CALENDARS, & EDITOR TO THE EDITOR NEW DAWN   if you have not already

AMERICAN STARS’ PARAMOUR CONNIVER MANIA FAVORS PRANCERS “AFFAIR”  VARIANCE TO CONVERT AS PORN 
REMOTE POSERS TRANSFER T.V. AIR TIME TO NAÏVE “COMIC” CARTOON NARRATIVE, CREATES NUTCASES POVERTIES 
o So, thanks to ANTENNAE we are attacked from all directions, from the satellites, from G.W.E.N. towers, all your 

“SMART” electricals, and mentally from your T.V. producing non-thinking NUTCASES with mental  POVERTY. 
o Definition of procreant. 1 : producing offspring. 2 archaic : of or relating to procreation. 
      Therefore, definition of "improcreant" =  not producing offspring, modern, relating to genocidal 
4 92 1 Teste tranchee du vaillant capitaine, 

by chemtrails 
ANTICIPATE  SAD URAL-ALTAIC EVENT SEVENTEEN.TH 

Scorpio [Nov 8th] DAN/   reptilian 

 transhuman  
4 92 2 Seza iettee deuant son aduersaire:      ( ?edition ?) A Webber 

  SIEZE 2016

4 92 3 Son corps pendu de la chasse à  l'antenne 
with ignorance,

/chemtrails 

4 92 4  Confus fuira par rames a vent contraire. 
 Oannes  they  ARE SINE PREVARICATOR AS  MANUFACTURE

 technology UNCLEAN PURPOSE  = INSANE OANNES  CRAFT
 

4 92 from  Allan Webber’s computer programmed Template 
1. The head of the brave leader cut off,  guillotined? Muslim fashion? 
2. It will be thrown before his adversary: 
3. His body suspended from the hunting chasse  antenna  

HAARP could also said to be a HUNTING ANTENNAE 
4. Confused (mentally) by avoiding oars against the wind turbines, towers  

problems.(Propellar/turbine or just flying ‘against’ YHWH/ Thor-
Enlil–chief pilot,  lord of the winds, of smoke, airways, storms 
& the wrathful &  jealous). “The wind” is a qualifyer for EnLil. 

those from Argo (Oar/the Mantids) who mentally confuse contraire   
those of  YHWH/Enlil. Lord of the airways – his own weapon!        
There is a wall relief showing a mantid being lifted by a hind leg. 
The giant is a “horned” one from Erid.anus and could even be Enlil. 
Whatever past alliance was between them is no longer. 

 

Here we have Oannes, a Ring Lord in his Haoma 
the mechanical “tree in stone” wall frieze   2 70 3 
"The tree in stone(wall frieze) man of fire (Leo/electron being) 
brought/carried  down,"  in his Haoma. 
with a rocket to the far left,  
and a giant manhandling a two armed Mantid  
(which can come in any size) but the negative Mantis are giant sizes 
now that we know the four armed  Mantis are the negative ones and 
are usually seen over 8 feet tall 

URAL-ALTAIC this could be the « ANGLO-INDIAN » radioactivity  in 7 24 4: the date of Dan Seventeen, or Seventeenth of Scorpio 
7 24 4  Grand de Lorraine par le Marquis du Pont. Great one from Lorraine via the Pont (stargate) du Marquis. 

 R (Draco) LARGER ALIEN RING LORD MARDUQ  (Celtic date of Sagittarius)   ‘R’
/clones;  ADORES PLUNDERING IGNORANT  PROLETARIAN… AND GRISLIER ADRENAL/halal ORDERS ELITE PLAGIARISE

 
UTOPIAN LONDONDER (David Icke):  REPULSION UNGODLIER MARDUQ. PRUDENT  UTOPIAN, LONDONDER  DREADING  

where “prop” is “nature” C+F+Astatine 
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4 92 4 Confus fuira par rames a vent contraire.    circus = zoo 

MANUFACTURES FEARS PER RECTUM, 
 ORMANCER, 

ARE PAN-AFRICAN ANU CREATURE FORERUNNERS,  
ATTEMPT  ENSURE  UTOPIANS  SUFFER. 
picture by Bonaventura Salimbeni. Painted in i600 
we  rarely see the entire version of this (and many others) 
This one in entirety will appear in a footnotes section here 

7 24 
He who was buried will come out of the tomb.              (men in black?) also means time travellers “the living dead”.  Or Nostradamus 
Making link connections from the power of the portal:         (Vasacle in 8 30 = “bridge and ramp” = stargate (stage gate) 
Poisoned with the roe (eggs) of a barbell ,                       (barbell a carp/ANU) DNA transhumanism,  genetically manipulated 
Great one from Lorraine via the Pont du Marquis.       (“COMPTE” is code for Grays, so Marquis here must mean the “hero” J-Rod52 
7 24 TombeauBarbeauLorraineMarquisPont          = giant Mantis from Corvus 
ALERT : EQUAL ABORTION ‘PARAMOUR’ ROBBERS,  EQUATE   EMULATE

.    Corey Goode's "Blue Avians" are copies. 
UUORRIMENT IS ANTENNAE IMPORTS OBNUBILATE darken or cover with or as if with a cloud; obscure SPOOKIER BARBARIOUS 
RIBBON–LIKE UUORMS.  MANIPULATORS MAKE-OUT MERITS BALMIER 
SKIES ~ OMIT ROBES hides ENORMOUS ABNORMAL TAENIA TAPEUUORM AMOK IN IT.  

[formerly] astatine. Symbol:Ab. 
its isotopes are short-lived; the most stable is astatine-210, with a half-life of 8.1 hours. most of its compounds resemble those of iodine. It also shows some metallic 

behavior, including being able to form a stable monatomic cation in aqueous solution. Astatine means "unstable"           
AIM BRAIN-ROT AT OUR  MATURE NELL UUOMAN ORATOR'S CABIN:she ALARMS INTERNAL PRURIENT ROMAN RUIN 
RAPTURE. TO REPAIR ANNUAL ERRORS MANUAL RUNS TIME,  UURITES ABBÉ BOOK IN PARANORMAL MATERNAL 
NATURE, BORNE UP TUN orbiting QUARTERS IN  SONIC TIME RATIO. LEARNT IN CENTURIES QUATRAINS MANNER 
AMORAL ALIEN NEAR PARROTS PURITAN.    NELL SAUU  : OMNIPOTENT AMIABLE QUEEN'S,   
o should the reader go back to FIX THE CALENDARS, one will see that the golden cube was shot  in Decem. & in Jan’y 

/Capricorn/bone, also going to page 41 of LANGUAGE IS ENGINEERED Continued....   (published Dec. 29 2016 – in Capricorn) 

 
o  just as Alex Collier describes them  Regency Order  Andromeda Council 
o  OMNIPOTENT AMIABLE QUEEN'S, Cassiopean  



o   Da Vinci actually names the Saran Tribe as "green eyed" Reptile, along with the description   
of tearing up children to "put into sausage casings";  infrequently, Nostradamus does say : 

o 9 13 SoulongueLauxoisModenneBologneBurancoys 
MILLIONS YOUR YOUNG  BOXED  IN  BULLNOSED LEONINE  CIGAR craft : MONOXIDE  GASEOUS  DEAD,  AS BOLONEY  SAUSAGES 

o  11 #12  Seigneurs Genaudan Eglise    c o d e s  w i t h i n  c o d e s  –       “ s a u s a g e ”  a l s o  a p p e a r s  i n  L A N G U A G E  I S  E N G I N E E R E D  
ANU SARAN IGUANA EAGLE, DUNGS/Nordic Alcyonese  LIED  SAUSAGE  ING,reaping rune LIED SUNNIER, LIED GASSIER SEAS 

 De fanciulli che stanno legati nelle fasce the English: Of children who are tied in bands  
 La salsiccia ch'entra nelle budella  the English: [children] went into the sausage casings. 
 Quelli che saranno morti,  the English: Those Saran who are dead (living dead – stargate users, men in black) 

LION-LIKE HUMAN AT LEMON  EMULATOR  IS  SARAN COLUMN  ~ KILL LIKE HITLER, IS  NEUROTIC 
 AT  LEMON  EMULATOR   at the lemon in the Last Supper where the halo-free ‘Jesus’ becomes a leonine 

'' The term “abomination” (Hebrew toevah and siqqus) appears more than 100 times in the Old Testament and just a few times in 
the New Testament. An abomination is normally a great sin, commonly worthy of death. Readers immersed in current debates 
about sexual ethics may first think an abomination is a sexual sin. Indeed, Scripture calls sexual sins like adultery, homosexuality, 
and bestiality abominations (e.g., Leviticus 18:22, 29-30). But more often throughout the Bible “abomination” refers to major 
covenant violations, especially idolatry (in Deuteronomy alone, see 7:25, 13:6-16, 17:2-5, 18:9-12, 27:15, 32:16). In the historical 
books, “abomination” always describes idolatry, often with child sacrifice (1 Kings 11:7, 2 Kings 23:13). Abomination also refers to 
idolatry in the prophets, including Daniel 9 and 11. (Daniel uses siqqus, a term that always appears in connection with idolatry.) 
The interpretation of Daniel 9-11 is difficult and disputed, but it does have some fixed points, and the nature of the abomination that 
causes desolation is one of them. Daniel 9:26-27 refers to a prince who will destroy the city (Jerusalem) along with its temple and 
sacrifices, “and on the wings of abominations shall come one who makes desolate.” Two chapters later there is another reference 
to an “abomination” in connection to the temple: “forces from him shall appear and profane the temple and fortress, and shall take 
away the regular burnt offering. And they shall set up the abomination that makes desolate” (11:31)." 
https://www.thegospelcoalition.org/article/what-is-the-abomination-of-desolation   NO MENTION OF IT AS WORMWOOD  

 
 

•  REPAIR ERRORS :  MANUAL RUNS TIME = calendars    C+F+1918
• So far as dates go there were many, (May 13-June 9)  (June)  (in Virgo)  (in Libra)  Sagittarius for ALE OAK: SPICA-EAR MA: TIN

events such as and  

  

 To understand more 
about the Pan- Egypt 

African forerunners 
take yourself to the 
14 Lost Books of 
EnKi. Clay Tablet 
#10 being of very 
high interest 
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https://biblia.com/bible/esv/Lev%2018.22
https://biblia.com/bible/esv/Leviticus%2018.29-30
https://biblia.com/bible/esv/1%20Kings%2011.7
https://biblia.com/bible/esv/2%20Kings%2023.13
https://biblia.com/bible/esv/Dan%209.26-27
https://www.thegospelcoalition.org/article/what-is-the-abomination-of-desolation


7 24 TombeauBarbeauLorraineMarquisPont continues  ‘Q’ = ‘C’ and ‘K’ 
MORE OPAQUE QUEEN,      EA-ENKI CUBE UP, KEEN UUOMBATAustralian LIBRARIANS’  BOOKUUORM TRUE MOMENT
o hard to see/requires faithOPAQUE  (the Elohim Alliances  for the Living Library) in the golden  QUEEN/Cassiopeians 

cube – arranging what you are reading 
AMPUTATES (DNA – wow - what a description of DNA when there is no ‘D’ in the line to spell it!) BONE-MARROUU-TUBES 

 MOON’S  RAMBO  BABOON APES, RANSOMER  REPROBATES  SNOB  ELITE   OBTURATE MANURE, ROMAN PATRIARQUAL
NUMERATE SOBER QUOTAS,   IT’S TOO UUARM NOUU.   ,righteous           MARKET BROUU BEATERS ARE NOT YE MEEK
o NUMERATE SOBER QUOTAS   lying using false numbers to fool the public.     Best example sending ‘scientific’ 

teams to Antarctica to show how badly it is supposed to be melting only to be frozen in.(2015)  Since that happened, the 
planet has tipped sideways somewhat and Antarctica has begun to melt, at the price of places elsewhere having most 
unusual events, such as Ohio with 1000  mid winter and Victoria Australia  deep snow in mid summer (2016) 

ARE UUATER-ABSORBENT NUCLEAR BREAKERSfracking C+F+Astat IEUUS OUTSPOKEN UUORN-OUT NEUUS-UUEEK   media 

o MEPROBAMATE relates to other lines warning about a ‘tool’ which causes people to be struck unable to move 
www.dictionary.com/browse/meprobamate  C+F+PARALYSE and  C+F+QUADRIPLEGIC and the ORGONE weapon named in previous alerts 

o a white powder, C 9 H 1 8 N 2 O 4 , used in medicine chiefly as a tranquilizer for treating anxiety, tension,& skeletal muscle spasm 
CERNS  AIM  UUREAKS  TORN  BOAT’S  Earth CORE,  SABOTEUR  ARMOUR  NIBIRU  BUS  moves  ORBIT  ROAMS  ASKEUU    

such as "flat Earth"MASURIUM,  REPTILE ROBOT Reptoid grey QUBIT’S COMPUTER RUMOUR-MILL AIM MEMES UUEAKEN IOU 

o MASURIUM in the date of Sagittarius see  C+F+Astatine (C+F+ ORGONE TOOL in previous forums) 

(Elements & Compounds) the former name for technetium. [C20: New Latin, after Masuria, where it was discovered]. Collins English Dictionary 
MASURIUM=Technetium is a chemical element with symbol Tc and atomic number 43. It is the lightest element of which 
all isotopes are radioactive; none is stable. ...  Its short-lived gamma ray-emitting nuclear isomer—technetium-99m—is 
also used in nuclear medicine, See astatine/ C+F+ ALABAMINE paired in 7 24 previous page fracking C+F+Astatine 

BURNT-OUT  FORMER PREMIER PRURIENT UN.MERITORIOUS BARACK OBAMA AMERICAN UNSOCIAL MUTINEER 
CONTINUES UNSUITABLE  CORRUPTION TROUBLES, AIMS LARCENOUS ERUPTION TUMEROUS OF TRUMP, CRUEL 

ELECTION  ABORTION. NEUROTIC LOUT  TO CONTINUE BRUTAL LEPROSARIUM AS UNACCOUNTABLE  SUPERIOR 

 R.O  carry

 AIMS LARCENOUS ERUPTION TUMEROUS  recall a  Da Vinci ʺTrumpʺ line which spoke of ‘aiming leukaemia’ at 
 Trump ? That is exactly the technology the so called ‘elite’ have got from their Master Off Worlders...   

 quando le fiamme più altiere percosse =  When the highest flame[president]  has been beaten
 SLEEK SPIEL, IS EERIE PACK OF LIES 

 AIMS  AT  
  /Alcyone, the ‘Pile under Taurus’  who were bred that way PLACELESS  ISLAM  PROLE, folk IS  CLONED EQUAL TO FAECES 

o Obama was born a ‘Leo’  AIMS  
Put to death [with] neither letter nor packet [pdf] read. 1 39 4  preceded by 1 39 2:  

Blond one selected,  becoming  too involved,  By three the E.T. empire enslaves 1 39 3  (three brothers, the Roschilds) 
 

    
o MOON’S RAMBO APES=Sirius BABOON/Congress (is a group of baboons) so saying Congress belongs to Sirius 

and that the moon is also run by those warriors (rambo) from Sirius. 
o   LIBRARIANS’      NUCLEAR  the 'key' words removed first to obtain the texts which refer to it 
o 2:18:1 IEUUS  UUISE, USE NEUUEST UUELL (fracking) from Allan Webber’s computerized Template 
o 1 49 4 Subiugant prefques le coing Aquilonaire  The quince will almost conquer those of Aquilon/Cheetham   Five almost subjucating the Aquilan  

ENCOURAGING USE BOUQUETS GARNIS (made from FLAX in other lines) IN PLAGUES  QUALIFIER NICE  ENKI: 
 Quince is a name of an asteroid. It also refers to Cydonia on Mars.  Altair is in Aquila, the big nosed Semetic Grayles, in ‘tear drop’ craft           
 The following are also from Allan Webber’s Computerized Template 
8:33:3 Qui a Veniƒe vouldra faire vengeance,  Who at Venice will wish to make vengeance,  

 /pulling out, boat/Earth  
AVENGES VUORLD GENEVA CERN. AFRAID ERIDANUƒ ENVIES, REVENGE Feb 18 – March 17QUAI/key: AFIRE 

 (M.S.G.) /flowing free 
*The Quinces can also be the fragrant ones in the Elohim Alliances or those demonized but innocent  40 Pleiadians of John Dee                                                                                                                                           

o     10:27:1 Par le cinquieƒme  & un grand Hercules. Via the fifth  (May?)  and one great Hercules    (Herculobis/Nemesis)     
LUNAR ECLIPSE QUIN (May) QUINCE (asteroid) EVENT LURCHED CALIPERS (Earth degrees) CQIN/dragon/2024 DRENCHED  

  meaning a tomb – whose? Many clues are in Manuscript vignettes C+F+sepulchre CLEAR CLUE: ENGRAVEMENT IN SEPULCHRE
o 2:18:3 Pierre ciel, feuz faire la mer pierreufe,  Celestial rock, fires  make the sea stony 

 (to breathe air use flax woven material) also means in Pisces, ENN date above 
EMPERIAL LIFE CREEPIER FERAL IX (treaty 9) nuclear       (nuclear winter) 

 DNA enumeration  = 
64 - 24 strand – 4 strand 
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o 2:18:4 La mort de ƒept terre &  marin fubites. Land and sea abrupt death for seventh  [planet Earth 
 [unstabilised solution in vaccines] 
 [in your DNA] 

off world           [those from Urania spreading uranium in chemtrails]  
 anger  ( fracking)= . Subterranian water absorbed metals 

10 27 HerculesClement JulesAƒcans Clef Aigle   codes within codes   
HER CLUES SEE LURCH  LAME RECLUSE CHEF: GEM ,  CURES ELITE SCUM’S ANTENNAE  

ELECTRICAL CELLULAR FLASHES  SCUFFLE CHEMTRAIL  JELLIES LUGGED,  ARC GEM  FELL ; LEECHvb  MALIGN MUCILAGE CAREFUL 
FLAGS  ARTIFICIAL SCIENCES ENGULFS, RUIN  FEMALE  JEUUEL’S  OCEAN,  JUNGLE’S  SUCCULENCE,  HER  SCENIC  AIR  FECULENCE. 
EARTH MUGS SEE CRUEL FECAL ANGEL-FACED  CALL-GIRLS’  ʺJESUS MIRACLEʺ CLICHE HELL ING CHALLENGE,  MAGIC CLUE : GLUM, M.E. 
CARE-FREE  SELF-SERUICE  ELITE  ʺCLASSʺ  SCAM;  FLEUU  IN  SMALL CRAFT  UUITHIN  FENCE TIES. TRIES  CLINGS  LIFE.  FAILS 
o SCUFFLE = spread       CHEMTRAIL  ~ ARC = spread over  GEM = Earth  LUGGED = carried  MUCILAGE = biospheres MALIGNED 
o FEMALE  JEUUEL = Earth AIR  FECULENCE – the ‘fertility’ ~ ability to maintain the life of our atmosphere (‘apron’) 
o EARTH MUGS those who believe in religion FECAL ANGEL-FACED those from the Heap under the tail of Taurus = Alcyonese 
o ‘ CALL-GIRLS’ prostituded themselves  ʺJESUS MIRACLEʺ  return of the (false) Messsssiah holograms CLICHE. ING = reaping   
o GLUM, = chemtrails   = multiple energy (directed energy/ Project Blue Beam) into chemtrails causes the holograms 
o CARE-FREE = psychotic  ELITE  ʺCLASSʺ  SCAM fooling the ‘mugs’ that they are a better class when the only difference is education 
o UUITHIN  FENCE TIES. The space ties which were put up for an unknown reason.  Most people guess it is a form of cage to 

keep us all prisoners, but they relate to ANTENNAE.   
o TRIES  CLINGS  LIFE.  FAILS. See also 8:96:3 Elite flailed idleful debts ably. Ill (radioactive) pouuders filled abbey-vestry.(next door)...   

If only [they] pulled on final baby boy’s space suit. Allan Webber’s Computerized Template 
10 27 4 Lefpe, Clef, Aigle n'eurent onc fi grand picque. Sword,Orion key, (Elohim?) eagle,Enlil never was such a great animosity. 
CLIFF, TREE, CELL TOUUER  OFF-LICENCE ANTENNAE  CREEP LOUU FREQUENCIES. OFFENCE  ENCIRCLED NERD-GEEK: 

 
 OF FLAX: WHEREBY PAPER’S [masks] MADE OUT OF FLAX RAGS                from Leonardo da Vinci 

ʺThat shall be revered and honoured and its precepts shall be listened to with reverence and loveʺ 
o meaning two different things. That flax being naturally antibiotic is best for wearing masks, and that the news-

papers would best be made from flax (or hemp) instead of killing trees, thus honouring nature  
 

7 24 2 Fera de chaines lier le fort du pont:  Making link connections from the power of the portal:  
 CHANI

 ADORE PUTIN SEES PLANET TREES SURE DEFOLIATED, DUPONT Monsanto DONE UIA FLUENT FLOUTED ROUNDUP™ 
SCHOLARS DEPLORE FELONIES TALENT. PART OF SPITEFUL ‘TERRORS’ INTERLUDE PRELUDE ADUERTISED UUELL
R.O. POLICES, EDITS REPUSIUE ARCHON ADULTERERS’ SELF-CENTRED ELITE TOOLS. FRIED AND ICED THOSE FOOLS  
 • ROUNDUP™

 
 • FRIED = HAS POE spontaneous human combustion AND ICED =  at March 2017 this can only be said to be true  
  
  
  
 ARCHON ADULTERERS’ to be understood that word word Archon is the western hemisphere version of djinn also 

 known as IS-BE which as a name these texts do not use, (but have done once) since “BE” means in Virgo, causing confusion.
 define 
 Phlegyas /ˈflɛdʒiəs/ (Greek: Φλεγύας), son of Ares and Chryse or Dotis, was king of the Lapiths in Greek mythology. He was the father of 

Ixion and Coronis, one of Apollo's lovers. danteworlds.laits.utexas.edu/circle5.htmlPhlegyas, Filippo Argenti , Fallen Angels, Furies and Medusa, ... as the 
Furies and the Medusa--is central to the meaning of Dante's episode  Wrath and Sullenness  

 LAPITH a member of a Thessalian people who fought and defeated the centaurs. 
7 24 4  Grand de Lorraine par le Marquis du Pont. Lorraine greatness due to the comptes of the bridge/stargate 

MAN-LIKE RURAL PAD:  IN A  PLURAL  UNDERTAKING   UR EA ALERT REUUARD MEAD-PARKS RAPTURE-LIKE DOOR PORTAL   
IN ANNUAL,   IS A  NATURAL  URANIL  PERIL.  meteors?   

alerts TO RUDE DRUNKEN LIAR, IS DARKER                              
ILL-NATURED PILE, (Pile = 'Heap' = 'Manure' = Alcyone)  LINKS  RANK  PAIN IN ADRENAL  PART (kidneys). 
o SPRING/September  EARS/Virgo  DIURNAL/equinox   LORRAINE = LEARN RARE LION ARIEN LIAR REAR up IN IRON AIRLINER  
o IN LEAP/2020  ‘man-like pad’ & see ‘shed’ elsewhere.    LINKS RANK PAIN IN ADRENAL = LINKS TO HALAL KILLING 

o DRUNKEN  LIAR – see the word “CHAMPAGNE” in  2 2 3 mortalanthenegrandpedufuslabranche (ANTHER DNA)  
:   U.N.HARLOTS , NEGRO, FEDERAL BUREAU MERCHANT:  BREUU  MATURED ‘AGREEMENTS’ 

o the drinking of champagne or any alcohol during the signing of planet influencing “Treaties” to me is heinous, 
and see the pun “brewing matured agreements” meaning these deals were made a long time ago 

o 1 68 4 Done in horror by drunken  traders.                                          and another from  FIX THE CALENDARS 
o 4 41 3 understand  

7:24:4 Grand de Lorraine par le Marquis du Pont   (from Allan Webber’s computerized programmed  Template ... 
      EnKi-Ra glad Parks collator orator; rides [back] to Ur in rude moon – indeed, our minor planet
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1 62 1 Le grande perte las que feront les letres : What a great loss there will be to learning                (in QUBITS & CONSCIOUSNESS) 
 PLEASES  GENTLE  SAGE 

AND GREATEST SELFLESS QUEEN : FORTUNATE LEAFLETS  ALERTS :  FLEET OF FLAGELLATORS  ‘rod’ type craft, the 
type Steven Greer calls down ARE RELENTLESS GEEK TEENAGER POLLUTERS, SKELETONS FAIL.  DERANGES GREENNESS.   

LEPER = unaware 
STEUEN GREER  ADORES  SELF  TO TALK  AS /by LEPER TO DEFTER  DALEK 

 STEER, LETS  ENLARGED  LEGEND  DARK  RED  STAR PASS  ANKLE  Aquarius  DATE 
7 24 4  Grand de Lorraine par le Marquis du Pont.  ‘q’ = ‘c’ & ‘k’    Great one from Lorraine via the Pont du Marquis. (Comptes time gate) 
LARGER ALIEN RING LORD MARDUQ R (Draco) ‘R’ (Celtic date of Sagittarius)   
ALIEN DALEK, TO RUDE DRUNKEN LIAR, IS DARKER ILL-NATURED PILE /Alcyone /clone;   ORDERS ELITE PLAGIARISE

/halal torture-killed meat PLUNDERING IGNORANT  PROLETARIAN… AND GRISLIER ADRENAL
6 4 1  Le Celtiq ƒleuve changera de rivage,     The Celtic river [language] will change its course, 
FUSE LIGHTNING ELECTRIFIED, QUENCH LAKE CERN,ICE AGE VALVE: FAREUUELL VULGAR DALEK  DEFILES  THESE  LINES 

 e quella dell' un paese remossa nell'altro;         the English:                and the U.N removes  another country 
OARS/Mantids REPEL LAUULESS ALL-MALE  LEO  DALEK  REAL  LOSER. REASON  NEUU  PARALLEL  MOON – 

 yes, NASA recently admitted we have a second moon       (the golden cube ?)
 endravn peuple qui fappellera peu       the English:      people who call people unproven (such as ‘refugees’)

 ALLELUIA NUNLIKE PLEIADIAN FEEL APPEAL  Black Knight PANEL UP  REPELLED DALEK  A.I.  DEPRAVER.  

 
7 24 4  Grand de Lorraine  LORRAINE. Where many lenticular clouds have been seen in recent years and these texts have 
stated that. Went to ‘search’ the word ‘lenticular’ to find those texts and computer refuses to divulge them.  It had stated 
that the Alcyonese use the lenticular clouds to disguise their craft, meaning that everywhere you see these clouds on our 
planet, they are the “third peoples of the Ante-Christ”.  That includes Mt. Shasta, saying that James Gilliland, like Greer, are 
being fooled. Not that anyone can blame them 
 

 

8 60   First in Romania, first in Gaul,/France                                               
Over land and sea against  English and Paris  
Unusual deeds by that large government, (which is how they fool us)          C+F+ FredBell article 
large number [troop]  lacking in intellect/courage. Where ‘govern’ = control and ‘ment’ means ‘thinking’ 
The wild violent beast (Alcyonese) will lose Lorraine. 

define mesnic, mesnie. = no reasoning, not from intelligence (but from animal instinct or by being a puppet) 
mes  
Word mod s/ns An internal 's' might be rendered by 'ns' 
mens                 N      3 3 NOM S F                               
mense, mentis  N  F   [XXXAX]   
mind; reason, intellect, judgement; plan, intention, frame of mind; courage; 

ni.e 
ni                ADV    POS                          
if ...  not; unless; [quid ni? => why not?];   
RESULT: not from reasoning judgment 
or: not from being governed (which soldiers/troops are) 

 

9 50 
Mendosus will soon come to his high realm,                       
Putting behind a little/somewhat  the Lorrainers: 
The pale red one, the male in the interregnum, 
The fearful youth and Barbaric/banksters  terror. Terrorism 

Mendosus means “full of faults”.  MENDOSUS  as  NODUS  SEM = half node ~ Earth lying down  
SENDS  DUO two SEDUM NOS = stone crops/asteroids  OS/Capricorn 

in DOE = Capricorn.  = Japan. This entire detail is reiterated many times in many ways 
'MENDOSUSEMPIRE’ =     IS END SUPER MEMO (quatrains)… SEEM UNDOES PRIMES  (latitudes & longitudes) 
E.D. [extra dimensional] MENUS: USED DEUS  [god] MEN, PROMISED ME  Nostr. NEEDS  MU SUN  END  [of] U.S. (the Crystal pyramid) 
9 44 3  ONCE  (after)  YEAR  OSCULATES    (after one year becomes another, that is, in Capricorn) 

 page 6 from  
ADRIATIC & DA VINCI   
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http://archives.nd.edu/words.html


 

9 45 
No soul will remain to ask, 
Great Mendosus  obtaining his empire: 
Causing  countermand far from the court,  (theatre)  underground, outer space? 
Piedmont, Picardy, Paris, Tuscany the worst.   direction of flight path of [false] comet/meteor                                                                      

 

9 76  1 Avec le noir Rapax et sanguinaire   Allan Webber’s Template 

TEXAN’S  IGUANIANS  ARE TEXAS  [state]  SEPARATORS   
TAXES  AIR  NAUSEATING,  IN  ‘R’ Sagittarius 
U.N  SEATS  ING reaping AGENTS’  PLAN  IX   
LORRAINE  AIR  PLANE  GUINEA  
CLUE: EXASPERATION UNITES IRAN AGAINST NUCLEAR AGE 

C+F+ TEGUEXIN (South American)  in  2 29 3 

With the black and blood-thirsty king/leader 
R: Draco Reptoid  SEPARATOR is also  the “vapouriser” NAUSEATING  AIR 
TAXES: either a human in a space craft or our chemtrailed  atmosphere for the 
Reptiloids. PLAN IX is Treaty 9 which had a sneaky clause the humans did not 
see. Guinea to Lorraine = would that be  ca 5,000 nautical miles? or LORRAINE 
in France to GUINEA in Africa. Nostradamus says Ghana, and Guiana  in other 
lines. CLUE is the timing of  AGAINST  IRAN  or the move of Earth UNITES  

9 76 Rapax Neron                                                                                           (underlined letter means aphesis used) 
 Oannes   NEAR  APR. ~ OXEN.  from April 22 

 • Roxanne was the captive princess forced to marry Alexander the Great. Thus alluding to  and Alex Collier 

• A reader sent me something regarding this line – the same day it was written.   Be it a ‘line come true’ cannot be said 
This is what the reader wrote: ‘what do you think of Sokolov's story about the Apex constellation pertaining to the J-45 EBEN.s?’ 
o alludes to artificial computer virus invading the brains via antennae 

https://www.nexusnewsfeed.com/article/human-rights/ex-navy-seal-creates-veterans-organization-to-expose-pedophiles-and-rescue-
trafficked-children/  === Oannes  
https://www.nexusnewsfeed.com/article/consciousness/nepal-s-military-set-to-use-transcendental-meditation-to-relieve-global-collective-
stress/  
9 76 1 Avec le noir Rapax & ƒanguinaire,                     With the black  and blood-thirsty leader, 
UNGENIAL PARANOIA UNCARING ANU AVARICE FEAR FAIR VIRGINAL CERVIX ‘EVE’ VENUE, EXPLAIN  AS  ‘INANE CARRIAGE’.  

o This speaks of the patriarchal fear of womankind 
PER ANU FAVOUR FURNACE OPENS CARNAGE UPROAR ON NAÏVE AGAIN 

o FURNACE OPENS CARNAGE  either nuclear or volcanic      
o  a. The condition or period of being forced to live away from one's native country or home, especially as a punishment.  
o b. The condition or period of self-imposed absence from one's country or home  

   
 

o  
o relating to or denoting the early stages of the Upper Palaeolithic culture in Europe and the Near East. It is 

dated in most places to about 34,000–29,000 years ago, date of Bosnian pyramids and is associated with Cro-Magnon Man. 
o 

 

9 76 2 Yƒƒu du peaultre de l'inhumain Neron, (« u » is also « v ») Issued from the pallet bloodlines of the inhuman Nero:/Roman-Norma-Anu 
NULLIFY, DEFY, U.N. URANIFEROUS  USURPER  PRIDE  TINY MULES’  HELL DUE, IS RAMP UP HIDEOUS 
MURDER, FIERY  AIR  UUAVES UUI-FI  INTERNET.  FURIOUS RAINY   UUIN: SLURRY PUT DOUUN ELITE TYRRANIES YEAR
MORE STUPID INDUSTRIAL POUUER  SELF-RUIN  FROM  ANU’S ( ) 
TRANS-HUMAN INFANT, UUIRY STURDY FUTILE PLUNDEROUS  SOLDIER INFANTRY INTRUDERS (UNFIT FOR UUORDPLAY) 

o the super soldiers ‘born’ en vitro under S4 – UUORDPLAY = not intellectuals by any means  
ILL-HUMOURED FOUL SLIMEY RED HAIRED DERO    FLY UP RETURN, RIDE  LORRAINE HIDE IN MANURE LENTIL  SHIPS 

o  – the giants of the « third peoples » of the Ante-Christ, to come out of Euphrates & Canadian latitudes  RETURN
AUUE-FUL RARE SUPER ERUPTIONS RETARD ROTUND EARTH,  AND UNTOUUARD LESS SUNNY PERIL    UUINTRY FROSTY

  DUTIFUL HELEN MEAD  –FLAIL INFLUENTIAL TUNES FLAUNT ALIEN INNUENDOS, UNDOES SINFUL ELITE. 
TUNES ALSO FOUNDED UUONDERFUL  PRUDENTLY USED INDEPENDENT OF INDUSTRY, IS 
HELPFUL MODERN TRIUMPH FOR UNUUELL. IS  PLAN: 

This speaks of the short forum LETTER TO THE EDITOR detailing why the Age of Aquarius has a thousand years yet although 
to date no answer has arrived. The reason, the dot on the year prefix  « i » removed to turn it into a ʺ1ʺ.  

, HAS REALLY USEFUL . HEED: HAS ENSURED FREE FUELS (HER UNDER FREED ADORE PUTIN HUMANE UUEAPON MENU
 UNDER being Australia. Hoping this means Putin « freed » « her under », although it probably means the fifteen 

different forms of free energy these texts have outlined, which no other ʺmessengerʺ has provided - anywhere 
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 U.N. URANIFEROUS outer space  USURPER cloners  PRIDE  - as in pride of Lions, the Leonine  TINY MULES=  their greys
  Mar 18 – Apl 14  (and Oct 28-Nov 24  

      
here is reiteration regarding the sightings (the Greatest Ones suspended in the air Pisces thru Taurus) will not be the 
ʺenemyʺ which your ‘govern-ment’ will loudly proclaim all over the false ‘news’ in order to instil the deepest terror 
into your very bones, allowing them the upper hand over you. Their own manned space craft will arrive co-piloted by 
super soldiers with evil intent against you. Discernment is by their craft, and your common sense.

• The Constitution states « WE THE PEOPLE » and it would behoove you well to have 
a look at the videos put onto the internet by Montana Man, who explains how this ʺWe the Peopleʺ does not indicate 
You as a corporate Person.  Very cleverly, Montana Man takes us step by step through the Legalese to free up our 
minds regarding details. 

 
Montana's Natural Man back in court again. Exclusive ... - YouTube  ▶ 23:20 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gK7MYr_4z4k 
ernie wayne tertelgte, “Montana's Natural Living Man” at ... - YouTube ▶ 2:54 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DeuIRahzrLY 

3 76 3 Le cueur captif & petites receptes (i555 pub.) 
PERPETUATES  TRUE  SPECIFIC  ELECT.  (Specific: species) 

LECTURES  Utu is the "hero" of the Anu.  
Apes (Ahpees) is those from Sirius. "C" is Mabus grayles of Ophiuchus, the real "creep".  
SEE UTU,  APES,  C  E.T CAPE  hide in  SELECT  CERTIFICATE, birth certificate 
IS ACUTE sharply CAPITAL  LETTER  PERFECT  PIECE,  IS  SEPTIC  RECIPE.   

 

Manuscript:  a la tefte du Dragon en Virgo, & feiche febrici      ƒ  can also be S, “isle” means “planet” Virgo spelt in the English 
OFF-HANDED  OVERBEARING  BIRTH -CERTIFICATE ‘BENEFIT’ GUILE... 

o BIRTH CERTIFICATE ‘BENEFIT’ GUILE...not many people know that one’s very birth certificate is ‘owned’ by the  
Corporate, which by now the reader should realize is a reptilian REGister. No such thing as a free lunch they say and 

should a person expect welfare at any stage of their lives, it comes only with a birth certificate.   Few there 
are who do take responsibility for their own welfare !.  Had I been aware of this at my birth, a certificate 
would not have been issued for my natural existense. 

 

• Noting that these ‘losers’ were made that way  BY the elite and their various systems.  
The PULSE refers to the Extra Low Frequencies from GWEN towers, and PRUNE refers to Agendas 21 and the other 
agendas to depopulate.  That is, genocide, which is why we are being sprayed like cockroaches, fed ad liberatum  
fluoride in our drinking water, fed chemicals in all packets and plastic bottles, fed genetically manipulated organisms, 
allowed to use deadly microwaves and such ‘foods’ as margarine, forced to use dangerous light globes, tempted to 
encompass our  bodies with Wi Fi and cell phones, fed false information via the TV ‘programmed’ to program YOU and 
last but not least – forced to accept toxic needles directly into our veins bypassing the immune system. 
1 100 3 Tenant au bec un verdoyant rameau 
Holding a verdant green/living branch (DNA) in its spout/needle 

Needle recuperates outdated sore 
Release untested unto poorer educated 

                  Sure outdated potence re-released vaccinations 

1 97  1 Ce que fer, flamme n'a sceu parachever   
That which neither weapon nor flame could accomplish - ... 
 
• QUEUE: - FREE ‘CURES’ = PURCHASE MENACE   

 

9 76 3 Emmy deux fleuves main gauche militaire, Left hand Betelguese militia Giants of Kandahar between two rivers  Euphrates, Tigris 
HELEN MEAD AIMS EXCEL : USEFUL FEMINISM  HUGE AGES 

/Alcyone shape-shifts recall Nestlé c.e.o.  
FUTILE produces nothing MUSICIAN PITCH frequencies  INAUDIBLE AIR UUAVES   

 MAXIMISES MUD, ICE YEAR  EIGHTEEN,  
 DELETE THE THREE CENTURIES MEDIEVAL CALENDAR AIM’D, LAME MEAD’S MERCIFUL DUTY: 

 
although other texts say that the tercentenary will be more difficult to prove (requires the original Edict) but then  
go on to say using my camera other proof is easy to find regarding the dot on the ‘i’ being removed causing it to be- 
come a ‘1’ as in one thousand years. True, many times my camera caught this evidence on the Antiques Roadshow. 

3 76 2 S’approchans fort de l’heureux paganifme (1555 pub.) 
SUFFER CAMERA UNEXPLAINED PHOTOGRAPHS, FRAME UNEXPLAINED ‘i’ PREFIXES SURFACE. True – UNEXPLAINED  in ANTIQUES ROADSHOWS 

o EUNUCHISED MANURE MIMICS ‘EXECUTIVE’ – reptilian DNA bred Alcyonese, the Ante Christs 
o  ‘MUSICIAN’ PITCH frequencies which affect Earth and living things in a very negative manner
o EMACIATES denies natural balance of GEM’S Earth’s  MUCILAGE biospheres including oceanic 
o EXECUTIVE’ recall Nestlé C.E.O. stating humans are not entitled to fresh water !  

Nestlé Chairman Peter Brabeck Says We Don't Have a Right to Water ... Privatization of Water: Nestlé Denies that Water is a Fundamental ... 
www.huffingtonpost.com/.../nestle-chairman-peter-brabeck-water_b_3150150.html 
Apr 25, 2013 - In it,  www.globalresearch.ca/the...water-nestle...water...fundamental-human-right/5332238 
Nestlé Chairman and former CEO Peter Brabeck suggests that declaring water ... The fact remains: humans have a right to clean water. The  

i 
April 15 - May 12    

  

  

Mar 18 – Apl 14., April 15 - May 12 are the same dates of 
‘seeing the greatest ones suspended in the air thru Pisces 
[feet] and Taurus [neck] 4 47 4  also appeares in  1 5 1  &  3 44 4 

8 4 4 Foiblesse a` l'aigle, et force au coq 2017 naistra  
Golden (eagle)  faintness (golden host) approach - in  (the year of the) rooster 
potent borne (carried, upraised) -  2017 is a year of the rooster  
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http://www.globalresearch.ca/the...water-nestle...water...fundamental-human-right/5332238


o downward slope, dive. See the Hopi Prophecy Rock where Earth drops off her orbit 
o Meaning the red haired Paracus long skull giants 

9 76 4 Sera murtry par Ioyne chaulveron.  Being murdered by little/young bald one joined    Issued from bloodlines of Norma – Leo Minor 

compare the ‘I’ in Ioyne to the ‘l’ in chaulveron. The former is a capital ‘i’ which to 
me is saying to use it in that capacity. The only name which comes to mind is Immanuel. However, ‘I’ is also a ‘J’.  
So this word may also mean ‘joined’ referring to spliced genetically.  

: HOLY VIPEROUS HIP RICH PLY AVERSE COY ANTENNAE , HURRY 
 

   :  SAYS  
o PYRE as Pyric meaning ‘fiery’, pun on nuclear  but PYYRHIC is also a term for a win at too high a cost – which the previous 

Sagittarian Poet (Nostradamus) would know. ROSE being an alchemye term for ‘stargate’ with ‘voyeur’ the  apt word 
 =  – 

o  
 

CHAMPION NURTURER E'YAH REACTS, LAYS RARE SATELLITE  ARCH, PROJECTS  MARVEL  OVER  HUMANS, PRESERVES 
NARROUULY  THEE... this MARVEL ARCH OVER is not related to the fantasies of those whose imagination calls it firmament 

...  
MARCH TO CAPRIHORN (or Capricorn to March/ corne = horn) SEUENTEEN 
JAPAN ARES~UUHALES  TERRORS –TRY  UUHY ? SEE HEART HORMONES. YET TO REVERT UUESTERN UUOMEN ERRORS 
o the public is not aware that the « scientific tests » are bogus and that the heart of a whale holds copious and very 

saleable amounts of the hormones used by doctors to treat menopausal problems.  A medical condition Japanese 
women never had before they encountered the western diet. 

o JAPAN ARES genocide. Not sure if it means the Japanese will receive genocide or are providing it to the whales 
o  
o HIP RICH a pun, with HIP referring to the star in the hip of Leo, which is Chertan.  RICH being the ‘elite’  
o from  
o 

 
o  
o 

 
o Remote Viewing April 2017: Farsight Predictions 
o https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hs9KCP1EqcA   

4 92  3 Son corps pendu de la classe à  l'antenne 
SCALES [Europa]: ANT CLASS CALLED  AS  
DENUDE  ALCALDES,  NATAL CRONOS   
UPENDS LEAD (Saturn) ENDS  PROP   
NOON’S  CENTRE  (core)  SEAL    (written in stone)  

LEAD as in to lead is in Taurus  meaning the Earth upends then  

His (its) body hung from the antenna of a (space?) ship  
AS  god of the Aesir (Myrmidon to the Greeks) the Mantids 
STRIP ALKAID (Ursa Majorites) of their power?  
and NATAL  CRONOS/Saturn born=  the age of  A.D. 
SATURN is either turned upside down or the orbit is altered. 
ENDS PROP – the normal order of things. CENTRE of the Earth 

2:10:4 Peu troueront qu'a fon rang veuille eftre.  Few will be found who want to retain their rank 
.see PASSOVER LANE OF NIBIRU (PLAINER PASSAGE) UUROTE: OUUNER UNRAVELLING QUATREIN REVALUING SQUAT ROUTE

 
5 65 2 Des principaux de l'affaire caches   Of principal [ones]  the affair hidden: (within the ‘principal’ quatrains) 
lines plucked not worked on from previous collections  there will be quatrain lines seen « not done » size of the pdf controls how much can be worked on 

5 65 3 Et dame en braife (braies) plus ne fera en veuë, 1 562    And the lady in breeches will be no longer in sight, 
(quite true, being a farmer, the collator lives in “breeches”/jeans)   
5 65 4 Ce peu a peu ƒeront les grands faches.  Thus [by her] little by little will the great ones be vexed. 
Since we can presume the elite have caught onto these hidden texts, they would  be ‘angry’ or “vexed” 

                                                       

Groaning cries at Nantes pitiful to see. 
ANTENNAE   

 Ophiuchus  Draco Aurigan 

 

5 33 
From the principal of rebellious cities , 
Who will strive mightily to recover their liberty: 
The males cut up, (Muslim fashion) unhappy melee, 
Groaning cries at Nantes pitiful to see. 

 today is April 7. Many of the lines herein refer to dates around now, so quatrain lines you see not yet done will have to wait
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hs9KCP1EqcA


5 33 ravoir = restore, overhaul 
Des principaux de cite rebellee, 
Qui tiendront fort pour liberte ravoir :/restore 
Detrencher mafles, infelice meflee, 

4 27 1 Salon, Manfol, Tarafcon SEX. ALARM: 
COLOSSAL  SATAN  ANTENNA  OFF  ALL Earth CONFORMANT  MARX  Marks – of the beast/implants the LAX lazy 
3 2 4 Metant le grand ocean en effroy         ‘y’ = ‘i’   ‘c’ = ‘k’  ‘ƒ’ = ‘s’ 
MANLY FANCY METAL ANTENNA EFFECT: TENANT DERO OGRE, FELT LATENT MENACE, AFFECT MENTAL, LEFT TENANCY 
4 26 3 a) Denuech l’eboufq ;, lou gach deffous lastrei-  Ambush/abduction  by night;  the sentinel under the trellises (antennae) 
10:89  2 SPACE CQIN dragon: ANTENNAE QUANTIC SAPIENCE SPICA STEPS SEEPS QUITTANCE EQUANT QUINTAN ANNE. 

PACIFIES ESCAPE...IF STEP SEEN   
10:89  2 Sept et cinquante annees pacifiques Allan Webber Template 
CQIN SPICA  (Virgo) 

SPACE ANTENNAE QUANTIC  
SAPIENCE  STEPS ~ QUITTANCE  SEEPS  
QUINTAN  ANNE  ESCAPE  EQUANT 
STEP  Iƒ  SEEN  PACIFIES,       

Fifty and seven peaceful years =  1946 - 2003 (March 20) 
The word sapience is derived from the Latin sapientia, meaning "wisdom". 
To know…It is wiser to have Earth leave her orbit progressively  
QUINTAN is a five day orbit, and this refers to the planetoid 
 (“ANNE”) in quatrein 3 25 
QUITTANCE SEEPS – the Earth leaves her orbit slowly 
Losing the orbit – step is seen - PACIFIES 

10 89  2  not worked on yet  Allan Webber Template 
SPACE: CQIN/dragon QUANTIC ANTENNAE  
SAPIENCE STEPS SEEPS  
EQUANT QUINTAN QUITTANCE  
PACIFIES ANNE - ESCAPE PICA IF STEP SEEN 

QUANTIC a name for the mathematical concept of algebraic forms 
SAPIENCE: acting with appropriate judgment – wisely 
SPICA is Virgo, but PICA is cannibalism 
QUINTAN: the 5 day orbiting planetoid leaves 
ANNE/ANNA: is an asteroid 

equant  ˈiːkwənt/ 
noun ASTRONOMY historical 

1. 1. (in the Ptolemaic system) an imaginary circle introduced with the purpose of reconciling the planetary movements with the hypothesis of uniform 
circular motion  
(WHICH IS EXACTLY WHAT CAUSED EVERYONE TO THINK THE AGES HAVE AN EQUAL MEASURE OF 2,160 YEARS EACH, WHICH THEY DO NOT). 
adjective GEOLOGY 

1. 1.(of a crystal or particle) having its different diameters approximately equal, so as to be roughly cubic or spherical in shape. 
define SAPIENCE  late 14c., "wisdom, understanding," from Old French sapience, from Latin sapientia "good taste, good sense, discernment; 
intelligence, wisdom," from sapiens (see sapient). 
quantic ˈkwɒntɪk/ noun  MATHEMATICS 
a homogeneous function of two or more variables having rational or integral coefficients. WITH INTEGRATED CAPABILITIES 
  2 62 4 Cêt main, foif, faim, quâd courra la comete. Gaul  ‘ƒ ’ = ‘s’, ‘q’ = ‘k’ 

 FAKEvb ‘CLIMATIC’ AGE, EFFECT FLAUUED FARCICAL FACTS, MIMIC  SAME  HAARP the ‘great antennae’ MAKES MORE MONIES...  
  

GOOD AROMATIC AMIGO AIM COSMIC AQUEDUCT, QUIT AMATEUR GODS MIMIC DOGMATIC STAR pun ‘dog’ Sirius-Anubis OUTRAGES  
o The Capricorn-Car-Elk-Yule date for the false meteors is extremely consistent, rating a forum done = all its own titled YULE 
o The pun on Dogmatic Star is that Sirius was known as the « Dogstar » and that the outrages have been dogmatic! Eg: religion 
o COSMIC AQUEDUCT sounds like the tool EnKi used to blast safely (for all concerned) through the Hammered Bracelet 
SMART-ALECK UUEAK CORIE GOODE CURRIES FAME QUA MAFIA TUUO-FACED CROOK: MAKES OUT ACCLAIM IS TEDIUM, IS NOT 
COMMITTED, QUOTES  ‘CUT-OFF’ TRAGICOMIC EROTIC QUOTA FANATIC DERO MUD OAF ORGAN TRAFFICKER TRAUMA 
o QUA that which has already been named herein MAFIA TUUO-FACED CROOKS the Illuminati (C+F+Illuminati)                                  

QUOTES  says organ trafficking has been ‘cut-off’ meaning stopped, but only says it to please his gullible audience 
 

CAME, AIM CRUEL FUMARIC ACID CERAMIC ORGONE TOOL AT RIOTERS QUEUED. DUTIFUL ‘SECURITI’ CAMERA IS CLUE 
CROOK (AUTO-EROTIC MUG) MUTILATES, stealing organs IS FROM GUAIACUM (testing for blood in stools, so probably means the 
fumaric acid/orgone tool causes blood in stool/intestines)   MEDICAL: RAUU CORN, TURMERIC, UITAMIN C
MEAD COURAGE: DELETE FLOATED CALENDAR ROME COURT ACCUMULATED FICKLE, MOCKING ULTIMATE SOUL GUILE 
when I say the following [‘‘how many ways can they find to get this message across!’’] I am not ‘having a go’ at the source of these words 
– it is a matter of astonishment for me that they can find so many ways to alert-tell-warn us about the matter of the FALSE CALENDARS 

and WHY they are false.  The words of Da Vinci ring in my ears « children torn apart and put into sausage casings » 
 11 12 ANU IGUANA, EAGLE, DUNGS/Alcyones Nephilim  LIED  SAUSAGE  ING, harvest, they  LIED SUNNIER, climatic GASES SEAS, GREEN 

GARDENS, AGREED: in treaties  and from  5 46 3 On produira contre luy grans fophifmes, Et 
from 7a. DA VINCI   e termini nella sperienzia scanno 
ZINC  REPELS  RARE  SINE  NOISE IN AIR  ANTENNAE  EMIT,  SEIZE  RIOT 
INANE  ILL-SPENT  INSINCERE  NASA  SIRIAC  PRINCE, SATAN  NEMEAN  LION  LIES: MORALIZES  SENT  ATEN  SIZE. 
R Draco ANIMAL ENSNARES  POLE (Antarctica)  -  INTOLERANCE  IN  INSANE  ELITE  AIM  PENNILESS ;  CARNALIZE  INNOCENTS,  
ALIEN  CRIMINAL  AEROPLANE  IMPALER ;  PATRONIZE  NATIONALIZE (N/W/O), ATE  SIMPLETON APRIL 
ALIENS  SNEER  LINEAR  RIP RELIES  INNER  RAPE attack LEARN  EERIER  SPIN  RAIN  PERIL.  RARE  PENRE  IN  LIES 
               since Wes Penre has a line stating he was ‘thrown from an airplane’, the rare Penre must be a copy 
AMAZES  OMNIPRESENT  R.O.,  NICE  LONE  REPTILIAN and  NINETEEN  NAMES,   ELECT SEIZE INNER  CERN  APRIL  
NELL  PARCS  ITEMIZES  MI  SERENE  and  NAMES  NINETEEN the Elohim (add e.Yah = twenty )  or 2019

 

sacro sacred, holy, consecrated; accursed, horrible, detestable  conde inserted into thymiamat.e  composition for fumigating 
 et sacro thymiamate conde   and the detestable inserted into fumigation (chemtrails) 

NASA COMMITTED ICY ‘COMETS’ CHAOS. MA October MONTH,  YEAR COSMETIC MAN-TOAD SATANIC DEMON IS ECSTATIC METHOD. 
THE COMMIE TRENDY ACTOR  IS TEAM ATTACHED; MEAN DEATH.   

from WHY THE HAMMERED BRACELET/// 
http://www.thetruthdenied.com/news/2014/11/11/how-to-remove-an-rfid-implant/  
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How to remove an RFID IMPLANT 

By The Truth Denied on November 11, 2014 at 6:12 PM 
Posted In: AGENDA 21, Electronic Harassment 

 
A complicated RFID Extraction* 

“ * This image is from a French documentary showing a VeriChip being surgically removed from the arm of a journalist. Source: 
News of the world – RFID 
 RFID technology could lead to political repression as governments could use implants to track and target human rights activists, 
labor activists, civil dissidents, and political opponents; criminals and domestic abusers could use them to stalk and harass their 
victims; slaveholders could use them to prevent captives from escaping; and child abusers could use them to locate and abduct 
children. So what do we do about this? 
“Apparently, the removal of an RFID Implant is complicated  whether you are a pet or a human. First you have to find a practitioner 
who can detect the chip.This is usually not so easy to do as some of the chips do not show up on X-rays, ultrasound machines, or 
scanners.Once you have successfully determined that you do have an implant ,you better hope the chip stays in once location, 
they tend to move.  Secondly, you must find a surgeon who is willing to remove the chip, or find a technician who can erase the 
chip and stop it from transmitting data. The following is sure to help those of you who may have strong implications of chip 
implantation. This article is to aid you in your search for either chip detection and or chip removal.  
What is an RFID (Radio Frequency Identification) implant? 
RFID is a technology for identifying unique medical equipment and supplies and other high value assets using radio waves. Typical 
RFID systems are made up of two major components: Readers and Tags. RFID tags are also referred to as a ‘chip’. 
The RFID reader (also called a scanner), is set to a particular electromagnetic frequency, and an RFID tag, which consists of a 
microchip is connected to an antenna. The microchip contains information that is transmitted to the scanner when the chip is within 
its range. The chips are generally the size of a grain of rice, but more recent technology is smaller. Uses for the RFID Chip include 
tracking for pets, medical patient data and records, Military recruits, Credit cards, US Dollar, consumer goods, and livestock. 
The RFID labels draw their power from the reader. The reader transmits a low power radio signal through its antenna to the tag. 
The tag receives it through its own antenna to power the integrated circuit (micro-chip) that is built-into the label. The tag will briefly 
communicate with the reader for verification that the tag was “read” and data is exchanged. RFID systems were originally 
developed created as an alternative to barcodes, so they say.  
If you are not familiar with RFID technology yet, I would suggest that you begin to at least familiarize yourself with it, mainly 
because the number of different devices that utilize these types of tags is growing exponentially.” 
Amal says: 
December 14, 2012 at 10:47 am 
Hi James, 
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You can have your 125kHz tag removed and replace it with an S50, but why not just put the S50 into the other hand? Of course 
range depends on a lot of factors like reader antenna shape and power output, but overall range is slightly less than the EM4102 if 
you’re talking about using a phone to read the tag. Here are a few videos you should check out; 
http://amal.net/?p=3946 
http://amal.net/?p=3891 

 
“How did you get your implant if you never authorized it? 
It is becoming more and more obvious that almost all of us have been implanted with chips in one way or another since we were 
born, but how?  And exactly WHO is doing the implants? 
Vaccinations, flu shots, dental work, surgeries, sleep abductions, in fact most medicine including dentistry has been loaded with 
implantable chips since the 1960s. They have had this technology for 40 years or more and are just now bringing it out to condition 
and introduce it to the public. Withholding technology is typical for the government and military for years before they release it to the 
public for whatever reason. Most of the time new technologies have been beneficial, but implantable chips are not one of them. If 
you wish to further your knowledge on current technology regarding frequency and reading distances of the RFID CHIP, we have 
provided a manual from DEFCON: go to Yandex search, google has it censored 
 https://www.defcon.org/images/defcon-21/dc-21-presentations/Brown/DEFCON-21-Brown-RFID-Hacking-Updated.pdf  
Removal of an RFID Implant: Now that you have one, how do you get rid of it? 

“The implantable microchip can be removed from the body – but it’s not like removing a splinter. This image is from a French 
documentary showing a VeriChip being surgically removed from the arm of a journalist. Source: News of the world – RFID  CNN 
reporter Robyn Curnow confirms that chip removal is difficult. She was implanted with a VeriChip in a Spanish night club in 2004 
and had the device removed later that year. She reports that the surgery was a challenge for the doctors involved, a far cry from 
“removing a splinter.” Here is her report: Once back home in London, I begin to feel uncomfortable and unsure about my microchip 
implant. The Baja Beach Club Web site assures that getting rid of the microchip is a simple and harmless procedure, something like 
removing a splinter. But the two doctors I consulted in London’s Harley Street disagreed. Getting the microchip removed became 
serious business.” 
The following is from a reader who had an unbearable ringing in their ears and suspected they had an implant. This is an excerpt 
from part of their letter. 
“That night, taking the advice on your website, 3/4″ Neodymium magnets were now placed on the top arch of the ear, one if front, 
and one behind. But the ear had been cut, and the force of the magnets became so painful, they were not able to sleep with them 
on more than 2 hours before having to remove them.” 
Only days have gone by… but the sound has not returned.  
(Referring to the ringing and beeping noises.)” 
Magnets can also  be found inside old hard drives. They will be encased in a silver (or gold) overlay because they are more brittle 
than other magnets. But you will not mistake them, because the moment you try to put them together you will pinch your fingers. 
They are very powerful magnets, derived from a rare earth mineral.                    C+F+   
And they WILL render micro-chips useless.” Original source http://www.metatech.org/ 

Please check out this interview with James Walbert  who is  one of the Board of Directors for  the Stalking Victims Network. James 
Walbert is a victim of non-consensual RFID implantation. He has testified in in Washington D.C. in front of the Presidential 
Commission on Bioethical issues appointed by President Obahma.He is one of the few who obtained a “Protection Order” for 
James Walbert. 
When  I  asked  James  Walbert   why   he  did  not   elect   to   have  his  implant  removed, he stated “Because I don’t think it’s time”. 
How  to deactivate an RFID Chip/Implant 
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“I have found that rare earth magnets called Neodymium magnets will nullify chips. I bought some Neodymium magnets online 
from a retailer, the kind that can lift 10lbs of steel and run about .70 cents apiece and I used band aides to hold them in place. I 
put magnets on the back of each ear lobe, on the side of each arm where I have received shots, on both sides of my jaws where I 
had wisdom teeth removed, and under each heel where I had been purposely implanted by my mother’s doctor shortly after I was 
born. Also on my stomach where I had a cesarean. I am finding that most people are implanted by their navels as well. If you 
have had any type of surgery put a magnet near the scar for about 24 hours.”  
http://www.thewatcherfiles.com/sherry/chips.html  (except they are not the Watchers, they are the “Keepers”) 
 
From  Greg Jenner 
from DarkStar1 Website 
Title Page of the Indian Manuscript Vymaanika-Shastra, found in 1908 in the Royal Baroda Library.  
Partial translation reads:  

Maharshi Bharadwaaja’s, VYMAANIKA-SHAASTRA. Or Science of Aeronautics…  

“Yantra Sarvasva” Or “ALL ABOUT MACHINES” 

This ancient manuscript describes the use of mercury, copper, magnets, electricity, crystals, gyros, plus antennas to build a 
certain type of Vimana. So here is a great example of India possessing ancient knowledge of flying machines back in 1908! 

 

Statue of Repto Sapien god from ancient Sumer. On display in The British Museum. 
Antennae similar to Repto Sapien headgear antennae seen in Mayan paintings.    

From  
WINGMAKERS WES PENRE & SEE  GORDON MICHAEL SCALLION & AL BIELEK 

The Wes Penre Papers 
(A Journey Through the Multiverse) 
The First Level of Learning 
[http://wespenre.com] 
“6. S.A.A.L.M., Supreme Annunaki Assembly of Lord Marduk 
“We have a technology that no one can stop.* The ramifications of this technology used as a weapon are 
something out of a science fiction movie. We have to ensure that this technology stays within our working group. 
Someone could use this to disable aircraft from 400 miles away and there is nothing to trace, it would just look 
like the aircraft had a system failure and plummeted out of the sky. 
Someone could use this to disable any alarm system, create a financial crisis by aiming at a stock exchange, 
someone could start wiping out every satellite in constellation and leave zero trace of what, where and how this 
happened. The 400 mile range is minimum, it can be increased via plasma antennas. 
If one satellite 300 miles above the Earth were retrofitted with one of our antennas, you could disable any 
electronic device in Northern America via an EMP effect. Our knowledge is based in Resonant Frequency and we 
have mapped the tonal range of Earth’s frequencies including gravity and how to detune and change oscillation of 
X, Y, Z axis. 
Same principal behind the resonant tuning of point A to point B for an envelope effect of collapsed time-space, 
creating something similar to what you call a ‘Casimir Effect’ and understanding the ‘Impossible Space-Time 
Transition’ of 2×10-33 cm, 10-43 seconds. 
Our ‘Vril Power’ is synergistically combining Gravity Units (GU) at positions specified by the coordinates (x1, x2, …) 
and (u) – a process in time, can be thought of as a matrix-valued function of dimensionality (n1, n2, …) 
U=(ux1×2…) (n1, n2, …)... 
http://www.wanttoknow.info/wingmakersorig/wingmakerschanges) 

WingMakers website of Wes Penre has become heavily infiltrated and a very long way apart from its original 
         * “that no one can stopʺ 
Interjection from the collator: 

The manner this is stated is obviously unfriendly.  
The Aquarius Radio Group (the Lessins in their blog ENKI ~SPEAKS) are adamant that Marduk has 
“changed his ways” and only wants the best for everyone. 
If that were the case, why has he not put a stop to all the genocide agendas?  
Do you think any of the Elohim would use such words in this manner? “that no one can stopʺ 
No, they have already made statements referring to their own non-technological abilities and those 

 statements are not made with a competitive attitude.
Re: Question for Dr. Tom Bearden  
7/21/02  
“With so many nations (10 or so) having longitudinal EM wave weapons, I would not be surprised.  Longitudinal EM waves can 
deeply penetrate right through the earth -- or deep into the sun.  With all the banging that's going on in weather control etc., God 
only knows how many LW antennas get pointed in the direction of the sun, pour out their back-feed in that direction, etc.  
Cohen already confirmed the weapons could stir volcanoes into eruption,  generate earthquakes, etc.  Tickle deep underneath 
the sun's surface, and one can be stirring quite a brew.  Don't know how the dickens one would estimate it, etc. unless one was on 
a project which used the interferometer technique to examine the interior of the sun, etc.  
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Isn't it coincidental that it's also synchronized with conflict in the MidEast, etc!  In short, when conflicts and "planning for conflicts" 
are ongoing, the troops are stirring and burning the midnight oil, and manning the weaponry.  
 May be some of that is causing or helping stimulate more solar activity of that sort. Scientific observers and short wave radio 
operators now state that unusual electromagnetic (EM) broadcasts preceded the Seattle- Vancouver earthquake. One researcher 
who actually monitored the EM broadcasts prior to the earthquake states, "Could the abnormal activity on 3.39 MHz February 20 
and prior be linked to the Seattle quake? If so, why would HAARP (supposedly funded by U.S. sources) be used to create quakes 
or other assorted EM mayhem on U.S. property? I picked up a signal so strong it went right off the S meter on my SW set at that 
frequency at 6:00 am on Feb 20th. Took an audio sampling of half an hour but can't make hide or hair of what HAARP is 
broadcasting, just that it's STRONG."  
One example of how earthquakes (and climate shift including so-called global warming) can be triggered is HAARP, a U.S. military 
electromagnetic EM installation located in Alaska, and part of a global network of U.S. (and other nations') military electromagnetic 
weapons. HAARP and its EM network are designed to turn the entire ionosphere into a giant anti-submarine and anti-missile 
antenna.  
Environmental impact studies show that HAARP - and EM environmental weapons deployed secretly by many nations - could 
superheat the ionosphere, and substantially damage or destroy it in a runaway ecological process. 
THE 'NEW BOYS' ARE PLAYING WITH BIG TOYS  
BAE SYSTEMS PURCHASES HAARP  
BAE SYSTEMS North America has reached a definitive agreement with Advanced Power Technologies, Inc. (APTI), to purchase 
the corporation for $27 million in cash.  
APTI, a private company with headquarters in Washington, D.C., focuses on intelligence, surveillance, reconnaissance exploitation 
and information processing for defense, civil and commercial uses. APTI's core competencies include radio frequency (RF) and 
optical engineering, communications and networking, signal and data exploitation and knowledge creation. Other disciplines 
include microwave engineering; antenna design and development; optical sensors, plasma and shock physics; advanced ordnance 
systems; non-destructive testing; signal and image processing; and digital control systems, including industrial-based process 
controls.  
http://www.baesystems.com/newsroom/2003/feb/170203news1.htm  
 Cheers, Tom  
----- Original Message -----  
From: BARDSQUILL@aol.com  

 

  

 

 
Cairo-Giza-Memphis and 100 
miles south Oxyrhynchus the 
‘sharp [Benu] beak in the fish’ 

google Earth has the ‘Orion M.E.’ 
title returned to it 

“priest’s” paths = 
causeways to the 

island sphinx 

steel engraving by Lemaitre 1848 
shows huge statues on top of the black 

pyramid – antennae? 
“The discoveries emerging from Egypt, describe the existence of a world wide pyramid temple system in prehistory, mounted like 
antennae on the key energy meridians, which were employed by ancient priest-scientists as a musical system to stabilize the 
tectonic plates of the planet... cataclysmic geology at it’s finest. From the mother tongue word JEDAIAH, meaning "the way of the 
Word" or "the power of the Word", the ancient JEDAI priests used the language of Light to tune the planet like a giant harmonic 
bell. Much is being rediscovered in the last days of this time cycle. In the words of Dr. Jay Franz, of the Omega Foundation, "even if 
we don’t dare to name it, there is a universal feeling of something impending on the world stage." 
2002 Update by Dr. Hurtak  
Since the beginning of 2002, Dr. J.J. Hurtak and a European team of investigators and explorers have been recording the 
construction of a massive system of walls being placed around the historic pyramidal sites and the larger unexcavated area of Giza, 
Egypt — in total, an area covering approximately eight square kilometres. Why build these massive walls at this time?  Certainly 
Giza is one of the finest archaeological zones of the world.  Are there new treasures of ancient Egypt yet to be uncovered that 
require sophisticated technology and surveillance platforms, to protect the ongoing research along the Giza plateau?   
Saga Magazine's UFO Annual [980, p4], under the heading 'Cave Martians', described a bizarre encounter with subterranean 
creatures which seemed to have consisted of some type of automaton-like forms, perhaps on a reconnaissance mission from an 
underground civilization. The story involved a tunnel near Xucurus,  Argentina(?), some 90 miles from Buenos Aires. The tunnel 
was discovered by agriculturalist Gerardo Cordeire, and found to contain nine connecting passages and strange inscriptions on the 
walls. From it's entrance "men nine feet tall, green, with antennas on their heads, and square legs" were seen to emerge, and 
which, according to hundreds of witnesses from the town and nearby locals, resembled enormous "portable radios." 
Resources: 

The Book Your Church Doesn't want you  to Read. Edited by Tim C. Leenon  
David Icke, The Children of the Matrix.  
James Churchward: 
The Lost Continent of Mu;  
The Children of Mu 
The Sacred Symbols of Mu 
The Cosmic Forces of MU 
Age in Chaos, Immanuel Velikovsky 
Flying Serpents and Dragons, R.A.  Boulay 
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Program #6:The MicroStarr Dimensional Transformer & The FireStarr      (FredBell)        
Fred Bell – who was aware of the false Alcyone Pleiadians, and the real ones: 
“The amazing Firestarr Orb was first demonstrated in 1982 in Aspen, Colorado. The results made the headlines of the local Aspen 
newspaper due to the fact that half of the town saw the UFO's that came into the beam of the Firestarr over Pyramid Peak in the 
Blue-Bell Mountains. 
At a later date in 1988, during one of Dr. Fred Bell's concerts in Marnau, Germany, located high within the Bavarian Alps another 
contact occurred. 
Dr. Fred Bell explains: 
"I was playing for about 500 people in a concert hall, using Pleiadian ship sounds and wrap-around sounds of the Roland D-50 
synthesizer and all 500 people were energized on that Fire Starr and chakra frequency. Suddenly, we had a group of Pleiadian 
ships hovering overhead, and people were seeing them through the windows. Then the German Air Force came out and started 
chasing them, after which the police arrived and cordoned off the town of Marnau. So this was a very exciting evening." 
The Firestarr works on a principal of subtle vibration that occurs in spring that causes the bees to be attracted to pollinate flowers. 
This principal is called etheric transmission and is constant in space and not seasonal as it is here on earth. 
When used terrestrially, it sends a beacon-like signal deep into space where it can be received by and homed in on by alien space 
travelers and guides. 
(It is not recommended for city use. The more remote an area this unit is utilized in, the better the results.)  
The Firestarr Orb is a communication technology given to Dr. Fred Bell from a Pleiadian woman named Semjase. The way to 
communicate is really through the human aura. In the Pleiades communication is done via scalar waves because they are 
instantaneous in nature.  
The Pleiadian use auric amplifiers or signature devices for telepathic transmission. The device is tuned to the user’s chakras/ 
endocrine glands via gemstones and crystals and amplifies the human aura, becoming a transmitting and receiving scalar wave 
antenna. 
All human and humanoid creations have an astral body so this is the perfect communication tool through the astral plane through 
space and time. 
The Firestarr orb is an inter-dimensional transmitting receiving antenna that develops psychic resources of practitioners to become 
a contactee, clairvoyant & channel with higher beings of the Universe. 
It clears blockages in the human aura and chakras/endocrine centres.  
The MicroStarr is a smaller, portable version of a FireStarr Orb. This device can be set up in a hotel, resort, airplane or car. It 
causes a reality change within several yards of its presence, once the laser is enacted! 
Scarecrow beam?” 
MEDUSA  
involves a microwave auditory effect "loud" enough to cause discomfort or even incapacitation. Sadovnik says that normal audio 
safety limits do not apply since the sound does not enter through the eardrums. 
"The repel effect is a combination of loudness and the irritation factor," he says. "You can't block it out." 
Sadovnik says the device will work thanks to a new reconfigurable antenna developed by colleague Vladimir Manasson. It steers 
the beam electronically, making it possible to flip from a broad to a narrow beam, or aim at multiple targets simultaneously. 
Sadovnik says the technology could have non-military applications. Birds seem to be highly sensitive to microwave audio, he says, 
so it might be used to scare away unwanted flocks. 
Sadovnik has also experimented with transmitting microwave audio to people with outer ear problems that impair their normal 
hearing... [with] Brain damage risk 
13    HAARP     see  6 25 1 

According to University of Ottawa Professor Michael Chossudovksy, the military's High-frequency Active Auroral Research Program 
(HAARP), operating in Alaska as part of the Strategic Defense Initiative, is a powerful  tool for weather and climate modification.61 

Operated jointly by the U.S. Navy and Air Force, HAARP antennas bombard and heat the ionosphere, causing electromagnetic frequencies 
to bounce back to earth, penetrating everything living and dead.   

HAARP transmissions make holes in the ozone,  creating yet another hobgoblin. HAARP inventor Bernard Eastlund described in his original 
patent how antenna energy can interact with plumes of atmospheric particles, used as a lens or focusing device, to modify weather   
ʺHAARP is capable of triggering floods, droughts and hurricanes, much to the chagrin of both the European Parliament and the Russian Duma.ʺ 
"August 12 – 22 The motto of the Third Decan of Leo is "Ambition." 
The constellation associated with this Decan is Corvus the Crow (also sometimes referred to as Corvus the Raven), 
representative of a strong character which feeds upon the weak and wounded and one which may also be ruthless and 
zealous in striving for goals. This constellation contains TV Corvi (also known as Tombaugh's Star), discovered as a nova by 
Clyde Tombaugh in 1931 while searching for planets, and the Ring-Tailed Galaxy (also known as the Antennae or Rat-Tailed 
Galaxy). In mythology, Corvus the Crow was sent by Apollo (God of the Sun) to fetch a cup of water, but was slow in 
returning because he had been waiting for a fig near the spring to ripen. Eventually arriving with the cup of spring water and 
bearing the water-serpent known as Hydra in his claws, Corvus informed Apollo that he had been delayed due to an attack 
upon his person by Hydra. Knowing that the Crow was lying, the Sun God placed all three into the heavens as constellations. 
Corvus the Crow is to the East of Crater the Cup... within reach, but Hydra the Fleeing Sea-Serpent constantly prevents the 
Crow from quenching his thirst. http://www.novareinna.com/chamber_renovate.html 
 

6:25:1 Par Mars contraire fera la Monarchie 2:The Monarchy will in Mars retrograde (continues) [monarchy] (Rome) Of 
the fishermen (A.D.) be in ruinous trouble 3. The young  red black one will seize the hierarchy, 4. Traitors acting in a day of drizzle/fog 
SEER ALARM ANCHOR/male:  yes, Allan Webber found one ‘arm’ of the ‘triple method’ but did not extend it, he is... 

 asleep/numb to  (Anakim) 
 (Mars) ASTRONOMIC ARIES  

o  
8 70 4 Terre horrible, noir de phisonomie               the land dreadful and black of aspect (2003) 
          Three Time Monitors hide terrible Ionosphere 
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2 93  3 Le chef du nef prins, mis a la sentine 
EFFUND  ASSAILMENT 
SEAL  SALIENT  MISSAL   
TEN AS ƒCHEDULE ASSAIL INTENSE 
ATLAS SENATE ANTENNAS IN ILLS 
MANASIL NISSIM’S ISLAM LINE AMISS 
INSANE SEAT ~ ALIEN SLANT  
LHASA SENTINAL  EMAILS 

 
EFFUND : effusion is the process in which individual molecules 
flow through a hole without collisions between molecules 
 
SALIENT : important.  MISSAL : book of prayers 
TEN AS : the Sephirot 
ATLAS SENATE : The Pleiades 
SEAT is Scheat. Aquarius 2nd decan, named Pegasus 

from  NON HUMAN ENTITIES 
August 31, 2009  Albuquerque, New Mexico - Continuing Ray Boeche's January 24, 1992, notes from first meeting with the Writers in 

Nebraska. Linda Moulton-Howe earthfiles 

“The human brain operates as a receptor for portions of the electromagnetic spectrum. EM energy, when modulated, can act as a 

stimulus at some point in the sensory systems. This provides a physiological basis for the degradation of behavior and for emotional 

and physical changes.  

The degree to which brain stimulation can be limited to a discrete locus is a complex function of the wavelength of the energy, the 

scattering that occurs as the energy passes through tissue layers, and the nature of the antenna. 

Air ions and electro-aerosols have been demonstrated to have physiological and behavior consequences. Effects have been 

demonstrated on emotions, reaction times, flicker fusion frequency, blood pressure, sedimentation rate, serum protein, and metabolism. 

Charged particles penetrating the alveolar wall are transferred  to blood cells and act on the central nervous system by stimulating the 

pulmonary nerves. 
Howe High Strangeness Files, 1983 - 1989:  
In 1949, near Roswell, another saucer-shaped aerial craft crashed containing six non-humans - pilot, leader, couple of scientists and 
an engineer. 
“Ebe carried a “communicator” with him - a 12-inch-long rod with coils at the top that allowed telepathic communication with humans. 
However, military and government authorities were frustrated to discover that telepathic thought transfer to a group of human minds is as 
variable as the human mind receivers. According to Ebe, in his civilization telepathic communication is instantaneous and the same for all. In 
illustration below, the long "earrings" were actually described as "silk threads" that came down from head covering near ears that were 
described as antennae for communicating back to egg-shaped craft one of which landed at Holloman AFB in Alamogordo, New Mexico, on 
April 25, 1964, I was told, while two other egg-shaped craft hovered defensively or offensively in the air above the landed craft from which a 
Sumerian-type being with huge beaked nose, reptilian eyes and ropey headdress emerged along with two grey-skinned beings. The large-
nosed being carried a rod in its left hand that had a coil at the type used for telepathic communication with the humans at the scene.  
• 06/06/2008 — Aerial Ring with Antennas in Southern Ohio Forest and Chicago Dragonfly Drone 
COLORADO, ELIZABETH - An individual reports on some so-called Atlas missile silos SE of Elizabeth, now off limits. Near an area 
with a large radio antenna and a clam-shell like manhole covers, a man allegedly witnessed alien grays operating in one of the "silo 
tunnels". The informant reportedly "disappears" after hinting of a government-alien collaboration. source: confidential; Map of 
Elizabeth, Colorado  
archived 11-07-99 
Archive file# e110799a 
donated by L. Savage 
Source: Institute for UFO Research (IUR) 
 Iridium Satellites became a new source of UFO Reports: 
“I was looking at the sky when I noticed this light hanging in the sky that got brighter and brighter. I knew it wasn't an airplane 
because there were no red lights. Just a single, round bright light that got incredibly brighter, like a star exploding. It couldn't have 
been anything from this planet.” 
Well, yes, it could have been. 
A constellation of commercial communication satellites has become the latest nuisance to UFO-spotters, not to mention 
astronomers all over the world. 
Iridium LLC, an international consortium based in Washington, D.C., has been launching satellites into 780 km (485 mi.) high pole-
to-pole orbits. The satellites will provide a global telephone network. 
Originally, 77 satellites were planned, and the project was named “Iridium”; (Iridium is a metallic chemical element having 77 
electrons surrounding its nucleus.  And is also the left over signature  element following a meteorite hit hp) Later, the plan was 
revised to make do with 66 satellites, but the name remained. (Thank goodness they didn't rename it “Dysprosium”. -ed.) 
Unfortunately, the three main antennas on the satellite (two of them are seen as the lower vanes in the photo) form a sort of 
pyramid facing the ground, and they are highly reflective. These antennas are about the size of an average household door, and 
are nearly perfect mirrors. As the satellite slowly rotates, they can reflect a beam of sunlight to the ground. Because of the satellite's 
altitude, it is still in sunlight long after the earth below has fallen into darkness. In fact, during most of its orbit, each satellite will be 
reflecting sunlight somewhere on the earth. 
On July 4, 1992, at a UFO convention in Arcadia, CA, Mr. Michael Younger, a member of the super-secret COM-12 group and a 
scientist who worked at Groom Lake, Area 51 in Nevada, stunned the audience of over 200 people with the following incredible 
information, which, if true, endangers the lives and freedoms of every American. Here is the amazing scenario of the planned 
events: 
Beginning in August of this year, 1992, a conspiracy long at work behind the scenes of our government, will make its first overt 
move. These conspirators plan to create a dictatorship in the United States, suspend our Constitution and attempt to confiscate all 
guns and firearms in American homes. Stage 1 being to create "race riots" in major U.S. cities such as New York, Chicago, Detroit, 
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etc.; these to begin in August. This will be preceded by a month of subliminal programming via TV and other media to condition the 
people for civil war in the United States. The accent will be on rap records such as "Body Count" released by Time-Warner [a 
ROCKEFELLER corporation] by musicians "Ice Tea" and "Sister Solj" whose lyrics in such songs as "Cop Killers" are designed to 
inflame and polarize its listeners. These rap songs contain such lines as "kill white policemen," "kill the pigs", "kill whitey", and "Why 
not kill whitey, if he can kill us?" etc. 
In August Stage 2, code-named "Operation Hot August Nights" will take effect. Special agents of the conspiracy, masquerading as 
police, will open fire on minorities, namely Black Americans and Hispanics and Orientals. Other agents will set off incendiary bombs 
as they did recently in the Los Angeles riots, which essentially was a "test case" that surpassed the expectations of the 
conspirators. These special agents, masquerading as police, massacre these Blacks and minorities and fire at the real policemen. 
This brings in more police and the riots escalate. "Skin heads" and other gangs, already fully armed, join in the fray. The real police, 
vastly outnumbered, cannot handle the rioting. The National Guard is called in and fired upon by [other] special agents 
masquerading as gang members, who also enlist other gang members to fight the police and national guardsmen. These riots 
continue through August, with many minority Americans slaughtered in major cities.” 
 

(Note: Although this did not come off as planned in August -- possibly because the project had been compromised -- the Globalist 
plans are still in effect, even if they have experienced temporary postponement or set-back. Also, a growing number of reports of 
United Nations military equipment being seen passing through U.S. communities on trains, trucks, etc., have been surfacing in 
recent years. I personally have learned of a few related incidents. I have come across reports of National Guardsmen undergoing 
specialized house-to-house search and seizure training and urban warfare tactics. I was also told that two men who managed to 
sneak into a Federal military plane 'graveyard' outside of Phoenix, Arizona had came across several freight train box-cars in which 
they discovered what they estimated to be from 2 to 3 million brand-new SHACKLES that were apparently being stored there, just 
waiting to be used! Keep THIS in mind while reading the following references to potential U.N. involvement in the attempted 
takeover. Compare this with various implications concerning National AND Communist 'Socialist' control of the U.N. Could the 
reason why the 'Commies' and 'Nazis' get along together within the U.N. be due to the fact that they are both backed by the 
Bavarian-Rockefeller alliance? Could it be that the L.A. RIOTS which began on April 29 1992 were a test-run for a plan to incite 
race riots and a civil race war in the United States? This is suggested by the following quotes from researcher Val Valerian:  
"During the UFO EXPO West 92 in Los Angeles, which took place a week after the riots in Los Angeles, I chanced to run into some 
fellow investigators who had observed several ships loaded with electronic antennae off the coast of Los Angeles two days before 
the riots took place.  
Eastland's work. Eastland maintained that there were 'peaceful' uses for his technology. In one scenario, he explained how beams 
of electromagnetic power could lift portions of the upper atmosphere and redirect the Jetstream to alter global weather patterns. 
Using "plumes of atmospheric particles to act as a lens or focusing device," Eastland proposed redirecting sunlight and heat to 
different parts of the Earth's surface, making it possible to manipulate wind patterns, cause rainstorms in Ethiopia, drive hurricanes 
out of the Caribbean, incinerate airborne industrial pollution and sew up the hole in the Antarctic ozone layer. 
"Because the upper atmosphere is extremely sensitive to small changes in its composition," OMNI cautioned, "merely TESTING an 
Eastland Device could cause irreversible damage." 
And also we have the following article, titled "DOOMSDAY DEATH RAY". Subtitle: "Is the U.S. Government Testing a Secret Mega-
Weapon?" -- by "Agent X"., The Nose Magazine, issue #26 [March 1995]. We have to ask ourselves, just WHO will have control of 
this 'weapon', especially if ARCO is deeply involved with the HAARP project? Beginning some ways into the article: 
In marked contrast to other advanced weapons-related programs, HAARP is not part of the officially denied 'Black world' budget. 
Rather, the military insists that HAARP is a strictly scientific program to study the aurora borealis [or Northern Lights], when in fact it 
is a device intended to seriously tweak the ionosphere for purposes that are less than benign. 
Eastland, who soon became president of ARCO's Production Technologies International Company in Houston, proposed burning 
the vast Alaskan gas fields to power a huge electric generator. The resulting power would be directed into a huge antenna 
complex, 40 miles on a side. The antennae would be used to focus an intense beam of electromagnetic energy into the upper 
atmosphere where it would collide with the ionosphere to create a phenomenon called the "mirror force." Eastland was granted a 
US Patent (# 4,686,605) for this invention on August 11, 1987. 
"You can virtually lift part of the upper atmosphere," Eastland told OMNI, "You can make it move, do things to it." One of the tricks 
Eastland envisioned involved 'surgically' distorting the ionosphere to disrupt global communications. Pushing the upper atmosphere 
around might also generate high-altitude 'drag' that could heat and deflect enemy missiles or surround them with "high-energy 
electrons" that might cause the missiles to detonate in mid-trajectory” 
...there are 33 types of greys which affect us one way or another. The two brained greys are E.N.E. and are autonomous thinkers. 
The Zeta45 type with the Orion alliances are 'drones' are called EBEN and are hive mind, (of ZetaTalk) needing directives 
we are able to judge who is allied, by their craft. 
The Vril craft of the Alcyonese are the ones who visited George Adamski and also Billy Meier. Which is why the Meier 
transcripts have contradictions. (And ZetaTalk). 
at 51:36 the tall blondes are from Alcyone and are so interbred via reptilian DNA that they cannot avoid being "allied" with the 
reptilian. These could be called quite rightly the "fallen ones" (of the 200 in the bible). Their leader was named in the bible as 
Semjase, (Samyase) which means co pilot in Pleiadian. There are 29 different "Nordics" that our planet deals with. These are 
named in the pdf forum NORDICS – SUMMARY. 

 

 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YG8KAvWIrJE 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3pkrRNdI1Ow 

WHAT IS ORGONE ENERGY 
http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/ciencia/ciencia_reich06.htm 
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http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/ciencia/ciencia_reich06.htm


10. It can be manipulated and controlled by orgone energy devices. Perhaps the first orgone energy device was the "bacquet" of 
Mesmer, a crude but apparently effective form of orgone energy accumulator. Reich developed several devices for the control of 
orgone energy. The best known of these is the orgone energy accumulator. The accumulator is an enclosure formed by a layered 
arrangement of metallic and non-metallic materials which result in a concentration of energy within the enclosure. Of equal 
significance is Reich’s weather control apparatus, a type of directional antenna that makes it possible to withdraw large amounts 
of orgone energy from a region of the atmosphere. Used properly, this apparatus can trigger large changes in the weather. 
To the above ten properties of orgone energy which Reich described, I would add two others. 
11. Orgone energy units "use" stored energy of various kinds in the creative process. Units of orgone energy utilize energy which 
is stored in various ways in building themselves up and in maintaining or increasing their size or strength. This is most clearly true 
of animals utilizing chemical energy of foods in metabolism and growth. Storms, which are also orgone energy systems, utilize the 
latent heat of condensation of water vapor as a source of stored energy. Stars may employ the heat of thermonuclear fusion in 
maintaining their high temperatures, although I have reservations as to whether the fusion reaction plays the key role in stellar 
processes that today’s astronomers believe. Fifty years ago an entirely different explanation was given by astronomers for the 
source of stellar heat, and fifty years from now still another may be in vogue. In any case, it is evident that orgone energy 
processe’s typically involve stored energy which is used in various ways in the service of the creative process. 
12. "Spontaneous generation" and other orgonotic processes may require unimpeded contact with cosmic orgone energy 
streams."Spontaneous generation" of living organisms seldom occurs under the laboratory conditions biological scientists impose, 
but these conditions are completely abnormal and foreign to nature. Life can and does continuously arise out of non-living matter 
under more natural conditions. This process has been described in detail by Reich. I believe an essential feature of these natural 
conditions may be the direct contact of the matter in which life is to develop with cosmic orgone streams. Protozoa seldom appear 
spontaneously in infusions which are both sterilized and enclosed in sealed containers, for example. They do appear regularly in 
these same solutions, sterilized and kept uncontaminated but unsealed.  
From a public lecture by the author on May 9, 1962, at the Hewitt Auditorium, Cooper Union, New York City. The lecture was the 
first of a series of six lectures entitled An Introduction to Orgonomy, which were sponsored by theInterscience Research Institute. 
Weather Experiments 
 Additional evidence for orgone energy is the effect of the Reich weather control apparatus, the "cloudbuster" as he called it. 
 This apparatus is a kind of antenna, which, upon being grounded into water, is said to be capable of withdrawing orgone energy 
from the sky in the direction it is pointed. It was claimed by Reich that it could dissipate clouds by withdrawing energy from them. 
It was also claimed that the device could be used to trigger rainfall when none was expected and even to break droughts. 
If these claims are true, Reich’s apparatus is surely one of the remarkable inventions of all time. Are they true? I believe that I am 
in an especially good position to evaluate these claims, because I was for nearly three years a weather forecaster in the Air Force 
and because I have worked experimentally with the Reich apparatus for many years. 
The results of my experiments are perfectly clear; the Reich weather control apparatus does exactly what Reich claims it does. 
Clouds at which the antenna is pointed shrink and disappear from the sky, while comparable clouds selected as controls do not. 

 
8 50 4 Au grand de Thunes fera trancher la tefte   Causing the great one of Tunis to lose his head. (by beheading) 
ENTHUSED CHANTER NARRATES TALE. FREES DREADNAUGHT cylinder HUNTED, THULE STATE SET TRANSFER TRANCHE. 

clauses set/arranged by the state – the off world “treaties”  ‘trade in men’ lifted off in ‘dreadnoughts’ 
AFTER RENEGADE RANCHER GUARANTEES LATER FENESTRA windows  FEARS U.N GRADED FASTER FARTHERANCE    
RECANTER UNDERSTANDS TRUE ANGEL GRACE:-  

RAGE FRAUDULENT RACE    FACE/Scorpio AU  RECTANGULAR the golden mean/orbit
oh wow – the golden mean which sits under the black scorpion, indicating the correct distance between orbits in the ‘theatre’

EARTH ASCENDENT SAFE FURTHEST UNDERNEATH – HUGE HURRICANES THREATEN, HUNGER THEREAFTER STAFF DATE 
UNEDUCATED  TENTACULAR  FUNDS FEATHERED HEAD THUNDERER’S (SUFFRAGETTE HATER) AGES CALENDAR RENEGADES –  
UN REGRETFUL REGULATED SHAR THEATRE (LARGE HEARTED ANT CREATURE FETCHED FAR FLUNG, DEGENERATED EFFECT)  
FRAUGHT UNNATURAL CARNAGE STRENGTH, GRATEFUL EDUCATED NURTURER DAUGHTER’S-DANGER IS NEANDERTHAL FATE 
o STAFF/Stave (singular) DATE  January 21 – February  17 
o FUND FEATHERED HEAD THUNDERER is YHWH lord of the airways QuetzalCoatl (cement spirit/air head) 
NEANDERTHAL FATE for all those educated but uneducated how to live in a stone age 
9:42:4 Barbar poulƒe bien loing juƒqu’a Thunis  Bankster’s (fleet)  driven as far back as Tunis 
BARBA BE LIES BARBS NEBULISE LEPROUS SOUL RABBIS BARS JINGO UUHAT.BRAINS.BAR HUNTER.IS.PARLOUS  
JOUSTING THULE   SUBPOLAR SQUAT      ARAB.OIL QUESTIONABLE 
FOUL ALPHA BARBARIAN ELITE PIRANHA AUUFUL PLAN: INTERNAL QUBITS PHONES’ FLAIRE/FLARE PULSE INJURING, BURN 
UP THE BRAIN ANION syntaxes – PAINFUL FLAUU, IS EARTH’S JUNIOR OAF UNUUELL PAUUNS. HELPFUL  
HONOURABLE PUTIN (BROOKS NO FOOLS)  
  7 15 2 Sept ans sera le siege deuant mis   

 MUTINEER  PUTIN  SEES  MUSE’S RESUMÉ 
 

 
3 62 1 and  6 5 4 

Photo H C Mead-Parks* (the collator) 
October 25TH 2008 7.14.PM 
Standing in central New South Wales  
Facing the newly risen moon 
In appearance this object was dark red 
*VIEUUS CENTILE = one hundred sided  LESSER  PLANET  3 25 2/ICON 
see 7 24 4 in FIX THE CALENDAR,  also  2 47 1, and 3 62 1 and  6 5 4  later  
*VIEUUS POLL ELLIPTOID SALON NITROUS  DEPOT  
one of the orbiting planetoids  C+F+ 7 24 4 
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2 47 1, and 3 62 1 and  6 5 4  later 
sorting out the planetoids I have seen and who they were. 
3 25 2  
o POETESS SEES CENTILE [one hundred] SIDED JOINTS LESSER PLANET*  
o ALIENS SQUAT [stopped] SAD ENDS. S., (Ursa) O., (Andromeda) alien pest  
o PLANETS NOT JOIN QUINTAN (every 5th day)  
o SQUAT [stopped] PROLATENES [ellipsoid orbit]  
2 47 1  NEL.ILLUMED.TRUE.DIVINE[golden]DEPOT         

        WHAT PROJECT BLUE BEAM REALLY IS 
Project Blue Beam is a NASA plan in which they allegedly will try to implement a New Age religion to start a new world order.  
The means to create this new world order involve technologically-simulated alien invasions.  
READ MORE:  
http://www.disclose.tv/news/richard_dolan_explains_project_blue_beam__nasas_plan_for_a_fake_alien_invasion/137673?utm_me
dium=email&utm_campaign=daily-2017-02-02&utm_source=email 
“The project was leaked by journalist Serge Monast in 1994.  
He later published a book to describe NASA's plans to invoke this new world order.  
In 1996 Monast passed away. The official explanation was that he suffered a heart attack.  
Strangly another journalist that was investigating project Blue Beam died in similar circumstances.  
Richard Dolan gives some personal insights in the theory of project Blue Beam via his contacts at Nasa.  
How is NASA going to implement this and what are the logistical challenges?  
Step One Step One involves the breakdown of all archaeological knowledge.  
This will be done by faking earthquakes and creating false archaeological proof.  
Step Two:  
Step Two involves fake alien invasions using three-dimensional holographic laser projections.  
These invasions will take place simultaniously all over the globe.  
Images of popular religious symbols will be mixed in.  
Step Three:  
Step Three is "Telepathic Electronic Two-Way Communication." 
 It involves making people think their god is speaking to them through telepathy.  
To achieve this low frequency radio waves will be used.  
Step Four:  
Step Four consists of 3 parts Creating fake alien invasion all over the world  
Convince Christians that the rapture is about the happen  
A mixture of electronic and supernatural forces  
It seems important to keep in mind the possibility of our governments faking an alien invasion to create a new world order.  
READ MORE: 
http://www.disclose.tv/news/richard_dolan_explains_project_blue_beam__nasas_plan_for_a_fake_alien_invasion/137673?utm
_medium=email&utm_campaign=daily-2017-02-02&utm_source=email                                   
                                                                   
5 100  2  FEUD  FED  D.E.UU.  FEIGNED COMETS COMING 
 directed energy weapon 
TRANSHUMANISM 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mHFWdgrEhmk&feature=youtu.be&list=PLOrYcNApzH8WIoX31d9We1Mq9-y5CBrYK 
 

 

cropcircleconnectors.             Thanks to Paul Vigay for this picture.  

  

             Crop circle shows  a triangular pyramid (which the C.I.A. have been constructing) beaming up 
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the following 4 16, 4 17, 4 18 should have gone into FIX THE CALENDARS (which had run our of room) 

  
The city of liberty made servile: 
Made the asylum of profligates and dreamers. 
The king changed cloned to them not so violent: 
From century one  made more than a thousand. 

4 16 1 La cite franche de liberte fait ferve , 
4 16 2 Des profligez & refveurs fait afile : 
4 16 3 Le Roy change a  eux non fi proterve, 
4 16 4 De cent feront devenus p1us de mille. 

4 16 LEONARDO PT 6  and should have gone into FIX THE CALENDARS 
4 16 1 La cite franche de liberte fait ferue : 
4 16 2 Des profliges & refueurs faict afyle.  
4 16 3 Le roy change a  eux non fi proterue: 
4 16 4 De cent feront deuenus plus de mille. 

 
 

4 17 1  Changer a Beaune, Nuy, Chalos & Digeon 
4 17 2  Le duc voulant amander la Barree 
4 17 3  Marchat p1es fleuue, poiƒƒon, bec de plõgeõ, 
4 17 14a)  Ver ra la queue:     
4 17 14b)   porte ƒera ƒerree.i ij   

4 17 1  Changer a Beaune, Nuy, Chalons & Dijon, 
4 17 2  Le duc voulant amander la Barree : 
4 17 3  Marchant pres fleuve, poiƒƒon, bec de plõngeõx, 
4 17 14a)  Verra la queue:     
4 17 14b)   porte ƒera ƒerree. 

4 17 Beaune, Nuy, Chalos,  Digeon, Barree 
 
4 17 1 Changer a Beaune, Nuy, Chalos, & Digeon,         
NELL  DOES  ANNOUNCE  YAH  INNUENDOS           
HIDEOUS HUGE U.N. AN/ON HE BIASED AND UNHINGED ALCYONE ENOUGH;  ABUSED IN DEBASE INGENIOUS BAD UNION SLYLY,  
ECHOED SUN ALIEN LEECH (Orion) NUISANCE, 
BOGUE DENOUNCES SHY ALIEN : – AS  HOLY  NICE  
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4 17  

Changer a Beaune, Nuy, Chalos & Digeon 
Le duc voulant amander la Barree 
March at p1es fleuue, poiƒƒon, bec de plõgeõ, plungers 
Ver ra la queue:   porte ƒera ƒerree.i ij 
(Excepting that Barree also means from Bar, in Cancer, from 
whence come a faction of Anakim) 

4 17  Beaune, Nuits, Chlon and Dijon, to change  
The duke wishing to improve the Carmelite                               
[nun/Pleiades/Alcyonese – their genes 
Marches near the river, fish, divers [diver bird’s] beak         
Erid.anus, Oannes, Grus (fish in beak) 
Seeing the tail: (tail of Cygnus/Deneb) the gate will be locked  
(by Z Hawass, and it was, the gate to the Benu Cave...) 

March at/date near the fishes (Pisces) [place of Grus, those from there] = Al Faiyoum  
(old Oxyrhynchus – ‘Heron’s/divers sharp beak in the fish’] which Grus IS near Pisces 
with F.I.S.H. also meaning  a set of dates, happens to start in March, so a triple pun. 
 p1es/pres/near is saying « Pie’s ». Which refers to Magpie/Pie/Provence where Nostradamus was born.  
Pie is a ‘qualifyer’ name for the doctor. It is a hint at the description of a bird being named within bec de plonger 
the gate to the Benu Cave... has been changed by name 
to The Cave of Bats – see how they try to hide the truth 
behind  names? 

 

 

 
4 18 
Des plus letres deffus les faits celeftes 
Seront par princes ignorants reprouues: 
Punis d'Edit, chafses, comme fcelestes, 
Et mis a mort la ou feront trouues. 

4 18 

Some of those most lettered more in the celestial facts 
Will be condemned by illiterate princes: 
How celestial hunters, punish from Edict, 
And put to death wherever they will be found. 

and a different topic 

  
4 15 pairs 4 20 
D'o pensera faire venir famine, 
De l viendra se rassasiement: 
L'oeil de la mer par auare canine 
Pour de l'vn l'autre donrra huyle, froment.   
Pour de l'un l'autre donra huile, froment. 

4 15 
From where they will think to make famine come, Russia 
From there will come the surfeit: 
Eye from the sea [Aden seagate] via canine [Sirius] greed 
For/because from one supplying oil and the other wheat. 

 

 

4 20  
The place will praise peace and plenty for a long time Russia 

Throughout its realm the fleur-de-lis [Anakim] deserted: 
Oannes transport the Earth, body of water dead  
from nuclear radiation 
Pointless hoping being raptured (caught up) is fortunate 

 

 
all of these will have to be taken forward to the 
next forum due to time and space constraints 

4 20 1 Paix vberte long temps lieu louera     EXTREME GULLIBLE (rapture) EVAPORATIONS UP – AN EXPLOSIVE LARGE TIME 
TROUBLE UP. EXPLETIVE – REUSEABLE PROMULGATION (our souls being destroyed)ABLE EXPLOIT GRUESOME INTERVAL 
4 20 2 Par tout fon regne defert la fleur de lis: LEADERS  FORTUNE-TELLING [wishful thinking] DEPARTURE OFF rapture 
4 20 3 Corps morts d'eau, terre l lon aportera, CLASSROOM {you) RO UNRELATED PERPETRATOR:  nothing to do with rapture 
4 20 4 Sperants vain heur d'eftre la enleuelis. (rapture)      HANDS (the positive Leonines from Regulus) INTERVENE PULSE 
EAR [Virgo] INFLUENTIAL REVERSES THE  EARLIEST FULL PLEASURE DNA.  NEVERTHELESS, FAILURES TUNED AIR PLANE 
but: 3 45 3 Aux Thouloufains fera bien dur exemple 
FOX UP:  AIM 'FIX' UNENDURABLE HETEROSEXUAL  
ED EXPLAIN  –  UNABLE FIX HUMUROUS FEATURE 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

Thouloufains IS HOT  ISON  NOT  USUAL  O[orbit]FOUL  
SOUTH  IN  A (Dec 21/22) UU[LyRan] L [Tau] TO FASHION 
HAUL FUSION …  FOUL HIATUS (pause) HAUNT  SOUL OF 
NAUTILUS (Oannes)    HALO IS OUT OF SUN (sack cloth?) 
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This may relate to 4 20 4 REVERSES FULL PLEASURE 
by turning "heterosexuals" into adrogynous or even A.I 
using or mutating our DNA, making HANDS this FOX 

ISON HAUL THOU  O (orbit)  Other lines repeatedly said an 
asteroid body,  will cause the Earth to "roll" onto another 
orbit, thus causing the "sack cloth" of the bible, which is two 
things:  a trip into outer space with the loss of the sun  

 

  
Both of these editions have line 3 as “terre” whereas Cheetham and Webber had it s “serre” (squeezing) 
10 87 1 Grand roy viendra prendre port pres de Niffe     A great king will come to take port/porting  near Nice, 

YEAR IN FRONT OF before ODDER TRANSFER DROPPING: Earth PROVIDING PROP/nature RIP,  STARVING DEPRAVED 
TRENDY PORN PEDO TERROR OFFENDER OF PERVERTED FORD OVER. ODD INFANTRY DEFINED  TYRANNISER. 

  PROVIDES FOR PRINTED DRIVEN INDEPENDENT GRANDER GREEN  Y-FRONTED  PEDANTRY GARDENER POINTS FINGER:
TO DESERVING IN FIFTY SEVEN YEARS AGAIN   (10 89 2  Seven and fifty pacific years:  1946 – March 20 2003 and in  10 89 4:               
10 89 4  Health, abundance of fruits, joy and mellifluous times.) Saying peace this will be provided again  

1 63 
Les fleaux pafsés diminue le monde 
Long temps la paix terres inhabitées 
Seur marchera par ciel, terre, mer & onde: 
Puis de nouueau les guerres fufcitées. 

1 63 
Pestilences extinguished, the world becomes smaller 
For a long time the lands will be inhabited peacefully 57 years 10 89 2 
They will travel land via the sky squeezing  sea and waves: 
then wars will start up again. 

 
This is the original 1555 version. The next publication had changed the 
word ''terre'' to ''serre'' which is what Erika Cheetham has it as, so she 
must not have had access to the first original spelling. 
 
IN THE PEACE MAKER 
 
1 63 3 Seur marchera par ciel,terre,mer, & onde: 
The fact that this line separates the word "mer" (seas) from the 
word "onde" (waves) draws our attention to something else 
intended  

1 63 1 Les fleaux pafses diminue le monde 
modern: Les fleurs passés diminue le monde 
Pestilences extinguished, the world becomes smaller 
1 63 2 Long temps la paix terres inhabitees 
modern: Long temps la paix terres inhabitées: 
for a long time the lands will be inhabited peacefully. 
1 63 3 Seur marchera par ciel,terre,mer, & 
onde: 
modern: Seur marchera par ciel, serre mer & onde: 
They will travel through the sky squeezing sea and waves 
1 63 4 Puis de nouueau les geurres fufcitees 
modern: Puis de nouveau les guerres suscitées. 
then wars will start up again. 

1 63 1 Les fleaux pafses diminue le monde 
SEE  AIM EXPANDED USEFULNESS  LAME FEMALE MEAD EXPLAINS FALSENESS 
EXAMPLES, MENDS INANE FUELS SEX-MAD DENSE DELUXE SELFNESS (elite) FELLED. UUAS SINE EXPENSES UNAMUSED  
SEE U.N. FEUDALISE SINE MODELS 
 
1 63 3  Seur marchera par ciel, serre, mer et onde 
METEOR  UNDERMOST ~ ALTAR  PIECE 
TREMENDOUS  CARRHAE -  EARDRUM 
EPARCH  UN-RESTORED 
A.,  NOSTREDAMUS  PREACHES:  MEREonly just ARCHER  Sagittarius  
SURNAME  MEAD-PARCS,  H. TO  REPLICATE  UNSORTED 

people will travel by sky, squeezing sea and waves = jet propulsion 
CARRHAE = great noise, conflict – POLE SHIFT 
UNDERMOST = South of 300  or  “under China” 
ALTAR PIECE =  Just below Scorpius – just before Scopeio? 
MERE: only just a Sagittarian, first day 
UNSORTED = the hidden text lines 

 
This is the original 1555 version. The following  publications 
had changed the word ''terre'' to ''serre'' which is what Erika 
Cheetham has it as, so she must not have had access to the true 
original spelling. 
Seu: Latin ''either'' ''R'' Draco travelling thru skies, thru land & 
through dimensions  

1 63 1 Les fleaux pafses diminue le monde 
modern: Les fleurs passés diminue le monde 
Pestilences extinguished, the world becomes smaller{further 
away 
1 63 2 Long temps la paix terres inhabitees 
modern: Long temps la paix terres inhabitées: 
for a long time the lands will be inhabited peacefully 
1 63 3 Seur marchera par ciel,terre,mer, & onde: 
modern: Seur marchera par ciel, serre mer & onde: 
Either travelling through the sky squeezing sea and waves 
1 63 4 Puis de nouueau les geurres fufcitees 
modern: Puis de nouveau les guerres suscitées. 
then wars will start up again. 
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1 63 3 Seur marchera par ciel,terre,mer, & onde: 
The fact that this line separates the word "mer" (seas) from the word "onde" (waves) draws our attention to 
something else intended. Waves, of course, can mean air/radio waves, can mean vibrations of any dimension, right 
down to DNA. As we have seen – the vibrational frequencies  of sonic waves is the ultimate tool. 
1 63 2 Long temps la paix terres inhabitees 
ORGANISES EXPERIMENTAL BATTLE SHIP PARENTHESIS EXAMPLE (E.L.F.?) OBLITERATING  (see the ELDRIDGE  and … 
9 100 3 New trick, the great ship colored,      ELDRIDGE 
o 1 63  1   [similar to aluminium, gallium] – the 15TH  method for free energy REFUEL  INDIUMS SURPASSES SPARSE OLDEN FUELS 
o 4 25  4 UNMANLIEST CERES/Nemesis-Sirius /Enlil  AROSE  CARELESS  MANTIS [giant 4 front legs]  

ADMISSION:   DISUNIONISM of MINDS IN SCALE       S/Libra:  
 

 

 

9 100 
Night (darkness) will  overcome naval battle, 
Fire in the ships/planets to the West ruin: 
New trick, the great ship colored,   The ELDRIDGE 
Anger to the vanquished, and victory in  mist [chemtrails?Pall?] 

One of the descriptions given by a sailor on board the Eldridge 
was of a heavy mist appearing  at the time of the experiment. 
See Al Bielek videos.       the vanquished – those caught in the ship 
These mural glyphs here are to be seen on the FreeMason ‘temple’ 
ceilings and represent the magnetic fields needed for levitation. 

9 100 2 L'OCCIDENT 
/Orphiuchus Grayles  , LED CERN-CON TON LINEmagnetic ley lines, orbit : NOT IDLE  

9 100 2 /fish /unholy Six  /Reticuli /leaders/popesLET OIL, CON DIET...  OLD COD CECIL E.T. NET CLONED CELTIC CLIENT
9 100 2 LIED DON CLOD/Constantine TO NOT DOT i CODE  in the calendars Ecclestial.  CITED EDICT IN ECCL.
9 100 1   Navalle pugne nuit fera fuperee. 
VALLEE/Jacques  
9 100 2 Le feu aux naves a l'Occident ruine: 
9 100 3 Rubriche neufve la grand nef coloree, 
9 100 4 Ire a vaincu, & victoire en bruine. 
1 63 3 Seur marchera par ciel,terre,mer, & onde: 
PREMATURE RESOURCE. RECOURSE RE-PLACEMENT IN HARRIER CARRIER ARMOUR DREARIER HARM. RECORDER HEAR, 
PEER MIRRORS,* CHANCE RE-RELEASED. PROCUREMENT THERMO-NUCLEAR HARMS  EARLIER ADMIRERS CAREERS. 
• mirrors IS THE Looking Glass in the portal…See Al Bielek 
Joyce writes the "computer" and Duncan Cameron were able to effectively rip open a hole in space-time *from 1983 to 
1943 to correct situations aboard the Eldridge as it went through the time warp, changing the past to change the future 
creating a paradox. Al Bielek wrote of a grey alien invasion through the 40 year rift in time, with the rift allowing many 
UFOs to invade our world. He also mentioned soldiers going through the time portal at Montauk to fight in a 'future war' 
50 years ahead! 
1. Al Bielek and Ed Cameron's Time Line - Philadelphia Experiment 

www.bielek.com/ab_timeline.htm  
Al Bielek is the regressed essence of Ed Cameron. Birth date of Al ... When Ed and Duncan Cameron jump off the 
USS Eldridge, they both land in the year 2137. 

 
1 63 4 Puis de nouueau les geurres fufcitees  then wars will start up again. 
UUELFARE GUESSES, DISGUISE SUICIDES UP FOURTEEN, FIFTEEN.  UUE FLEUU, PERUSE CAUSE - FEUUER CLUES  
PEACEFUL PAUSE.  SPURIOUS LEAGUE (Anak'im) DUE FIFTEEN, SECURE U.S. LEAGUE,  SEDUCES,  REDUCES PURE 
USURIOUS {elite, what's left of them) it seems that both the Elo'im AND the Anakim are sorting out the ''elite'' who 
believed their promises. 
SPURIOUS not being what it purports to be; false or fake.         
USUAL RESOURCES UP EDGEUUISE FIFTEEN  Earth on her side? 
USE DIALOGUE (the texts) – PURSUE CURES (personal) USE.    

  FIGURED OUT FIRE: SURE GUIDES TENUOUS USEFUL PEACE –
(usuriousness) ENSURE PEACE ISSUE, FEEL USURIOUSNESS RE-ISSUED IS FUTURE GUIDE, USE UNUSED RESIDUES 

Michael Tellinger had stated time & again, that the minimal interest rate can only expand an economy, instead of restrict it 
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4 20 1 Paix vberte long temps lieu louera     EXTREME GULLIBLE (rapture) EVAPORATIONS UP – AN EXPLOSIVE LARGE 
TIME TROUBLE UP.* EXPLETIVE –REUSEABLE PROMULGATION ( souls being destroyed) ABLE EXPLOIT GRUESOME INTERVAL 
4 20 2 Par tout fon regne defert la fleur de lis: LEADERS FORTUNE-TELLING [wishful thinking] DEPARTURE OFF/ rapture 
4 20 3 Corps morts d'eau, terre l lon aportera, you CLASSROOM nothing to do with rapture 
4 20 4 Sperants vain heur d'eftre la enleuelis. (rapture) the negative Leonines  Virgo 

 
but: 3 45 3 Aux Thouloufains fera bien dur exemple 
FOX UP:  AIM 'FIX' UNENDURABLE HETEROSEXUAL  
E.D EXPLAIN  –  UNABLE FIX HUMUROUS FEATURE 

Thouloufains IS HOT  ISON  NOT  USUAL O[orbit]FOULS  SOUTH  
IN  A (Dec 21/22) UU[LyRan] L [Tau] TO FASHION HAUL FUSION 
…  FOUL HIATUS (pause) HAUNT  SOUL OF NAUTILUS (Oannes)    
HALO IS OUT OF SUN (sack cloth?) (Nautilus could mean E’Yah) 

 4 20 1  
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……………………………………………………………………………… 
This may relate to 4 20 4 REVERSES FULL PLEASURE 
by turning "heterosexuals" into adrogynous or even A.I 
using or mutating our DNA, making the HANDS this FOX 

      Other lines repeatedly said    
an cometoid body,  will cause the Earth to "roll" onto another 
orbit, thus causing the "sack cloth" of the bible, which is two 
things: 1.a trip into outer space,   2.the loss of the sun via Nibiru 

*TIME TROUBLE UP. Where « time » can mean our orbit, and in 2 65 4 it did say : March to Cancer in plunder,  small time 
openings in the heavens. This "March to Cancer" date is the very same period in  the following : 
9 72 4 Dans Avril, May, gens de nouveau levain.       In April, May . Extraterrrestrials people of new upbringing
Where have we heard these dates for Off Worlders before – oh, that’s right: – everywhere! 
 “The  suspended in the air through Pisces to Taurus”. 4 47 4  And “letters in F.I.S.H.” 2 5 1 greatest ones
“ In letter F March, S April, H May and  I June great wounding and worrying 1 80 4 worrying, with everyone thinking these ‘aliens’ 
are the baddies 
and 
There is good reasoning that this honey [in Presage 124 4 Death of cattle/bestiality [?] not honey at all. Not honey but the  
letters in h.o.n.e.y!] and is that "cattle"those of the human kind being herded ? So this honey is not the honey we eat, 
because right at the moment all the bees are dying, along with the animals – all the animals around us. So the description  
‘not honey at all’ is incorrect as a food. Keeping in mind the quatrain with « letters in h.o.n.e.y » which were all the same 
dates for a period of chaos...  
Then we have  9 41 2 "From Rome/ormestargate letters in  h.o.n.e.y  full of bitterness": 

– Taurus.  – Oak/June.[‘to Cancer’]   – Ash tree –  is September  Equinox   is Yew tree day/Halloween H O N E Y
Ash tree has several dates, Feb 18 – Mar 17 (in Pisces) May 25 – June 3, Nov 22 – Dec 1 
2 86 1 Naufraige a claffe pres d'onde Hadriatique: 
A CIGAR SHAPED FEAR, QUALIFIED PIG FACED AND A FAIR-HAIRED IN FOURTEENTH DAI DAN{Scorpio Nov 4] – AFRAID, ASHEN-FACED, 

 (Alcyone)  
AISE,  FAR- REACHING  DAD (Father in Heaven)  HALF DRAGS  Earth IN PALE HORSE.  
  (''A fair haired''= one of the 29 Nordics – a shape shifting Nordic) could even mean Trump 
8 97 4   [they] REPLAY TALES  A  PEARLY SEAT,  (hologram pretending to be god)  PTERYLAE  (reptiloid)  STYLE  REAP   (false rapture)   
                     REACHES PLANETARY PIGGERY,   CREEPY GREY PLYING RAI - SPACE HEATER                          (solar flares or M.E. weapon)  

 MEPROBAMATE  (a tranquilizer)
From: Regne ay pays changer plus voir croistre. In the outer areas the realm is seen to grow and change more. 
 The ''outer areas'' being the outer orbibts of the realm of the solar system
QUAD {Tall White grayles the shadow government] IS AIDED by HEAD GAS PRODUCER SEA POACHER{Oannes] IN FIFTEEN 
The ''head gas producer'' seems to mean the likes of BP. Other lines (in the OIL SPILL forum) did say BP is an Off World 
cover. After all, British Petroleum is owned by Queen Elizabeth – the head parasite. 
The word QUAD means ''square'' which is an alkhemy word for the Field. Pegasus is the Field, Markab to be precise       
A QUADRAGENARIAN between 40 – 49 years old which Obama was when elected  or 40-49 degrees    (the chemtrails nano-bot illness 

The Marcabians www.bibliotecapleyades.net/vida_alien/esp_vida_alien_18x.htm   When going to this link, note the differences in 
the information from the texts, such as Markab is actually in the ‘shoulder’  of  Pegasus, not Canis Major 

 

   
Ego Quid Videret - Blockprint on Wood– 
• A Medieval UFO Sighting 
Is it the same craft as the one to the 
right? The same over the Romanian 
Church and on the French i680 coin? 
See Roman woodcut below. 

This form of “beam me up” is truly 
consistent throughout the ages, just 
think  Travis Walton, or the Central 
Mexican Inca-Mayan artifacts. 
Is this Jacob’s “ladder”? 

Entfuhrentanz, Geburt der Trauer –  
• Alien Illuminati Pact Blockprint. 
defining ERtRAg = the rune Gera/JeraGemini 

 The opposite of yield  is the effort.
usually refers to a certain time frame  
and is to be described as periodic. 

Naturally all these vignettes could be a hoax, yet how many people know there are Grayles taller than a man? 
See the sigil on its chest? See it has no nose, four toes and fingers. The word on the scroll – is it referring to our 
calendars? Is this one of the clerks forced to alter the “i” to a number “1”?  Gera means planting for the harvest. 
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<~ underneath this i523 artwork engraved in copper was the      

   description:          PS 130 ,, 7.1 which speaks of the “iniquities of Israel” 
Psalm 130.7 speaks of Israel (not)being redeemed for their iniquities 

 
 

The comparisons here are for the craft,  with the 
one to the right an uncertainty 

 

 

 
<~ i680  French coin showing a Cassiopeian craft 
 
 
 

Roman woodcut showing the Cassiopeian craft    
(say these texts) which is also on the French coin 

dealing with a reptilian  “cigar” or cylindrical craft 

 

 

 

According to researchers Louis Pauwels 
& Jacques Bergier; alchemists knew the 
‘art’ of levitation and a good example of 

this comes from a                              ~>  
contemporary woodcut from the i686 

book Discourses on the Plurality of 
Worlds, by Bernard de Fontenelle. 
<~compare the persons here~>  

                     Noting the format of equipment he is seated within, (cronus visor, aka “the ring”) with its ‘antennae’ and viewer. 

 

 
to translate the Latin 
 
later 

 
2:7:1 Entre plufieurs aux ifles deportes Amongst several  deported to the isles (convicts/Australia) was Mary O’Bryant 
(O’Brien), my distant relative. Line 2 says:  One will be born with two teeth in her mouth (which I was, they are still in the roof of mouth) 

:see  PUTIN forum  DEPOSES EXILES, PETROL UUARS   
I.S.S PRESENTS REPULSIUE SIX= IEUUS TREATIES IX USURIES DESPOILERS. REPENT OR UUEAR PUSIL little see Psalm 130.7 
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Glorification of the Eucharist – at Montalcino 
painting by Bonaventura Salimbeni in i600 A.D.  
The full un-edited image in situ. 
Why four candles? Do they represent the “insane four” 
of SAMAROBRIN:- SAAM, of Marduk RIB, of Leo ON of 
the Oannes from Sirius &  R the Draco. 6 5 3 
Remember: medieval artists used their art works as the 
alternative “media”. 
That cross and “window” under the four candles repre-
sents a portal (we have seen the cross forming as a 
cymatic to obtain the pitch and frequency required). 
Now: see the human-faced lion left foreground? It is a 
mature lion, meaning Leo Major.  
Noting also that the ‘Jesus’ has three toes. 
These men are the Patriarchal – those who would run 
the planet without the female input. The Oannes Mitre 
represents the Age of Deceptive Pisces.  You will note 
there are three open books to be studied, make of that 
what you will. A god sits on the top right and a Jesus sits 
at “ his  right hand ” with technology (eye in the sky) 
between them, so safe to assume this is not Immanuel, 
but the invented Jesus. 
The “eye” is the little camera situated bottom left of the 
satellite. The antennae are held each in a hand of those 
above and would refer to the anode and diode of what 
we call electrical power.   Between them they control us. 
The dove does have more than one meaning.It can mean 
a prophet, future prognostication, (like Revelation) or 
simply peace and also the  Pleiades. They are false ones 
in this instance because of the patriarchal scene. 
The central item with a halo  on a mercy seat could even 
refer to the  ‘Arc of Gabriel’ (as in Arc of electricity). See 
the “che-rubs” watching?They say they are the watchers 
but they are the “keepers”  
 

“Kevin Galalae’s most notable accomplishment took place in 2012, when he exposed for the first time in its 68-year old history the 
chemical and biological methods employed by the UN-delegated Global Depopulation Policy...         we can add electrical frequencies here 
and showed that demographic objectives are carried out by covertly undermining human fertility as a substitute to war.  
In 2013, he published part of his research on the history of the Global Depopulation Policy, its causes and consequences; the first 
account of the world’s best-kept secret and the central axis of the international framework for peace and security post-World War II. 
And in 2014 he presented indisputable scientific evidence that countries around the world are committing genocide in the name of 
population control. 
He has been falsely arrested and imprisoned seven times between 2011 and 2015 in order to intimidate him into silence and 
prevent him from exposing the truth about the methods and means by which governments around the world and the international 
community have defused the population bomb and in the process subverted the rule of law and democratic processes. 
 The governments of Canada and the United Kingdom continue to hold Mr. Galalae’s children hostage as leverage over his 
determination to continue to speak truth to power and force governments to return to the rule of law and respect for democracy and 
for people’s fundamental rights.” 

Kevin Galalae interview; as he exposes “Methods of Depopulation in the Age of Sustainability”. 
He is the founder of the Center of Global Consciousness, The People’s Protection Force, The People’s Protection Court, 
the Human Rights Party of Canada, OM (Our Mind), and of Freedom in Education.org, non-governmental and non-profit 
organizations dedicated to defending people from governments, restoring the rule of law, and protecting our expressional 
rights. 
To access full article and Global Freedom Movement archives please use source link below. 
 (Source:  globalfreedommovement.org ; March 17, 2016; http://tinyurl.com/q3edc2n ) 
https://nexusnewsfeed.com/article/health-healing/humans-face-a-shocking-chemical-induced-reproductive-crisis/  

ROLLING OUT the 5G 
Telstra pushes for 5G that works in Australia 
www.smh.com.au › Business 
Jan 9, 2017 - There's an unexpected obstacle worrying Telstra as it prepares for the next generation of ultra-fast mobile 
technology: gumtrees. ... Mike Wright, Telstra's managing director of networks, said 2G, 3G and 4G technology arrived in Australia 
having been designed by Europeans for densely 
5G: what is it and when will it launch? | WIRED UK 
www.wired.co.uk/article/5g-rollout-uk-global 
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http://www.smh.com.au/business/telstra-pushes-for-5g-that-works-in-australia-20170108-gto0gz.html
https://www.google.com.au/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=5&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwiVwN71gOTSAhVMEbwKHRZ5CGkQFggtMAQ&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.wired.co.uk%2Farticle%2F5g-rollout-uk-global&usg=AFQjCNH0fLD3lq7Ur4QbjP8-Fhjv4AOFKQ&sig2=W1ZmQB4QHe8VfGpLprhESA


Mar 8, 2017 - 5G is expected to start rolling out globally sometime in 2020, with Ovum's figures suggesting there will be 24 
million 5G subscribers by 2021 
5G Not Health-Safety-Tested BUT Still Being Rolled Out Everywhere 
www.activistpost.com › Health 
2 days ago - We really don't know what we're messing with by rolling out 5G Wi-Fi without testing it for human health safety: 
thermal and non-thermal ... 
http://humansarefree.com/2017/03/naval-officer-reptilians-nordics-are.html?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+blogspot%2FYTqom+%28Humans+Are+Free-Blog%29  

 

 

2:29:3  Crossing the sky the waters and snow, 
       Tranƒpercera le ciel les eaux  & neige,Allan Webber’s Template 

,(Carpenter=FreeMasons and/or Jesus) CARPENTER’S CLEAR LIES
.silver 

ARGENTINE TEGUEXIN REPTILIAN 
EXIGENT/demanding PARENTS  ENTREATING     
ELSE.TRIAGE.NEXT; CLEARER.PRESAGE.   to get all the ‘neige’ lines in Presages IN.TIN
TRIAGE = to prioritize 

IN.TIN   in Sagittarius, maybe a Sagittarius dated Presage with neige
 
South American TEGUEXIN LIZARD 

2 29 3 Tranƒpercera le ciel les eaux  & neige 
ANTENNAE 
• XIV. Decembre. (Dec. 14 was birthdate of Nostradamus) 

La porte exclame trop frauduleuse & feinte, 
La geule ouuerte, condition de paix: 
Rosne au cristal. eau, neige, glace teinte, 
La mort, mort, vent. par pluye cassé faix. 
 

The port/maritime protests too fraudulently and false, 
The maw microphone opened, condition of peace: 
Rhone in crystal.  water, snow, ice stained, 
LA death, wind death. burden broken via rain. 

 

 

4 92 4 Confus fuira par rames a vent contraire. 
Confused mentally by avoiding oars against the wind turbines-electricity 
IS FASCIST ACTOR POPE SCAM:  

 
 

Egypt from the I.S.S. 2013 
Africa appears much larger in reality than one imagines –  
situated on our ROUND planet 
 

C+F+CURVATURE 
Reuters – 

 
How many of you, I wonder, realize that the i582 Gregorian calendar was only accepted world-wide quite recently? 
“Britain adopted the New [Gregorian] Style in 1752  [i752] and Sweden in 1753, although the Swedes, because they had in 1740 
followed the German Protestants in using their astronomical methods for determining Easter, declined to adopt the Gregorian 
calendar rules until 1844. [i844] 
Japan adopted the New Gregorian Style in 1873; Egypt adopted it in 1875; and between 1912 and 1917 it was accepted by 
Albania, Bulgaria, China, Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, Romania, and Turkey. The now-defunct Soviet Union adopted the New  
[Gregorian] Style in 1918, and Greece in 1923. [!] 
In September 1805, under the Napoleonic regime, the the French Republican calendar was virtually abandoned, and on  the 1st 
January, 1806  it was replaced by the Gregorian calendar. 
Copyright © 1994-2002 Encyclopædia Britannica, Inc._ 
8 84 3 U.E. TRIAL J TERCENTENARIES EQUALS QUINCE END JURA  UNITES DARUN JURA EQUALS ACQUIRE INQUEST  
ENQUIRIES QUIETENS INTERRACIAL  ACQUIRE CENTURIES ANTE QUAI CIRCA CAR 
4 14 2 WARRANTEE TEEMING WATERS CHANGE NATURES TIMES AGAIN 
MERITS ANARCH VEGA [Vegans] MEETING URANITE  = . (EnLil) 
  
SEPULCHRE  ENGRAVEMENT  on the tomb of  Nostradamus 
C 8 Q 28 L 4 :  
"Au marbe eƒcripts preƒcripts intergetez" =  at marble inscriptions intergrate regulations [between/underneath].  
The marble inscription says VNIVS  OMNIVM  MORTALIVM  IVDICIO  DIGNI 
 in modern parlance/spelling: 
UNIUS OMNIUM MORTALIUM IVDICIO DIGNI =  COLLECT  EVERY  MORTAL:  JUDGING  MERIT 
intergrate regulations [coded texts] between: 
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http://www.activistpost.com/2017/03/5g-not-health-safety-tested-still-rolled-out-everywhere.html
http://humansarefree.com/2017/03/naval-officer-reptilians-nordics-are.html?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+blogspot%2FYTqom+%28Humans+Are+Free-Blog%29


WONDROUS NEUU AIM: LIVING MINIMUM.  IDIOTIC INCOORDINATION NOW IN MALICIOUS RIOTS DIVIDING IOU 
 OWNING admitting INDIVIDUAL SITS INVIGORATING MINIMUM ROOM TO GO TO INVIDIOUS  INDUSTRIAL 

UNION AIM INCRIMINATION, MOUNTS MIMIC hologram WILD  ING. R.O DIVIDING MALICIOUS NOW - IT AT MINIMUM  
LUMINOUS. It is at lowest enlightened times; where the individual in the jump room went to 

copiers DIVIDING IT NOW=  DURING MAUNDER 
MINIMUM  ice age M (Virgo) I (Halloween) ...the “WOOD” AGE is during a new Maunder Minimum ice age 

 

10 8 
Rendering  the front/mind indexed & pulsed [merging] controlling, mind reading 
By index finger & thumb moistening the forehead... Cheetham 
The Count of Seneglia to his own son, 
The Nevus (warty ones)  by  several of thin forehead 
Myrnarmee = a surname of Venus - Cheetham 
Three [planets] in seven days wounded to death. 

Three [planets]  most likely those which are in the Nemesis system, from what can be made out in these texts and in crop circles. One of 
which could be our own moon. 
10 8 DeSenegaliaComteMyrnarmee   
TENTACLED MENACE’S ANTENNAE  IN COMELY GEM, IDLE DO MESMERIC MENTAL GRIM IDOL MORÉS DEMORALISE MERCY
o COMELY GEM : Ala.Lu described Earth when he first saw it as ʺan alluring ballʺ.   The IDLE become satanic via radio frequncies 

   RECLAIMS IN COMET YEAR, MONGRELS  TRIED TO  CENSOR  MEANTIME  
 o there were various warnings in the middle of 2016 that they would try to discredit the hidden texts in October 2016, which the  

web site manager Alan Snowden (bless him) managed to stay ahead of, more and less. One method they did use was a red ‘virus’ 
warning window when a reader tried to open a pdf forum... 

ALIEN  ENGAGEMENT ALCYONE : YEAR DEGENERACY DREAMERS TRACE GEO-METER, RECOMMEND GEODESIC  MEME IN ADORE
o On the main social connection web site there was and is a foolish meme going around that the Earth is flat. We did see two lines 

pointing out that this was a scheme/test to see how badly affected by ANTENNAE  the general public  had become. By using Geo- 
desic GEOMETRY one can ascertain for themselves that the Earth was proven ROTUND for some centuries now. There are other 
forms of evidence which the elite try to disguise, and as usual, it is in what is omitted we find the required information.   Such as     
no flight passeneger ever–in a Concorde Aerial trip,  piped up saying ʺoh when we went out to the upper atmosphere, we saw our 
planet was not round !ʺ The other empirical evidence is that during a few weeks of the year our sun does not leave the polar skies 
but merely describes a circle as we spin! It is called the time of the Midnight Sun. This would not be possible had Earth been flat. 

ANENOMETER MASTER DOMINEERS:  IS MEGASTAR’S/Nemesis  EYE. Illuminati 
o ANENOMETER measures wind speed and direction. The Master of winds is EnLil-Ruach-YHWH 
MEAD DAME RECENTLY NAMED KEY [!] SO TEENAGERS AGREE ALL IS ERECTED REAL. ELEMENTS COSTLY TO ONE’S MENAGERIE 
10 8 1 Index & poulfe parfondra le front    
 ANTENNAE 
10 8 2 De Senegalia le Comte a fon fils propre,  
 ANTENNAE 
10 8 3 Les Myrnarmee par plufieurs de prin front   
 ANTENNAE 
10 8 4 Trois dans fept jours bleffez  morts. 
 

 

http://moralmatters.org/2017/03/19/fake-nasa-space-satellites-and-communication-antenna-towers/ 
Related to the above – Note the  articles (linked below). 
They possess multiple related links with which to inform yourself: 
Space Satellites Another NASA Myth: Connect The Dots 
NASA Deception 
Crimes Against Peace: How U.S. Government Plays Judas Against Its Own Citizens 
Operation Mockingbird, CIA, NSA, Media Whores And Hoaxes 
Government False Realities, False Flags, Hoaxes And Psyops: Wise-Up 
https://nexusnewsfeed.com/article/health-healing/humans-face-a-shocking-chemical-induced-reproductive-
crisis/ 
https://nexusnewsfeed.com/article/human-rights/seventeen-ohio-cities-file-lawsuit-to-stop-5g-cell-towers-
everywhere/  
https://nexusnewsfeed.com/article/human-rights/5g-not-health-safety-tested-but-still-being-rolled-out-
everywhere/  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=07M3WdH8uv8&feature=share  
 
 

http://humansarefree.com/2017/03/5g-iot-total-technological-control-
grid.html?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+blogspot%2FYTqom+%28Humans+Are+Free-Blog%29 
 
http://www.disclose.tv/news/will_the_vatican_finally_admit_they_are_hiding_a_time_machine/138157?utm_medium=email&
utm_campaign=daily-2017-03-14&utm_source=email 
 

http://www.disclose.tv/action/viewvideo/232326/what_you_dont_know_about_illuminati_and_aliens/?utm_medium=email&u
tm_campaign=daily-2017-03-16&utm_source=email  
 

https://www.infowars.com/coup-plans-discovered-inside-state-dept-by-obama-sleeper-cells/ 
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http://moralmatters.org/2017/03/19/fake-nasa-space-satellites-and-communication-antenna-towers/
http://moralmatters.org/2017/03/13/space-satellites-another-nasa-myth-connect-the-dots/
http://moralmatters.org/nasa-deception/
http://moralmatters.org/2016/06/27/crimes-against-peace-how-u-s-government-plays-judas-against-its-own-citizens/
http://moralmatters.org/2015/11/27/operation-mockingbird-cia-nsa-media-whores-and-hoaxes/
http://moralmatters.org/2016/05/25/government-false-realities-false-flags-hoaxes-and-psyops-wise-up/
https://nexusnewsfeed.com/article/health-healing/humans-face-a-shocking-chemical-induced-reproductive-crisis/
https://nexusnewsfeed.com/article/health-healing/humans-face-a-shocking-chemical-induced-reproductive-crisis/
https://nexusnewsfeed.com/article/human-rights/seventeen-ohio-cities-file-lawsuit-to-stop-5g-cell-towers-everywhere/
https://nexusnewsfeed.com/article/human-rights/seventeen-ohio-cities-file-lawsuit-to-stop-5g-cell-towers-everywhere/
https://nexusnewsfeed.com/article/human-rights/5g-not-health-safety-tested-but-still-being-rolled-out-everywhere/
https://nexusnewsfeed.com/article/human-rights/5g-not-health-safety-tested-but-still-being-rolled-out-everywhere/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=07M3WdH8uv8&feature=share
http://humansarefree.com/2017/03/5g-iot-total-technological-control-grid.html?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+blogspot%2FYTqom+%28Humans+Are+Free-Blog%29
http://humansarefree.com/2017/03/5g-iot-total-technological-control-grid.html?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+blogspot%2FYTqom+%28Humans+Are+Free-Blog%29
http://www.disclose.tv/news/will_the_vatican_finally_admit_they_are_hiding_a_time_machine/138157?utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=daily-2017-03-14&utm_source=email
http://www.disclose.tv/news/will_the_vatican_finally_admit_they_are_hiding_a_time_machine/138157?utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=daily-2017-03-14&utm_source=email
http://www.disclose.tv/action/viewvideo/232326/what_you_dont_know_about_illuminati_and_aliens/?utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=daily-2017-03-16&utm_source=email
http://www.disclose.tv/action/viewvideo/232326/what_you_dont_know_about_illuminati_and_aliens/?utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=daily-2017-03-16&utm_source=email
https://www.infowars.com/coup-plans-discovered-inside-state-dept-by-obama-sleeper-cells/


free energy 
1. Hydro generators (up to 3kva) can buy in Illinois, around $400 each at the time of writing. 
2. O.R.M.E Orbital Revolving Magnetic Energy generators currently in use in India.  
They got desperate when the u.s. stopped coin so they went straight to free energy.  
This is a hybrid form of what Ed Leedskalnin was using to build his Coral Castle, but he included sonic power 
3. Chlorella power - being worked on right now 
4. Sasar energy - (like laser but with sonic frequencies) 
 this can be a tool for engraving (anything) for levitating (anything)  and for a weapon. The doc calls it the Medusine device, and funnily  
 enough its military nickname is the Medusa Weapon...  also known as Directed Energy Field.  Being used in Russia in operating rooms.  
Is used occasionally in our own operating rooms but kept a bit quiet for some reason 
5. Salt storage of solar heat using acres of directed mirrors. Never under-estimate the power of a directed mirror 
6. Pyramid power - two parallel streams of large bodies of moving water – needs obelisks made from a quatzite stone, which store energy – 
could be called Tesla Towers 
7. Tesla energy drawn directly from ozone – download as much of his patents as you can and put onto hard copy while you can 
8. Wind turbines, collect energy in batteries – see Tesla Batteries 
9. Solar storage into batteries - from silica panels, can be hybridized along with wind power 
10. "Baghdad batteries", using vinegar or orange juice. Even one potato can energize your mobile fone 
11. John Kanzius – certain radio frequencies run thru salt water producing a temperature  over 1200 Kelvin currently being used in Naval cargo 
planes. Might be wise to look over those Patents too, to find the radio frequency 
12. Sea wave turbine power ~ works in moving creeks too 
13. Methane, a good alternative, but like the solar panels, not so effective in an ice age 
14. Time travel energy – a form of controlled sonic – magnetic energy. Cymatics display the required frequencies. The Fleur de Lis in format. 
15. Gallium: scientists were working on it in 2009.  also known as Indium 

 

 
CELTIC TREE ZODIAC is one third of the TRIPLE METHOD  
for decoding the Quatrains. RUNIC SKIES  & ALKHEMYE LIST 
carry the other two arms of the three legged ciphers 
BENIGN CREEDLESS GOLDEN AGE of Aquarius ~ not due for 
over nine hundred years yet – a blink of an eye for Those Above 
Back to being fully foliaged once the ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE 
has gone. Greenery equals oxygen 
EnKi-Ra is saying the exact same words Chani did: 
“You are not god in God’s World” 
Much as the elite think so. They are mere pawns for the Others. 
When the Great Sequoia trees face a huge earthquake (what is left of 
them) is the timing for the end of the current era.  Between that timing 
and the New Golden Age of humanity there will be, as there always is, 
a lengthy period of recovery. According to Mother Shipton – there will 
be direct hands-on assistance from the Silver Ones  

Who survives this [unreadable] and then  
begin the human race again.  
But not on land already there, but on ocean beds laid bare, 
Not every soul on earth will die, as the dragon's tail goes 
sweeping by,  
not every land on earth will sink,  
but these will wallow in stench and stink,  8 10 1 
of rotting bodies of beast and man,  

of vegetation crisped on land. 
But the land that rises from the sea  
will be dry and clean and soft and free  
of mankind’s dirt and therefore be,  
the source of man's new dynasty,  
and those that live will ever fear  
the dragon's tail for many year  
but time erases memory... 
You think it strange, but it will be. 
And before the race is built anew,  
a silver serpent comes to view  
and spew out men of like unknown*  
to mingle with the earth now grown  
cold from its heat and these men can  
enlighten the minds of future man  
to intermingle and show 
them how to live and love and thus endow. 
The children with the second sight –  
a natural thing, so that they might  
grow graceful, humble and when they do  

the golden age will start anew.   Ursula Shipton - extract                              

And when the dragon's tail is gone  
man forgets and smiles and carries on. 
To apply himself - too late, too late  
for mankind has earned deserved fate. 
His masked smile, his false grandeur,  
will serve the gods their anger stir  
and they will send the dragon back (2065AD) 
to light the sky--his tail will crack  
upon the earth and rend the earth 
and man shall flee, king, lord and serf. 
 “one ninth bit” 2 95 1 ~ 6 90 1  Go to the MOTHER SHIPTON  forum 
*MEN OF LIKE UNKNOWN arrive in a ‘silver serpent’ and MINGLE  
Then upside down the world shall be…. 
POLE SHIFT TURN SIDEWAYS - most validating line of all 1 4 9 1 - 5 9 4 
And gold found at the root of tree… 
DRUGS. RHIZOMES TO REPAIR THE SOIL 
All England's sons that plough the land… 
LABOURERS - THE ORDINARY MAN 
Shall oft be seen with Book in hand… 
PUBLIC EDUCATION 
The poor shall now great wisdom know… 
INTERNET 
Great houses stand in far-flung vale…. 
CITIES – HIGH RISE  
All covered o'er with snow and hail… 
ICE AGE  

And water shall great wonders do.      
SEAWATER POWER 2 14 1 ~ 1 43 4 

How strange, and yet it shall come true.                                    
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2 17 
The field of the temple of the vestal virgin, Delphi? Field/Pegasus 

Those from Pegasus? Merkabians? Temple is always a stargate 
Not far from Elne and the Pyrenees mountains: Bucegi tunnel  
The great tube [to Benu Cave] is hidden in the basement. Giza 
To the north rivers overflown and vines [Virgo] battered. 

2 17 d'EthnePyreneesNorth. Ethnic cached in North Pyrenees (Carpathia/Bucegi) see video Peter Moon Giant’s Base 
 THREE Halloween .  ONE’S  STERNER  NEPENTHES  THORN

 the industrial military complex underground  SO NONE RE-ENTER
THESE DRONED THE HONESTY PENRE, THEN ROTTEN PHONEY PYTHON HEN/Grus NERD ENTERS,Penre HE TO RENDER 

 ‘TRENDY’ TEENS’ ENTHRONED THE DEEP NET. internet   
TENDER contractual PERSONS YET   OPENED PHONEY PRETEND RENT, EYED-HYPHEN-PORN STOPS  

o TENDER being a pun on children.  The other meaning for ‘tender’ is a contractual arrangement. So, yes, a contract.       
As if anyone could stop the NETHER DONS anyway! 

  not sure what this means. Maybe that people are waking up to the stolen children-porn rings NOTE: RED-PENNY-DROPS
o 1. literary: a drug described in Homer's Odyssey as  NEPENTHES banishing grief or trouble from a person's mind.

          2. a plant of a genus that comprises the Old World pitcher plants,  the plant that traps.
  time travel H.O.N.E.Y dates, we have seen before 

o  a greenish rock-forming mineral of the orthopyroxene class, consisting of a magnesium iron silicate. 
2 17 1 Le camp du temple de la vierge veƒtale,  
2 17 2 Non eƒloigne  d'Ethne & monts Pyrenees:  
2 17 3 Le grand conduict eƒt cache dans la male, 1555 male/basement 

ANTENNAE 
2 17 4 a)North.   
2 17 4 b)getes  fluues & vignes maftinees. d    
VIGNETTES 
2 17 dEthnePyrenees  
SERPENT EYED HEN [Benu Crane Grus]… THESE DENY PENRE'S (SA.AM) N (Eridu) PENS THREE-EYED (Tibetan monks) 
2 17 1  EARLY   SEALS – SEEMS  SPACE  SPUN  ‘EASY SPELL’ = (i) means Ice Age orYew tree day  MENACE SURPASSES  
YELL [EARTH IN] SUSPENSE - APES (Sirius) MASSACRE PASSES an asteroid? Pulses or Planet X?  SECURELY - PLEASES  MAN  SEEMLY  PASSES   
SPACE   LANE  – the stage gate?   Nemesis?         
ASSES (Auriga cannibals) MENACE  S (Willow tree April 15 – May 12   
SEAS  PLACE  (area)  LESS  PURENESS  MAY  due to the Japan nuclear accident                          
o MAN = those from Orion CAME APES (second decan Gemini - LESS SYNAPSES [see “neurons” above]~  
RULE SPY PULSE: saying to watch the Sun  or the military satellites 
MENACES LESS AREAS, PULSES REPLAY - ASSESS MENACE.  4  49 1,  5  97 2.     

These "time machines" ,  named the cronor visor (in the video)... 
It was one of these buried under Oak Island,  and this is the subject of 7 73 1 which was one of the quatrains found 
“rendered to Vulcan”, that is, behind the fireplace in the home of Nostradamus. Those quatrains which numbered from       
7 43 to 7 99, plus the eleventh and twelfth Centuries were stashed well away due to their content.  
As protection from the ruling ‘elite’, and even today Wikileaks refuses to include them in any information they publish. 

o 7 73 1 Renfort de sieges m’anubis & maniples, 
 Re-enforcement (reusing) of  M (Orion) Anubis/Sirius seats (stargates for) plunder and profits. Meaning changing the time lines to suit 

 

How to Discern: 
In Genesis, Michael Tellinger researched  the first words, and they are ABBÉ ELOHIM CREATORS... with Abbe meaning Father. 
All the clues we need are here, with the emphasis on the word Creators 
The word Elohim is plural, 20 of them in the current Alliance. Added to which are the Andromeda Council and the Cassiopeian Ayse. If 
you are in the Western Hemisphere, chances are any approach purporting to be one, will be one of those “plagiarized” ones which like to 
fool people by saying they are one of the Elohim, the very problem the likes of Corey Good & David Wilcock say they are in contact with. 
As always it is in the omissions one finds the truth – and neither of these gentlemen EVER name ANY of the real Elohim. Nor even 
mention EnLil and his campers. Nostradamus – is now a Younger Elder 
 

1.Arcturan – greenish grey with clubbed feet  
2.Argo,  the Oars, Malus the mast and Vela the sails  (two front legged Mantids) those of Simon Parkes 
  Not the giant and negative four front legged Mantis come from Corvus “arisen by Enlil” 
3.Bluish Gray of Whitley Strieber (and myself) from Scheat in Pegasus, a “little one” 
4.Cepheus Seraphim, also known as Arm (of God) Menolea-Elelurian - Light Beings, Seraphim, fiery ones 
5.Chani - a Younger Elder, formerly Bran the Beloved and formerly St Michael 
6.Cygnus - from Bireo “the beak”  in Cygnus, the Leptorrhin under Tibet. Very tall long nosed Aesthetes. Currently defending themselves 
against the “unholy Six” who/which gained control of the Giant’s Base under Bucegi  – and the cause for the Nepal major earthquake 
7.Dahl - the cat eyed Nordic, often replicated/plagiarised by Others, usually done so by the Alcyonese 
8.Dwarf (hooded ) Elders - perform necessary tasks for the Living Library. Source not known 
9.Elders – The; very wrinkly type of grey with the Cassiopeians. might be the “Master” Simon Parks and Jim Sparks speak of  
10.E.Yah-EnKi-Ra. defected from the Anakim, Earned the title Ra/ - refer Anton Parcs 
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11.Graal – very tall slender being, sometimes greenish but also see-thru. Could be the “Ferdinand the Fair” in the quatrains 
12.He-Rod - J-Rod52 - two brained E.N.E. (extra-terrestrial noetic entity) from Gliese 876C near Apis/Musca/Vespa Aries.  
     References to the Hero, and the Nevus (‘warty’ ones) seem to refer to these – who say they are us, you and me, in fifty two thousand of     
     our years.  They use the prefix ‘Chi’ or ‘Che’. They say they are also the future of the Zeta45 (negative hive-minded EBEN)  
13.LyRans (appear as Ran in the Eddur/Aettir) no nose, ‘breathe’ via their skin, Our atmosphere makes them very ill.  Obsolete 
references to them include the Tortoise/Testudine 
14.Mantids’ Synthetic Assistants.  Test results on pubic hairs of two of these synthetics, (taken from a South American abductee) came 
in the very week Obama was receiving his “peace” prize December 9 2009 (or 2010, can’t recall). Those results showed the succubis 
having Mongolian trace DNA. This news was pushed to the edge of nowhere due to the “peace” prize and the media being elite controlled 
Nothing is what it seems. 
15.Plejaran - Nordics from the Pleiades but excluding the Alcyonese. Those from the nine Pleiades cannot contact humans on Earth via 
any means whatsoever, due to the influence of our “halo” and its “auric stench” 
16.Procyon –the "Merry Ones". Procyon is near Gemini. These are a form of Nordic 
17.Sasquatch: created for nurturing the Living Library. Use sonic frequencies to ‘disappear’ and use telepathy 
18.Silver Greys ''ARGENTAL'' ANGELS – female, their nutrition Is the same gained from sea weed 
19.Tau Cetian – ‘Swedes’ the "police department" sometimes using a craft similar to a cigar, dangerous to be near their craft 
20.Violet Beings - the Aromatic - the true Angels. Sometimes I think these are former carnations related personally to the person they 
approach, after reading testimony of many people in the last throes of being alive here on Earth – saying “a fragrance of violets and an 
invisible Being saved me” went hand-in-hand with Safety. 
      One such was a young lady, baby in lap, falling out of an airplane that had a huge hole torn in its fuselage, strapped into her seat. She, 
the seat and baby were ‘picked up’ and placed back into the more safe area within that airplane.  
     Another was a dear friend of mine, nanny to a wealthy Greek merchant with his children in her car. The car left the road due to black 
ice and she, three children and two tons of car headed straight towards road workers all seated below around their morning fire before 
heading off to do roadwork. By gravity and other laws of nature she should have landed directly on top of those men. She says there was 
a beautiful smell of violets and the car was lifted and carried further along its trajectory and placed down without a lurch nor a bruise.  
     The third example refers to a nineteenth century officer in an India regiment who found himself lost in the Takhlaman Desert in a 
strange haze. Not being able to find any directions and having been stung by a black scorpion after eating his horse, he was on the edge 
of death when he smelt a beautiful fragrance of violets, following the direction to a well, and then a track to civilization appeared, along 
with residents of that community. 

⫝⫝⫝ 
“...in the 'diary' the Aryanni referred to their craft as 'FLUGELRADS', which is the German word for 'Wing-Wheel'. Harley Byrd claims 
that the Admiral did NOT meet with aliens at the North Pole... it was the SOUTH pole where he encountered what Harley insists was a 
collaboration of Nazi's, Greys, Draco, rebel Pleiadeans and a few collaborating 'Sasquatch' people as well. However in order not to divert 
from the flow, the United Nations Connection's of the Nazi's -- via Kurt Waldheim and others -- are historical fact. One source other than 
Shoush even reported that at one point Kurt Waldheim himself was in possession of the 'Spear', suggesting that this former U.N. 
Secretary General wasn't a small fry but a MAJOR player in the Nazi conspiracy. This might explain the following article which suggests 
that the "National Socialists" have already begun the early stages of their attempted takeover of North America.” - Branton)  
following article: 
U.S. MILITARY OFFICERS -- SHACKLED BY U.N. FORCES A report from SEVENTH WEEK MAGAZINE states that U.S. Military Officers were 
observed gagged, cuffed, and shackled to their seats aboard a white U.N. 747 en route to the Federal Transfer Center in OKLAHOMA! 
Part of this report follows: 
"At a survival/preparation seminar in S.E. Oklahoma, on 3/25/95, an attendee interrupted one speaker, and stated that a neighbour, 
who apparently serves as a reserve crew member aboard one of the all white, unmarked, United Nations B-747 aircraft [which are 
assigned to FEMA, Black Operations, i.e. U.N. / N.W.O and hubbed at the Federal 'prisoner' Transfer Center or FTC at WILL ROGERS 
AIRPORT], had been dead-heading back to Oklahoma City on the flight. He descended from the flight deck to see what the "prisoner 
cargo" consisted of, however, not only did he see the normal armed, black uniformed guards, and a load of bound humans, but he saw 
several U.S. Military officers, in full uniform, gagged, and shackled to their seats! 

⫝⫝⫝ 
4 44 1 GROSMENDEROUDESMILHAU   codes within codes    
READ GRUESOME  SHOULDER, Marcabian-Tall Whites HUMERUS from "elbow" of Ophiuchus/the grayles under S4 
 SO MALIGNED U.S.  IS GLADSOME IN IGNORAMUS DERO RANGES LUSH MEDIUM – national parks 
 SLUMMING ON HUGE LONG HAIRED ONES (Sasquatch) MUSEUM (Living Library)  HOME  HUMANS MALIGN,  

(Pile/Pleiades) 

 EGOS  LIE:  LOSE AGES, ARGUE DISMAL AUM HUM: frequencies 
MODEM, MOUSE, GAMES  MENU GUILE INDULGES,  GIUES GRIMIE HALO – the auric stench 
HARMS IOUNG ONES’ GENIUS = SUM IS DUMMIES RAGE AS HOMO  Sapiens SHAME. RUDE NUDE ORGASMS SMUG AND SORE. 
GODDAMNED  SURE SUGAR GROUNDS IN DRONES  IS  S.O.S. (ARES genocide MURDER  ‘UNUSED’ GORE) ADORE October 
R.O., ELOHIM  ROD ‘GODS’  AGILE  ARM, DAHL, MAGNESIUM  GURU, A, GENEROUS  SURNAMES’ SAGES,Da Vinci, Nostradamus SURROUND  
GEM. ONUS  UNDERDOG: SENDS  HARDIER LEO ANU GUARDS  RUN, GUESS  SURGE  MENDOSUS; NODUS SEM SUM  RENDS earth quakes  OS 

Capricorn, ORANGE SUN,is ‘gone bronze’ in Presage Jan 3, which is Capricorn ENDS A.D.    See 9 50 RAIN AIRBORN ARSON ON SIN 
IDEAL HERO UNDO MESS: SENDS MEASURED  ARSON UUE  UNDRESS, MINUS MORE GEM zero ROUGH REMEDIAL  ENDS  SUMO  
LAME MEAD’S  LARGE  ‘RED HEAD’ LEO SON IS OUR MALE GURU  crikey, was not expecting that.  Yes he is very strong, very  red  
haired and tall and born in Leo! 
o SHOULDER, Alchemye word for Marcab in Pegasus, the Marcabians HUMERUS those from Elbow of Ophiuchus or Perseus 
o RANGES LUSH MEDIUM  the National Parks HUGE LONG HAIRED ONES  Sasquatch 
o RAM SIR DEMON is Marduk, Ram being Aries HANDSOME DEMI-HUMAN  MANURE those from Alcyone in the Pile/Pleiades and I was 

wondering why the word “Aries” was not used since the letters are there – the word ‘Ram’ was used because Aries would be taken as the 
date in Aries, BUT NOT INTENDED TO 

o (they) LIE  LOSE AGES, the 324 years ‘gone’  - skipped over so that 676AD  became 1000AD, plus changing the prefix ‘i’ to ‘1’ 
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o DISMAL AUM HUM the true DNA ‘vibrations’ humans are supposed to possess has been altered to mutate our DNA, this began 
with radio waves frequencies then our music and now is all around us especially from anything with the word “smart” 
attached. WI FI and G.W.E.N towers are exponentially culpable because they also affect the biosphere 

o GRIMIE HALO – caused by chemical trails aka ‘persistent contrails’ which we know as  chemtrails (and/or ‘auric stench) 
o SUGAR GROUNDS IN DRONES’ fuel   IS  S.O.S.     who would have thought?  NURSE GUNS   look after your guns 
o ARM/King of kings, DAHL the cat eyed tall ‘Nordic’, MAGNESIUM  GURU the Eleleus Menolea electron being which might 

now be Enki-E.Yah/Ra,  A, = Cassiopeia 
o GEM is always the Earth. ONUS  UNDERDOG  looking after the meek/elect 
MENDOSUS; NODUS  SEM SUM  Nodus sem  is lying down  half node in the end (caused by CERN?) 
9 41 1 Le grand Chyren foy  faifir Avignon, 

 (Elohim)  (Sasquatch) 
o saying the Sasquatch are part of the Elohim and the Living Library, this makes sense to me,   plus repairs another 

problem which appeared. These texts tell us that there are twenty alliances of the Elohim. The Cassiopeians seem to 
be separate or even part of the Andromeda Council, so removing them from the list of alliances left nineteen.   

The Sasquatch need adding to the list of Elohim 
o 9 41 1      Le grand Chyren foy  faifir Avignon, 
IS ORDINARY HELEN: VIGOR;  (see ‘’circular molecular phenomenon’’ in 8 40 4 AND  the mention 
of Dr. Fred Bell’s comment regarding “auric stench” which prevents true channelling...)                      (FredBell) 
FINDS IFFY CORONARY RAVAGING HELENtrue   see the forum HEART     IS OANNES DO VARYING DNA FRAGRANCY. 
IF YOU ARE VOID OFDNA FRAGRANCY [YOU] ARE  ANGRY (eating meat causes this, in particular hala killed meat) 
SINE VIGOR GRAND CANYON COLORADO RIVER, HALF FIERY – IS IFFY HAVEN FOR EVIL HORNY RIVER (Erid.anu) GIRAFFE (Camelopardalis) 
3 2 4 Metant le grand ocean en effroy  Putting the freat ocean in effray        ‘y’ = ‘i’   ‘c’ = ‘k’  ‘ƒ’ = ‘s’ 

 NOTREDAME MET MET MET AND 
 ROTTEN TRAINED MEAD TO GENERATE RECANT:  OFF CENTRE CONTENT-FREE TERCENTENARY CALENDAR DARK AGES  YEARS

Reticuli
IS ‘TREATY’ MODERN FONT FARCE ARTICLE  AS ‘TRADE IN MEN’ – GONE, LARGE LONG OFFENCE.  
ART LEMON OFFENDER CON MEN ENDANGER GENERAL MINOR, MANGLE [them]  

TENANT DERO OGRE, FELT LATENT MENACE, AFFECT MENTAL, LEFT TENANCY MANLY FANCY METAL ANTENNA EFFECT: 
(GNARLED FACE, LEND MEAN FRAGRANCE, IS FARMER MENDS GREENERY) LEGENDARY ORNAMENT NOT DELAY 

FRAME ELEMENTARY ATOM GEOMETRY [Pi] MENTALLY (FREELANCE MANNER) AT ENRAGED ALCYONE FECAL RENEGADE:  IS 
ANAKIM (FALCON ANATOMY) DREAM COLONISE, FATAL ANOMALY TRYING TO END CANOES GREEN TREES. NOT A MANLY ACT 
o LARGE LONG OGRE GORY OFFENCE the Pied Piper of Hamelin back in 1274 or thereabouts was one of these offences. 
They seem to enjoy using human frailty (such as greed, like the ‘need for technology’) as an excuse for their excesses. 
[ANT ANALOGY Mantids of the Cassiopeians and the Elohim, the same of D Huggins]  
One Anu. Enki  is the only "gardener"  of the Living Library (Garden of Eden/Aden). 
o ALSO SEE "PI IN THE SKY"  Pi in the Sky-Sky Typing over San Francisco Bay Fremont CA 9/12/12 

www.youtube.com/watch?v=czyGa6YJOa4     S.O.S in the sky 
o  ATOM/pi – well, I was not expecting that! We have been told the Sasquatch are members of the 
Elohim alliances, that they use extra sensory perception and can simply become invisible, that they are nurturers of the 
forests. What the “ELEMENTARY ATOM GEOMETRY” might be I am not sure. Quantum physics?   CANOE  means the Earth. 
o FREELANCE MANNER = E.S.P. Extra sensory perception 
 2 86 Hadriatique:EgypteMahometiqueL'Herault    

 

 
from Leonardo 

 e nella legge delli omini non avea certezza,  [continues] d'esser ligittimo. 
o and in the law models men having no certainty   of being  real  [men] or real laws 

NATIONAL MENACE (United Nations) ELECT MALEVOLENT CONDALEEZZA RICE  
LAID IN EVIL LEO ENGINEER ‘LEGAL LINEAGE’ = ALL A VIOLENT ALIEN CLONE INNOVATE ILL OMENED  
DEMONIACAL INTELLIGENCE, VENERATING ONE VILE ANGEL (even the artificial intelligence venerates the ‘one vile angel’) 
 

 "Questo è uno triste passo!"  the English                 "This was/ being a sad quest/step!" 
 AS (she) PIRATES SERIOUS ‘RIOTOUS TOURIST PESTS’, 

[she] USES PATRIOTS PROTESTORS TOO.  
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=czyGa6YJOa4


 IT SURPASSES RAPTURE TASTIEST ROUT,   STAR PASS OUER STORIES AROUSE. 
OUR ARTISAN, Da Vinci, POET Nostr. SPROUTS TORTOISES’  (Testudines obs. they are the LyRans, part of the Elo’im) 
 S.O.S. ON  SORRIEST RESISTORS PITEOUS TEST IN RAT 

o Rat year is  2020 
[tele] PORTS TO REST-SITE, TO STOP ‘PRIEST’ STIRRERS 

(see the Keewaunee posts, or google him) 
and from Nostradamus 

9 98 3  Aux Lygonnois mandera que contraint 
 

(and QEII  IS Anglo-Saxon indeed) 
9 98 4  Seront de rendre le grand chef de Molité.     (‘i’ is also ‘y’) 

 (the office of) GENTLE LONDONER ICKE CHRIST  
so telling us it is the same queen David Icke has been warning us about 

2 99 RomainGauloyfeCeltiqueBoreas 
 AIM AT ELITE EGOMANIACS FEATURE LUCIFER’S NEFARIOUS 

 MAGIC:  FAKES AGE, dark ages   by repairing time lines IS  ELO’IM  BACKFIRES  IT. 
 ARAB  ALLA-LU  LAUUBREAKERS  MENACE  UUOMEN. 

 COBRA  GENIUS [Putin]  EUREKA  FORMULAE free energy BREAKS  ARABIC  MAFIA
 IS  LEO ALIENS ARISE OUTRAGEOUS  OLEAGINOUS  FIBRES  FELONIES. Morgellon’s      

USE EERIE  SORCERY-LIKE  ‘GLAMOUR’, cloak  ARE  ABLE  TO  
ORMUS  A.R.C. /jump room time gate 

 
 

 IN BEER/May 13 – June 9   C+F+MAY
  TEST-TUBE MORE AGILE  YOUNG  BIOLOGY, NOT OBESE-FAT.

YOU EYE  IN TENEBRIOUS NANAR GLOOM RIGOUR OBFUSCATES hides OBSCENE  INFAMOUS  GNOMELIKE  GRAYS  AIM  CONTAGIUM.  
• See 8 85 3 To the Hun of the North, Nanar will restrict the light.  Where Nanar is both a planet of Nemesis and their current king 

 
 oceans   

the Matriarchal society ELOQUENT  ‘SAGE  BOSOM  ELEGANCE’  QUESTIONS  MUCILAGE,  ECOLOGY  COMES.               

o just as Mother Shipton & Edgar Cayce said. My own caveat here is that this advent may not be for another 900 years or 
so due to the Age of deceptive Pisces which still has several hundred years to go into the Humanitarian Aquarius Age 

  
• see reptilian Icke video:   http://369news.net/david-icke-powerful-interview-2016/   this is how they sabotage 

  USE  LEMON  SAGE TUBEROUS  OIL COAGULATION
 

o At March 2017 in alternative ‘news’ one will read that there has become a sudden insistence on “more chemtrails” 
 

like being in a zoo pen 
QUEEN/Cassiopeia  GRACES NOBLE-ORNATE/Libran MIRACLE MUTINEER (Putin)   

 
  
 

o CYGNUS  BIREO the Leptorrhin from Cygnus BLUE-GREEN Andr. Council 
o BEAKER CREATURE = genetically combined species 
o COBRA GENIUS   is Putin  EUREKA FORMULAE  technology from the Elo’im 
o ORMUS  white powder gold  A.R.C. = jump room 
o TENEBRIOUS NANAR GLOOM 8 85 “Nanar restricts the light” 
o OBFUSCATES/ hides GNOMELIKE  GRAYS 

 
http://www.ancient-code.com/depictions-of-extraterrestrial-beings-discovered-in-leonardo-da-vinci-paintings/ 
Computational biology algorithms predicts invisible extraterrestrial biological entities all around us 
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https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1427411803970392&set=pcb.14274118539
70387&type=3&theater  
 
http://www.naturalhealth365.com/5G-wireless-technology-1958.html  
 
Action alert: 5G cellular technology will blanket planetary life with ultra-high 
microwave frequencies 
 
THESE ARE  NOT  CELL TOWERS 
 
THESE ARE PART OF THE ANtENNAE which this forum is dedicated to 

BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF ELECTROMAGNETIC RADIATION –    
patent for the  
DEFENSE  INTELLIGENCE  AGENCY 
 
 
 
CIA DIRECTOR ADMITS CHEMTRAIL SPREADING 
http://humansarefree.com/2017/03/cia-director-admits-plans-of-
aerosol.html?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Feed%
3A+blogspot%2FYTqom+%28Humans+Are+Free-Blog%29 
 
http://themindunleashed.com/2017/03/official-sky-will-sprayed-geoengineering-
experiment-blocking-sun-climate-change.html 

 
 

 

 
SHOULD BE BANNED LIKE DDT 
 

https://nexusnewsfeed.com/article/human-rights/monsanto-is-scrambling-
to-bury-this-breaking-story-don-t-let-this-go-unshared/  
 

You have been reading here in these texts about Valiant Thor (EnLil/YHWH) so here is a link showing how every one has been 
fooled by this entity. Supposedly with the military industrial complex "physicists for the last 58 years" from 1937-38. He has 
six fingers and six toes, copper oxide for blood same as octopi --- about a 1200 I.Q. ... I had a chance to meet him one time" 
Phil Schneider. 
Remarking on the number “12” in “1200” (An EnLil numeration) and with a possible explanation for that being Full Cellular 
Memory due to incarnating without any  impediment   to carrying former experiences, talent, and knowledge each time re-
incarnated. When watching this short video take note of what Schneider said about “throughout the 58 years he was work-
ing with us he did not age one bit” (paraphrased)  So far as “benevolent  alien” goes, had he really been a ‘goodie’ he would have 
been shot out of the skies by the malevolent ones underneath. 
http://www.disclose.tv/action/viewvideo/232457/valiant_thor_the_benevolent_alien_with_an_iq_of_1200/?utm_medium=em
ail&utm_campaign=digest-2017-12&utm_source=crit_send  
 

today is April 7. Many of the lines herein refer to dates around now, so quatrain lines you see not yet done will have to  wait
 

 

2 19 in ANTENNAE 
Venus newcomers, built place without  [our] defense, 
Place occupied then uninhabitable. Nuclearized 

Meadows, houses, fields, towns taken at pleasure, 
Famine, plague, war, extensive acreage arable. (Russia) 
see the Proper Name Venus has no capital?  Not needed for codes in codes 

  

https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B5eE6bPhwH70bXVNcEI0ZFlTaXc/view  
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http://themindunleashed.com/2017/03/official-sky-will-sprayed-geoengineering-experiment-blocking-sun-climate-change.html
http://themindunleashed.com/2017/03/official-sky-will-sprayed-geoengineering-experiment-blocking-sun-climate-change.html
https://nexusnewsfeed.com/article/human-rights/monsanto-is-scrambling-to-bury-this-breaking-story-don-t-let-this-go-unshared/
https://nexusnewsfeed.com/article/human-rights/monsanto-is-scrambling-to-bury-this-breaking-story-don-t-let-this-go-unshared/
http://www.disclose.tv/action/viewvideo/232457/valiant_thor_the_benevolent_alien_with_an_iq_of_1200/?utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=digest-2017-12&utm_source=crit_send
http://www.disclose.tv/action/viewvideo/232457/valiant_thor_the_benevolent_alien_with_an_iq_of_1200/?utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=digest-2017-12&utm_source=crit_send
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B5eE6bPhwH70bXVNcEI0ZFlTaXc/view


2 19 2 Place occupied then uninhabitable. Nuclearized  the agenda of those from “Venus” all along – show us how to kill 
ourselves using “clean” energy = nuclear. Why did they not show us one of the 15 other methods of free energy? 
2 19 1 Nouueaux venus, lieu bafti fans defenfe, 
2 19 2 Occuper  place par lors inhabitable. 
2 19 3 Prez, maifons, chaps, villes predre a plaiface, 
2 19 4 Faim, pefte, guerre, arpen long labourable. 
 

 

5 11 and see 5 14 
The sea will not be passed over safely by those of the Sun, 
Those of Venus will hold all Africa. 
Saturnines will no longer occupy their realm, 
And the Asiatic part will change.         ADRIATIC ? 

5 11 VenusAffriqueSaturneAfiatique 
QUEER FIVE, VERIFIES ANTENNAE SQUARE SINE ASKEUU QUAVER   
o hopefully I will remember to check the word SKIVES, but from recall it means to partake in rough sexual congress. They 

could have said ʺfucks the futureʺ too, the letters are there for that word.Skives is a medieval form of the 4 letter version. 
AUUAKEN, ASK,  USE : SUAVE EUREKA free energy FESTIVE  KIT FUSE take your pick of the fifteen types outlined herein 

 
o warning people that the human meat (Kin) going into fast food outlets is part of this war.  Eating kin causes a disease 

first seen in New Guinea, called Kuru Kuru. The Russians are aware of it.  Means aborted fetal cells used as ‘flavor’ too. 
Interesting that it states ACUTE which means not the normal kuru which can take decades to express itself.  

5 11  1 Mer par folaires feure nepaffera, 
5 11  2 Ceux de Venus tiendront toute l'Affrique. 
5 11  3 Leur regne plus Saturne n'occupera, 
5 11  4 Et changera la part Afiatique. 

 today is April 7. Many of the lines herein refer to dates around now, so quatrain lines you see not yet done will have to wait
5 14 1 Saturne & Mars en  leo Efpagne captifue, 
5 14 2 Par chef Lybique au conflict attrape, 
5 14 3 Proche de Malthe, Heredde prinfe viue, 
5 14 4 Et Romain fceptre fera par coq frappe. 

 
Saturn and Mars in Leo Spain captive, 
By the African/Libyan chief trapped in the conflict, 
Near Malta, "He-rod" taken alive, 
And the Roman sceptre [Leo] will be struck down by the Cock 
(Cockerel - Argo/Puppis/Mantids) 

 

5 14 
Saturne & Mars EfpagneLybiqueMalthe, HereddeRomain 
FROM ARAB SATAN :  PURSUEƒ   YEAR MAD KEEN TELLINGER, 
BEHEAD  HIM, OH;  PER DEFINED? = HE IS UUEEKS IN POUUER SHED 
ITS DEFENSE UUIRED  UUIDER.  Around the power shed 
DATED UUEEK  HEMP  SHOP  REDEFINED AS OK.   

5 14 SaturneMarsEfpagneLybiqueMaltheHereddeRomain    (‘q’ = ‘c’ and ‘k’ and ‘u’ = ‘v’) 
 OGRES’ 

OUTRAGES TURNING  YOUR BEGINNERS  DEAF-MUTE: UNDERMINE, DEGENERATESvb  BREATHING THE AIR  
CHEMTRAILED,   IN 
TERRIFYING CIGAR-SHAPED MADHOUSE.  CLAUSE YEAR FOURTEEN (YOU AIM 
TO SQUASH) READ :

o see the recent forum FIX THE CALENDARS which was the result of a collection of CALENDAR lines 

  

DREAMS UNFEMALE AGENDA ;  IS HARMFUL NUCLEAR  BOGEY-MAN SELF-RUIN (INTER-
BRED, HAD MASTERED MENAGERIES  AS « KEEPERS ») AIMED FOR PATRIARCHAL HATEMONGER SENDS 
RHEUMATISM, THE UNHEALTHIER ;  IS PROFITABLE,  NUMERATES MEGADEATH (SEE GEORGIA GUIDE-STONES).   
DEMI-HUMAN ELITE HONESTLY BELIEUE TAMPERING  GENETIC  AT  ELEMENTARY  LEUEL  SAUES EARTH, IS HUGE 
EMBITTERED REPROBATE  SUB-HUMAN HEGELIAN HYPERBOLE IDEA. COMES FROM ANCIENT FAMILY FEUD 
‘LORDS’ [TIN-GODS] GAUE MARITIME  LAUU BLAMED QUEER  E.T. SABOTEUR MASQUERADED AS HUMANS. 

 
THE STRONGS STUMBLE ON TIME-ROUGHENED KARIONG  HIERO-GLYPHS EYE-OPENER  (REMEMBER SUPER-
SMART ARTISAN’S  ) DYNASTY FIUE AND FOUR. 
AUERAGE  FIERY HEAT TEMPERATURES SUIT DARK SUN-FAME ANAKIM HEATHENS (ALTER YOUR SEMEN) BREAK 
HEALTHY GEM’S/Earth MEEK (RIGHTEOUS) BREEDING LINES, MAKES  GAYETIES AS A SHAME (IS THIRD GENDER) 
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HALF HU-BRED FEATHERY SNAKE AHA MANIPULATED AMERICAN DONALD TRUMP  AIMS  G.M.O. FLAMMABLE 
CORN ETHYLENE FUEL (THREATENS HUGE MURDER) IS GRIM EARTH, LAND HEALER ~ DREAMIER  ENGAGEMENT  
FROG-EYED REPTILIAN THINKS ARTIFICIAL TRANS-HUMAN MUTANTS ARE  BETTER  MEASUREMENT, ALARM IS 
EMPTY-HEADED RED-EYED BEAST BRUTISHNESS.  

 

o  
o OUTRAGES a shadow government project controlling  YOUR BEGINNERS children 
o   creating their much-desired adrenaline using fear 
o  
o  
o  
o DREAMS UNFEMALE AGENDA = PATRIARCHAL.,  HATEMONGER = Islam 
o THE STRONGS = Evan and Stephen Strong, archaeologists who saved Kariong from gubberment greed 
o ARTISAN’S usually is the qualifyer name for Da Vinci’s hidden subjects, but in this case is that of the Kariong 

artists.  grey from Scheat Procyonese  the craft 
which appear at Kariong, but I do not remember seeing any of the Elohim hidden in the Da Vinci (artisan) art. 
There were such things as the ‘amputated leg’ (meaning Scheat in the ‘leg’ of Pegasus) and the Apis/Vespa wasp 
meaning that constellation – from where the E.N.E. J-Rod52 have been ‘camped’, the cockerel meaning the poop 
deck of Argus, from whence the Mantids of the Eloim come, the Lyre (with TWO  chantarelles) meaning those from 
Lyra, the perpendicular duodenum which mimics the Lyre but has only  ONE  chantarelle and belongs to certain 
giant Anak (since it is they with the perpendicular duodenum) plus many others in ancient hieroglyph. One will 
note the giants depicted leading giraffe in certain Egyptian tomb murals. 
 

“ ʺAstonishing experiments, conducted by Dr. Hurtak and colleagues at the Great Pyramid and other sites in the South Americas, 
demonstrate the pyramids to be voice-activated "geophysical computers." Intoning specific ancient sounds, the scientific team 
produced visible standing waves of light, above and within the pyramids and were even able to penetrate, hitherto, inaccessible 
chambers. Subsequent discoveries indicate the ancient priest-scientists employed some sort of harmonic sound technology within  
the temple structures.  
     The discoveries emerging from Egypt, describe the existence of a world wide pyramid temple system in prehistory, mounted 
like antennae on the key energy meridians, which were employed by ancient priest-scientists as a musical system to stabilize the 
tectonic plates of the planet... cataclysmic geology at it’s finest. From the mother tongue word JEDAIAH, meaning "the way of 
the Word" or "the power of the Word", the ancient JEDAI priests used the language of Light to tune the planet like a giant harm-
onic bell. Much is being rediscovered in the last days of this time cycle. In the words of Dr. Jay Franz, of the Omega Foundation,  
"even if we don’t dare to name it, there is a universal feeling of something impending on the world stage."   
CHAMBERS OF THE DEEP 
By Paul White 
 

Fred Bell describes our ‘auric stench’  (FredBell) and why real Pleaidians cannot contact us 
http://beforeitsnews.com/space/2014/06/dr-fred-bells-et-andromedan-pleiadian-contacts-time-travel-is-this-why-he-
died-after-venturas-interview-2480688.html  
UFO  PHOTOS includes the ‘walnut’ (which was seen later to change to a black cube)  
https://www.pinterest.com/top10ufo/ufo-photos/  
 

so-called Pleiadian message 
http://www.psychedelicadventure.net/2008/03/great-intergalactic-alien-experiment.html  
 

WiFi Radiation Dangers And How To Remediate It 
http://humansarefree.com/2017/04/wifi-radiation-dangers-and-how-
to.html?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+blogspot%2FYTqom+%28Humans+Are+Free-Blog%29  
 

EPA Chief Rejects Agency’s Own Science — Won’t Ban Toxic Insecticide In Your Food  
http://humansarefree.com/2017/04/epa-chief-rejects-agencys-own-
science.html?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+blogspot%2FYTqom+%28Humans+Are+Free-
Blog%29 
 

***WARNING*** IT'S INSIDE YOU NOW. FROM THE AIR, DUST, WATER, SOIL and FOOD *( NANO DUST)* CONTAMINATION 
ALERT. PLEASE TELL EVERYONE** SOLUTION NOT KNOWN**. ... 
YOUTUBE.COM https://youtu.be/TIc7XNaeBgg 
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http://beforeitsnews.com/space/2014/06/dr-fred-bells-et-andromedan-pleiadian-contacts-time-travel-is-this-why-he-died-after-venturas-interview-2480688.html
http://beforeitsnews.com/space/2014/06/dr-fred-bells-et-andromedan-pleiadian-contacts-time-travel-is-this-why-he-died-after-venturas-interview-2480688.html
https://www.pinterest.com/top10ufo/ufo-photos/
http://www.psychedelicadventure.net/2008/03/great-intergalactic-alien-experiment.html
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http://humansarefree.com/2017/04/epa-chief-rejects-agencys-own-science.html?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+blogspot%2FYTqom+%28Humans+Are+Free-Blog%29
http://humansarefree.com/2017/04/epa-chief-rejects-agencys-own-science.html?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+blogspot%2FYTqom+%28Humans+Are+Free-Blog%29
http://humansarefree.com/2017/04/epa-chief-rejects-agencys-own-science.html?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+blogspot%2FYTqom+%28Humans+Are+Free-Blog%29
https://youtu.be/TIc7XNaeBgg


 

Ex Vatican Translator, Mauro Biglino, Bible Hoax, Alien Manipulation 
of Man, Genocide, Cloning. 1:28:04 
Parallels Gerald  Clark  work 
  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8BE-4wmdCpg&feature=share 
 
 
 
 
    ʺNot to be taken with mood altering drugsʺ 

 

 

 

During the 1500’s (i500s) to the Seventeenth, Eighteenth 
then until 1812 (nineteenth) centuries – the Earth suffered 
under what is in modern times called  a “mini ice age”. 
 

Here, in the sixteen hundreds (seventeenth century) one 
can see for themselves how the ices had absorbed much of 
the ocean waters, lowering the seas and leaving more land. 
Also notice the word EUROPA – which is a planet-moon. 
What does Meso-potamia (Iraq) really mean? 
Raising another question for me – why is Syria called that?  
Why was Persia given the name Persia. 
Were these named after Sirius and Perseus constellations?  
Followed by: 
where were  Perseus and Sirius when these names were 
attributed, were they in the southern or northern skies – or 
was our planet turned that way at that time? (the time of 
naming)~ not forgetting how did they get this map  then? 
Illustrated is what we see as the world of Da Vinci and of 
Nostradamus. Scan for yourself, the various names shown 

Also take note of the TWO areas (or even THREE)  which could be called the ʺPillars of Herculesʺ of ancient Grecian times. 
See the MERMAN top of the map? That is the same area a not-so-well-known battle occurred between joint allied craft and 
something which these texts would call Oannes – water based off worlders.   It would have been handy to be able to study 
that area of Jordan and other Biblical lands, had it not been cropped off the map at that point of the image near the Red Sea. 

Did UFOs Buzz Stralsund on April 8, 1665? - Jason Colavito 
www.jasoncolavito.com/blog/did-ufos-buzz-straslund-on-april-8-1665  Jun 29, 2015 - 

 The German text is "eine runde platte Form (N) wie ein Teller/und wie ein .... Video on the 1665 Stralsund UFO battle over the Baltic Sea 
Russia at war with 'underwater UFOs' since Cold War claims book ... 
www.dailystar.co.uk › News › Latest News   Aug 16, 2016 -  

A HIDDEN race of underwater aliens have been at war with Russia for decades, ... mysterious submersibles and UFOs dumping craft into the sea 
7 15 2  Sept ans fera le fiege devant mis:                     The siege put before  will be seven years  i562       

 Nostradamus

4 45 4 Tous deƒtranchés, vn en (Lat. behold) fera tefmoing                         A. Webber’s template 
RENNES (time gate) STEERƒMAN assistant in the stargate USES …        beam me up 
SEVEN TRANCHES conduits OUT~ SOME UƒED, GO TO EASTER true, two Easters.. 2010, 2012  
 singer of the verses'/collator  

A   EloimPLEASED   ENSLAVES  GREAT PEEVEDNESS  APEMEN  VENDETTA :  FALSIFIERS AVENGEMENT  VIA 
FAMED chemtrails  

 immortal  They think their reward will be immortality, but we have seen that the Anu are going to ‘dump’ 
them – because they were prepared to treat fellow men cruelly   
AND ,   Earth, = ELITE GREED  

  refugees’ FEASTING MADE PUT, IN FIFTEEN,  IS PESTILENT ADEPT GIRAFFES’  Camelopardalis   ‘black goo’  
  high cost  

DISPLEASES EVERLASTING  GENIAL  SANE  ANGEL,  LEFT GIFTED MEAD DEFTNESS  DEFINES  FERTILE  PAGES...  the Quatrains 
o   directed sonic energy frequencies, also known as :  Sasar 
o APEMEN = those from Sirius (Ahpee) which put into place the chemtrails agendas    
o , the patriarchal agenda, so fearful of the Feminine. Why ?    
o using chemical castration in soft drinks, needles, and genetically manipulated organisms as ‘foods’ 
o Fenestra means ‘small windows’ and can mean ‘pores in the skin’ as well as Artificial Intelligence via 

Windows™ ~ here it means the mucilage/biospheres too which are the « skin » of Mother Earth 
o  a pun – pilfers your age by stealing your children, and pilfers the [phantom] middle ages to do so 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8BE-4wmdCpg&feature=share
http://www.jasoncolavito.com/blog/did-ufos-buzz-straslund-on-april-8-1665
http://www.jasoncolavito.com/blog/did-ufos-buzz-straslund-on-april-8-1665
http://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/latest-news/538294/Russa-War-Underwater-UFOs-USOs-Cold-War-Soviet-Union-Depths-Conspiracy-Cover-Up


7 15 2 Sept ans sera le siege deuant mis   i555  The siege put before  will be seven years  

SANGUINEbloodyELITE ALIEN REPTILE’S PARASITEvirusTRESPASSES, PIRATES pdf PAGES, TRIES PLAGIARISE   MEAD
  

o telling Mead to lie down level, because the bed had been elevated, and this is contributing to spinal problems 
REPTILE’S PARASITE INSINUATES Lone Pine, -ASSESS AS DESPERATE MEASURE:   

 
[MEAD] SATIRISES  STAGE  GATES  SURPASSING  AGELESS  ‘TENSELESSNESS’, so making a metaphor of no tense-ness, no past, no 
current nor future tense, yes, time travel    

  
/Procyon        

 
 – AT SINGLE PINE (Lone Pine is the name of the farm   ASSES in Cancer June 22 – July 22 AND EARS Virgo- August 21 to Sept 21  DATES  

living                                 cracking a joke! 
MI MEAD ARGUES  Asking  ‘has the need for these texts been obviated’?  Confirmed by: 

IS AGITATED,  UNSURE [if]  pointlessness  AUGMENTED. made worse  5 36 1 Sister 

o 5 36 1De ƒoeur le frere parƒimulte faintiƒe, i555  (Sister of the brother via feigned (hidden) fantasy) 
Hoping this refers to the texts and not so much personal stuff which has no importance 

o 5 36 1 De ƒoeur le frere parƒimulte faintiƒe    
 LONELIER AMATEUR LAME MEAD FORUMS ARE SURE-FIRE REPULSER OF FAULTIER  SERENE  REMEDIES  RELIEF.

IS NOT DONE FOR PLEASURE NOR MONIES. SEES ARTISAN AND POET’S SCRIPTS PROSE AS RARE TRUE SCRIPT.URES 

 not sure what this means. Could mean Putin has been given true re-incarnating 
due to the word    meaning ‘place and times’,  but can also refer to his ADDRESSING the DESIRE TO REPAIR 

 o meaning ‘bribed’ 
  INFURIATES SLEEPIER SPITEFULNESS, TAUNTERS’ SORE  IRE : REPULSES PDF FERTILITIES, SEES AS FALSIFIED MIRE

 :  
 ; IS NEFARIOUS REPTILE’S SELF-RUIN SOUL FORFEITURE. 

o this would be referring to the « October, when the great translation will cause people to think 
Earth has lost her gravity... » 
 

ERASMUS = Beloved 
Erasmus | Define Erasmus at Dictionary.com 
www.dictionary.com/browse/erasmus 

Desiderius. [des-i-deer-ee-uh s] /ˌdɛs ɪˈdɪər i əs/ (Show IPA), 1466?–1536, Dutch humanist, scholar, theologian, and writer. a male given name: 

from a Greek word meaning “beloved.”. ... 
 
 

Busted: Turkey’s Phony Coup, Trump [OBAMA] Insiders Took Part.. 
By GPD on April 3, 2017 
Flynn's offer to kidnap imaginary coup plotter Gulen ties Trump * and team to ISIS friend and dictator Erdogan 
http://www.veteranstoday.com/2017/04/03/busted-turkeys-phony-coup-trump-insiders-took-part/  
• in 2016 it was Obama not Trump 
8 3 BraccataBergique 
ARABIC BRAGGART (URGE AIR BACTERIA)TRUCK: RIB-BARACK TURK, B.B.C., C.I.A., BIBI, RABBI BEER. May 13 – June 9  
o TRUCK: RIB/Leo-Chertan-BARACK-TURK the Erdogan clone BIBI Netanyahu RABBI, BBC/UK are all in it together  
10 56 2 Grand fleux de fang fortira par sa bouche 
GREAT BARRACUDAOannesPHOENIX'S McCain ERDOGAN, FEARFUL OF PURCHASING EXTRA BAD/super soldiers ? 

ERDOGAN HALF EXPECTINGhoping IS EXAGGERATED, ARRANGES PLANS OF FORUUARD BAD BRANCH  
G.M. DNA? super soldiers/Giants? 
 
4 95 4 Victor puis nay cu Armonique terre  Victor born on Armenian soil 

 
TRY COUP SACK VIPEROUS COURT’S NEUROTIC V.I.P.~ APPEARS NO VIRTUE (APPEARS AS ‘NOVICE COUSIN’S PURSUIT’).  
RESULT IS U.S. RIVER-STARS (Erid.anu) ORMANTIC A.I. COPIER VERSION of Erdogan: CONVERTS AIR.  
(VISITS [NOT ‘ARRIVES’] RUSSIAN PROLE/ folk CRIME) STRIVE AIM STARVES,  Agenda 21  
4:77:4 Apres pirates avoir chasse de l'onde. After pirates (pyrates?) chasing the wave  
YET EDESSA (Turkey) DESARCHISMontsegur cmmdr = Erdogan SEPARATOR CHASES E.T. RAY The one Putin sent to Antarctica 
AS (Ayse) PRAYS OLDEN PYRE PARTS, CRASHES EUCHARIST ART SACHS: SEEDS END ELITE’S RICH PAPER (N.W.O.)  
o DESARCHIS always after that most powerful weapon! The one Russia has  
o OLDEN PYRE PARTS this could be the SERBIAN BASIN ALIVE under which dwell Reptoid Grayles or Jordan 
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https://www.google.com.au/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=13&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwiikOrc14nTAhULj5QKHUvsB2kQFghPMAw&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.dictionary.com%2Fbrowse%2Ferasmus&usg=AFQjCNFXUOE3G75vBy1295dCHstNP1Vpjw&sig2=oA3GNmj4-fkZClUVbwVpYw&bvm=bv.151426398,d.dGo
http://www.veteranstoday.com/author/admin/
http://www.veteranstoday.com/2017/04/03/busted-turkeys-phony-coup-trump-insiders-took-part/


http://helenastales.weebly.com/blogue/adele-caught-shapeshifting-into-eight-foot-reptilian-in-new-zealand  
 

SierraMoreaAchem 
‘AHEM: 
RESEARCH A SORCERER’S AIM.  SEE A RARE CHARMER, SMEARIER HERMES RARE ORME  
CAMERAS AIM AREA RICH E.M.R. AMERICA’S HOMES.  I.E:  RACE R Draco MIMIC  HAM/Obama 

 
 

 
ASSAD: –  
https://www.nexusnewsfeed.com/article/human-rights/u-s-says-it-is-no-longer-interested-in-forcing-assad-to-step-down/  
Blaming Assad (who has never done anything to the people) is the "Accuser" (Satan) role of a cloned "president" begging another 
question – why – have they cloned Assad too? 
http://www.msn.com/en-au/news/world/donald-trump-says-syria-chemical-attack-has-changed-his-view-of-assad/ar-
BBzsdQM?li=AAgfYrC&ocid=mailsignout  
Judy Clarke (a retired) nurse ·  
"I am uphalled, [sic] disgusted and amazed how Dr's in Syria have no idea how to adequately manage and treat this latest chemical attack. EVERY 
single photo Ive seen is proving it either did not happen or the medical staff are completely ignorant and have no idea what to do in this type of 
emergency ... 
POINTING THUS TO A FALSE FLAG. 
 

7 24 4  LorraineMarquisPont.  (‘q’ = ‘k’ and ‘c’) 

 QUEEN Cassiopeians  ARM, Cephean Seraphim in the Black Knight
PRAISE QUEEN, MONITOR, REPAIR: IMPAIR TOP-RANK AMORAL URANIL RAS  ARM, 

 IN ARMS/Gemini, IN MA/October O’ER
ARIEN QUASI-LION-ANIMAL-MAN SENIOR CEO POSER (RAPE MINORS) POISONER AIRPLANE SQUIRT ONTO MORON PROLETARIAN 
 POOR – clearly saying we a re all being sprayed like cockroaches 

 
 URANIL ‘heavenly’ from Urania RAS the main star in Draco, meaning “head of the serpent/dragon”
 ARIEN/Aryan under Antarctica     SENIOR C.E.O. POSER = all of them, including presidents and some prime ministers
 POISONER AIRPLANE SQUIRT = chemtrails. Which is why I keep saying we can do nothing about chemtrails until Off Worlders                 

are made public. Just one more reason your ‘beloved’ leaders do not want to incriminate themselves via Disclosure 
 literally, those off worlders which do exactly that. It would not surprise me if there is a CIA project by that name.

 
 

  

 

The CIA’s ‘Marble’ Program Can Create Cyber Attacks To Look As Though They Are From Other Countries 
the word MARBLE appears in 25 lines  in the Template Allan Webber programmed 
https://needtoknow.news/2017/04/cias-marble-program-can-create-cyber-attacks-look-though-countries/  
 

PYRRHIC(of a victory) won at too great a cost to have been worthwhile for the victor. 
Definition of pyrrhic. : a metrical foot consisting of two short or unaccented syllables. 
consisting of two short or unaccented syllables. composed of or pertaining to pyrrhics. noun. Also called dibrach. 
a pyrrhic foot. From the Greek word meaning "war dance" 

 

'And the result spoke clearly: cress seeds next to the router did not grow, and some of them were even mutated or dead' 
http://stopsmartmeters.org.uk/9th-grade-student-cress-wifi-experiment-attracts-international-attention/  
 
"First and foremost, consumers need to understand most ‘smart’ technologies and appliances operate using some form or range of 
microwaves, hence the quest for 5G in the sky to provide faster service, which may be only one reason of many for the push to ‘fry’ 
brains, I think." 
see “Science Speaks Out About Electromagnetic Frequencies.” 
"In conclusion, results of this study showed that chronic exposure to Wi-Fi electromagnetic waves might impair both unimodal and cross-modal 
encoding of information." [1] — [CJF emphasis added] 
That means the poor rats brains became addled.  What are those laboratory rats telling us? As a society, we seem to have more 
problems with cognition, i.e., ADD, ADHD, Autism Spectrum Disorder, Alzheimer’s disease, plus various other forms of dementia. 
Here is the National Institute on Aging’s website on “Types of Dementia.” 
 
http://humansarefree.com/2017/04/what-are-laboratory-rats-
indicating.html?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+blogspot%2FYTqom+%28Humans+Are+Free-
Blog%29 
 

13th amendment, which states that no leader of America ..... with Royalty 
https://2012thebigpicture.wordpress.com/2013/04/04/the-truth-about-the-13th-amendment-is-hitting-the-public-records/ 
 

Noting the words "legal personhood" (should it have been called "natural persons"? according to Montana Man)  
https://www.nexusnewsfeed.com/article/climate-ecology/india-grants-glaciers-legal-personhood-in-effort-to-protect-them/ 
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http://helenastales.weebly.com/blogue/adele-caught-shapeshifting-into-eight-foot-reptilian-in-new-zealand
https://www.nexusnewsfeed.com/article/human-rights/u-s-says-it-is-no-longer-interested-in-forcing-assad-to-step-down/
http://www.msn.com/en-au/news/world/donald-trump-says-syria-chemical-attack-has-changed-his-view-of-assad/ar-BBzsdQM?li=AAgfYrC&ocid=mailsignout
http://www.msn.com/en-au/news/world/donald-trump-says-syria-chemical-attack-has-changed-his-view-of-assad/ar-BBzsdQM?li=AAgfYrC&ocid=mailsignout
https://www.facebook.com/Judils?hc_ref=NEWSFEED&fref=nf
https://needtoknow.news/2017/04/cias-marble-program-can-create-cyber-attacks-look-though-countries/
http://stopsmartmeters.org.uk/9th-grade-student-cress-wifi-experiment-attracts-international-attention/
http://www.activistpost.com/2017/03/science-speaks-electromagnetic-frequencies-harms.html
https://www.nia.nih.gov/alzheimers/publication/dementias/types-dementia
http://humansarefree.com/2017/04/what-are-laboratory-rats-indicating.html?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+blogspot%2FYTqom+%28Humans+Are+Free-Blog%29
http://humansarefree.com/2017/04/what-are-laboratory-rats-indicating.html?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+blogspot%2FYTqom+%28Humans+Are+Free-Blog%29
http://humansarefree.com/2017/04/what-are-laboratory-rats-indicating.html?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+blogspot%2FYTqom+%28Humans+Are+Free-Blog%29
https://2012thebigpicture.wordpress.com/2013/04/04/the-truth-about-the-13th-amendment-is-hitting-the-public-records/
https://www.nexusnewsfeed.com/article/climate-ecology/india-grants-glaciers-legal-personhood-in-effort-to-protect-them/


https://augtellez.wordpress.com/2017/03/20/the-control-system-is-designed-to-control-those-who-choose-
ignorance-over-self-awareness/  
 

http://www.disclose.tv/news/rudolph_fentz_the_time_traveler_who_was_run_down_in_new_york/138108?utm_me
dium=email&utm_campaign=daily-2017-03-10&utm_source=email  
 

THIS WAS "RE-TUNING" THE PYRAMID and it was the Yöd craft of the Rendlesham Incident 
http://www.disclose.tv/news/bizarre_sighting_of_ufos_floating_above_the_giza_pyramids_has_gone_viral/138111?ut
m_medium=email&utm_campaign=daily-2017-03-10&utm_source=email  
 

http://www.disclose.tv/news/agenda_21_the_plan_to_depopulate_95_of_the_world_by_2030/138071?utm_medium
=email&utm_campaign=daily-2017-03-08&utm_source=email  
 

Space A.I. 
http://www.vanityfair.com/news/2017/03/elon-musk-billion-dollar-crusade-to-stop-ai-space-x? 
 

Microwave towers & faster downloads: the hidden health impact of wireless communications 
https://nexusnewsfeed.com/article/health-healing/microwave-towers-faster-downloads-the-hidden-health-impact-of-
wireless-communications/  
 

Light based Wi Fi   
https://nexusnewsfeed.com/article/health-healing/a-new-type-of-li-fi-has-reportedly-cracked-40-gbps-100-times-faster-than-the-best-wi-
fi/ 
 

Nervous system manipulation   
http://www.theeventchronicle.com/study/mind-control-real-united-states-patent-6506148-b2-confirms-nervous-system-
manipulation/# 
 
THE FULL SASQUATCH HUB PAGES ARTICLE CAN BE READ HERE: 

https://hubpages.com/education/Sasquatch-Humanites-Big-Brother-Race-Still-Sits-on-the-Star-Council-of-Star-Elders 
 
http://humansarefree.com/2017/03/babylonian-money-magic-slave-system-
or.html?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+blogspot%2FYTqom+%28Humans+Are+Free-
Blog%29 
 
http://humansarefree.com/2017/04/quantum-communicating-
with.html?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+blogspot%2FYTqom+%28Humans+Are+Free-
Blog%29 
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http://www.disclose.tv/news/agenda_21_the_plan_to_depopulate_95_of_the_world_by_2030/138071?utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=daily-2017-03-08&utm_source=email
http://www.vanityfair.com/news/2017/03/elon-musk-billion-dollar-crusade-to-stop-ai-space-x?utm_source=pocket&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=pockethits
https://nexusnewsfeed.com/article/health-healing/microwave-towers-faster-downloads-the-hidden-health-impact-of-wireless-communications/
https://nexusnewsfeed.com/article/health-healing/microwave-towers-faster-downloads-the-hidden-health-impact-of-wireless-communications/
https://nexusnewsfeed.com/article/health-healing/a-new-type-of-li-fi-has-reportedly-cracked-40-gbps-100-times-faster-than-the-best-wi-fi/
https://nexusnewsfeed.com/article/health-healing/a-new-type-of-li-fi-has-reportedly-cracked-40-gbps-100-times-faster-than-the-best-wi-fi/
http://www.theeventchronicle.com/study/mind-control-real-united-states-patent-6506148-b2-confirms-nervous-system-manipulation/
http://www.theeventchronicle.com/study/mind-control-real-united-states-patent-6506148-b2-confirms-nervous-system-manipulation/
https://hubpages.com/education/Sasquatch-Humanites-Big-Brother-Race-Still-Sits-on-the-Star-Council-of-Star-Elders
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